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PART A: OPERATIONAL PLAN OVERVIEW
FOREWORD
The end of term of the current democratic government led by the African
National Congress has come to an end. The road we have travelled from 2009 to
date has been a mixed bag of good work as well as some challenges in some
areas.
We are on the eve of the 20th anniversary of our freedom and democracy
wherein we will be celebrating as well as showcase the area of success as we
struggled to create a better life for all South Africans. The government will also
chart the way forward to ensure that working with urban and rural areas we
continue to push South Africa forward to the promised land of better
communities. Notwithstanding some gains at pushing back the frontiers of
poverty, we do acknowledge that the triple challenges of poverty,
unemployment and underdevelopment still ring supreme in our communities.
According to Census 2011 the Eastern Cape municipalities are servicing a total
number of 6.5 million people. On average 75% of households are indigent and
about 16% of the provincial population is not employed.
There is a general improvement on access to basic services. That is a good story to tell as we celebrate 20 years of
freedom and democracy. Pressures of urbanisation, movement of the poor to the metros and cities and growing
numbers of the unemployed has put strain on the finances of municipalities especially metros and cities, to provide
access to basic services. It is a fact that South Africa is a better place than it was before 1994. South Africans, black
and white for the first time in the history of our country have got a right to vote for a government of their choice in
free and fair elections. In this context, in the 5th term of our democratic government we are determined to do more
working with our communities as their own liberators. The new democratic administration is armed with the
landmark National Development Plan Vision 2030 (NDP Vision 2030) which is the envisioned socio-economic
implementation blueprint for our country to eradicate poverty, increase employment, reduce inequality and fight
corruption by 2030.
In line with the NDP Vision 2030, the Eastern Cape Province has developed a Provincial Development Plan Vision
2030 (PDP Vision 2030). The highlights of the plan are the improvement of education, redistributive economic
growth, economic independence and job creation, rural development, improving the functionality of the state and
empowering civil society, health and the fight against crime and corruption. The Medium Term Strategic Framework
(MTSF) 2014-2019 and Outcome 9 articulate and guide our municipalities and traditional leadership institutions
through sub-outcomes for a functional, accountable, responsive, effective and efficient local state to deliver
sustainable, cost-effective and quality services to the people.
Equally so, the Strategic Plan 2014-2019 and Annual Performance Plan (APP) 2014/17 of the department outlines the
new vision, mission, strategic goals, objectives and annual targets wehave to achieve over the five-year strategic
planning period. The visionary direction of the Department is the implementation of our development programmes to
address the well-being of citizens. In this regard, the role and the importance of the Traditional leaders in rural
development cannot be overemphasized. We have done well so far to facilitate the participation of the Traditional
leaders in the Municipal Councils.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa of 1996 and Outcome 9 are clear on the matters to improve the
functioning of local government and traditional leadership institutions to advance the socio-economic position of
communities. We commit to deepen public participation by strengthening the existing forums to enable communities
to play a greater role in development we thereby improve the public trust in the credibility of municipalities to deliver
sustainable services. The functionality of Ward Committees to facilitate communication between communities,
municipalities, government departments and key stakeholders, will also be taken care of. Our fight against fraud and
corruption will be intensified especially to thwart any attempts aimed at siphoning state resources for private and
individual gain.
I hereby submit the 2014/15 Operational Plan which is based on the 2014/17 APP and on the Five Year Strategic Plan
2014 - 2019.

HONOURABLE F. XASA
MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS
DATE: 30/06/2014
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OFFICIAL SIGN-OFF
It is hereby certified that this Operational Plan:
Was developed by the staff of the Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs under the
guidance of Hon. F. Xasa, the MEC for the Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs.
Was prepared in line with the current Annual Performance Plan of the Department of Local Government
and Traditional Affairs.
Accurately reflects the performance targets which the Department of Local Government and Traditional
Affairs will endeavour to achieve given the resources made available in the budget for 2014/15.

N Ravgee

Signature: _________________________

Chief Financial Officer

L. Nkanjeni

Signature: _________________________

Official Responsible for Planning

S Khanyile

Signature: _________________________

Superintendent-General

Approved by:
Hon. F. Xasa

Signature: _________________________

MEC for the Department of
Local Government and Traditional Affairs
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PART B: PROGRAMME AND SUB-PROGRAMME PLANS
VISION
An integrated, capable, responsive and accountable local government and traditional institution system
focusing on the needs of the community
MISSION
To promote a developmental local state and traditional institutions that are accountable, focused on citizen’s
priorities; capable of delivering high-quality services consistently and sustainably through cooperative
governance and participatory democracy
VALUES
Our values are people orientated and are based on the Batho Pele Principles:
VALUES
Consultation
Quality
Equality
Professionalism
Highest ethical
standards
Staff, our greatest
assets
Responsiveness

DEFINITION
We always consult our customers on the level, quality and choices of the
services we offer.
We set high standards geared towards effective and efficient service
delivery.
We shall give equal access to our services to all, with special emphasis on
targeted groups.
We believe that our customers are entitled to be treated courteously and
with the highest level of professionalism.
We shall always maintain zero tolerance towards fraud and corruption.
We believe that our employees are integral to the success of the department
and we will at all times endeavour to ensure that their organizational needs
are satisfied.
We pledge to respond speedily and effectively to the needs of stakeholders
and communities.
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PROGRAMMES 4 & 5

PROGRAMME 3

PROGRAMME 2

PROGRAMME 1

PROGRAMME

SO:10

Strategic Goal 5:
To have enabling viable, sustainable
developmental municipalities that deliver basic
services

SO:11

SO: 9

Strategic Goal 4:
Liveable, integrated cities, towns and rural areas
that provide basic income security

Strategic Goal : 6
An enabling service environment in traditional
leadership institutions to improve socio-economic

SO: 8

SO: 7

SO: 6

SO: 5

To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the
implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the
functionality of the traditional leadership institutions and socio-economic

To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs
services in line with their credible IDP’s

To improve public trust and credibility in local government through
public participation
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through
the complete implementation of individual performance management
and development systems aligned to the Organisational performance
management systems
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT
through the provisioning of effective high quality management support
To improve municipal performance, monitoring and evaluation services
through effective and coordinated hands-on support
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic
and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development
planning, spatial planning, land survey and cadastral information
management, valuation services and land use management and
administration
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and
rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern
Cape Province

SO: 4

SO: 3

To improve effective management support on municipal administration
matters within the regulatory framework
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean
financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts

SO: 2

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
SO: 1
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate
services and financial management to achieve clean administration

Strategic Goal 3:
Effective and efficient planning and development
in municipalities

STRATEGIC GOALS
Strategic Goal 1:
An enabling environment to enhance service
delivery through integrated support services
Strategic Goal 2:
To strengthen municipal institutional capacity to
promote governance and effective service delivery

STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
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PROGRAMME

STRATEGIC GOALS
development through integrated support services

SO:14

SO: 12
SO:13

To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes
To resolve traditional leadership disputes and claims for improved social
cohesion within the communities
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the
Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional
requirement of recognizing the role and functions of the institutions to
improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
growth
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PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION

PROGRAMME 1:
Administration

PROGRAMME NAME

SUB-PROGRAMME
1.1
Office of the MEC
Special Programmes Unit
1.2
Office of the Head of Department
Internal Audit
Risk Management and Internal Control
Legal Advisory Services
Security Management and Anti-corruption Services
1.3
District Coordination and Local Government Turnaround Strategy
Office of the General Manager – District Coordination and Local Government Turnaround Strategy
District Coordination
Local Government Turnaround Strategy
1.4
Communication and Strategic Management Information Services
Office of the General Manager – Communication and Strategic Management Information Services
Strategic Planning
Monitoring and Evaluation
Corporate Secretariat
Corporate Communications
1.5
Finance and Supply Chain Management
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Financial Accounting Services
Budget Planning and Management Accounting
Supply Chain Management
1.6
Corporate Services
Office of the General Manager - Corporate Services
Human Resource Planning and Development
Human Resource Management
Labour Relations
Organisational Transformation
Departmental Government Information Management Office (DGITO)

Programme purpose: To give effective strategic leadership, efficient administration and support services for the Department of Local Government and Traditional Affairs.

1.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports presented
Register of
presented to
to Cabinet on
memoranda, reports,
MEC attendance of
MEC attendance of
MEC attendance of
MEC attendance of
Cabinet on delivery
delivery against all
departmental strategy,
Min - MEC meetings.
Min - MEC
Min - MEC
Min - MEC
against all
Departmental policy
attendance registers
Coordinate the
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
Departmental
directives and
and signed records of
reporting on
Coordinate the
Coordinate the
Coordinate the
policy directives
agreements
meetings
implementation of all
reporting on
reporting on
reporting on
and agreements
Min -MEC, Cabinet,
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
Cluster and
all Min -MEC,
all Min -MEC,
all Min -MEC,
Legislature
Cabinet, Cluster and
Cabinet, Cluster
Cabinet, Cluster and
resolutions.
Legislature
and Legislature
Legislature
MEC attends
resolutions.
resolutions.
resolutions.
MEC attends
MEC attends
MEC attends
structured
stakeholder meetings
structured
structured
structured
in municipalities on a
stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
quarterly basis.
meetings in
meetings in
meetings in
Develop a functional
municipalities on a
municipalities on a
municipalities on a
quarterly basis.
quarterly basis.
quarterly basis.
stakeholder
engagement
Develop a functional
Develop a
Develop a functional
programme with
stakeholder
functional
stakeholder
municipalities.
engagement
stakeholder
engagement
Support and monitor
programme with
engagement
programme with
the implementation
municipalities.
programme with
municipalities.
of resolutions and
Support and
municipalities.
Support and
recommendations of
monitor the
Support and
monitor the
engagement
implementation of
monitor the
implementation of
sessions.
resolutions and
implementation of
resolutions and

1.1 Sub-Programme: Office of the MEC
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
recommendations of
resolutions and
recommendations of
engagement
recommendations
engagement
sessions.
of engagement
sessions.
sessions.
R304 953,34
R213 293,33
R188 244,34
R177 126,67
R883 617,68
2.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 monitoring reports
Register of memoranda,
monitoring reports
on the provincial
reports, departmental
Monitor the
Monitor the
Monitor the
Monitor the
on the provincial
benefits derived from
strategy, attendance
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
benefits derived
resolutions of flowing
resolutions of flowing
resolutions of
resolutions of flowing the implementation of registers and signed
from the
Provincial and
records of meetings
from Provincial and
from Provincial and
flowing from
from Provincial and
implementation of
National Summit
National Summits.
National Summits.
Provincial and
National Summits.
Provincial and
Resolutions and other
National Summits.
Conduct municipal
Conduct municipal
Conduct municipal
National Summit
active Agreements
visits across all district
visits across all
Conduct municipal
visits across all
Resolutions and
municipalities and
district municipalities
visits across all
district municipalities
other active
engagement sessions
and engagement
district
and engagement
Agreements
to populate
sessions to populate
municipalities and
sessions to populate
resolutions.
resolutions.
engagement
resolutions.
sessions to
Coordinate the
Coordinate the
Coordinate the
populate
development of a
development of a
development of a
resolutions.
strategy for alignment
strategy for
strategy for
of municipal
alignment of
Coordinate the
alignment of
programmes with
municipal
development of a
municipal
resolutions.
programmes with
strategy for
programmes with
resolutions.
alignment of
resolutions.
Exercise political
municipal
oversight of its
Exercise political
Exercise political
programmes with
implementation.
oversight of its
oversight of its
resolutions.
implementation.
implementation.
Submit 1 report on the
Exercise political
implementation of
Submit 1 report on
Submit 1 report on
oversight of its
national and provincial
the implementation
the implementation
implementation.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
summit resolutions.
of national and
of national and
Submit 1 report on
provincial summit
provincial summit
the
Facilitate the
resolutions.
resolutions.
submission and
implementation of
presentation of
national and
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
legislative and policy
submission and
provincial summit
submission and
compliance reports to
presentation of
resolutions.
presentation of
the MEC.
legislative and policy
legislative and policy
Facilitate the
compliance reports
compliance reports
Facilitate the
submission and
to the MEC.
to the MEC.
submission and the
presentation of
presentation of
Facilitate the
legislative and
Facilitate the
legislative and policy
submission and the
policy compliance
submission and the
compliance review
presentation of
reports to the MEC.
presentation of
reports to the
legislative and policy
legislative and policy
Facilitate the
Legislature.
compliance review
compliance review
submission and the
reports to the
reports to the
Receive reports from
presentation of
Legislature.
Legislature.
Mayors on the
legislative and
implementation of
Receive reports from
policy compliance
Receive reports from
mandates in line with
Mayors on the
review reports to
Mayors on the
service delivery
implementation of
the Legislature.
implementation of
agreements.
mandates in line with
mandates in line with
Receive reports
service delivery
service delivery
Coordinate the
from Mayors on
agreements.
agreements.
presentation of IDP
the
Assessments Reports
Coordinate the
implementation of
Coordinate the
for Commentary to the
presentation of IDP
mandates in line
presentation of IDP
MEC.
Assessments Reports
with service
Assessments Reports
for Commentary to
delivery
for Commentary to
Facilitate Performance
the MEC.
agreements.
the MEC.
Review Sessions with
Mayors in line with the
Facilitate
Coordinate the
Facilitate
delivery agreements.
Performance Review
presentation of IDP
Performance Review
Sessions with Mayors
Assessments
Sessions with Mayors
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
in line with the
Reports for
in line with the
delivery agreements.
Commentary to the
delivery agreements.
MEC.
Facilitate
Performance
Review Sessions
with Mayors in line
with the delivery
agreements.
R304 953,33
R213 293,33
R188 244,33
R177 126,67
R883 617,66
3.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports on the
Register of memoranda,
on the Executive
Executive
reports, departmental
Attends a number of
Attends a number of
Attends a number
Attends a number of
responsibilities and
responsibilities and
strategy, attendance
Executive Council
Executive Council
of Executive
Executive Council
Executive
Executive
registers and signed
Outreach Meetings.
Outreach Meetings.
Council Outreach
Outreach Meetings.
Management
Management
records of meetings
Meetings.
Attend MEC/ Man
Attend MEC/ Man
Attend MEC/ Man
engagements
engagements
meetings
meetings
Attend MEC/ Man
meetings
meetings
Organise meetings
Organise meetings
Organise meetings
between the MEC&
between the MEC&
Organise meetings
between the MEC&
HOD/ or Executive
HOD/ or Executive
between the MEC&
HOD/ or Executive
Management on
Management on
HOD/ or Executive
Management on
important legislative,
important legislative,
Management on
important legislative,
executive and
executive and
important
executive and
management
management
legislative,
management
decisions.
decisions.
executive and
decisions.
management
Facilitate monthly
Facilitate monthly
Facilitate monthly
decisions.
planning and review of
planning and review
planning and review
staff meetings.
of staff meetings.
Facilitate monthly
of staff meetings.
planning and
Monitor the
Monitor the
Monitor the
review of staff
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
resolutions.
resolutions.
meetings.
resolutions.
Submit reports to the
Submit reports to the
Monitor the
Submit reports to the
Portfolio Committee.
Portfolio Committee.
implementation of
Portfolio Committee.
resolutions.
Attendance of 1
Attendance of 1
Attendance of 1
Lekgotlas & Makgotlas.
Lekgotlas &
Submit reports to
Lekgotlas &
Makgotlas.
the Portfolio
Makgotlas.
Attendance of
Committee.
Executive Council
Attendance of
Attendance of
Meetings and Cabinet
Executive Council
Attendance of 1
Executive Council
Committees &
Meetings and
Lekgotlas &
Meetings and
Portfolio Committee
Cabinet Committees
Makgotlas.
Cabinet Committees
Meetings.
& Portfolio
& Portfolio
Attendance of
Committee
Committee
Executive Council
MEC attends (house
Meetings.
Meetings.
and parliament)
Meetings and
sessions.
Cabinet
MEC attends (house
MEC attends (house
and parliament)
Committees &
and parliament)
Attend Special Sitting
sessions.
Portfolio
sessions.
of the NCOP.
Committee
Attend Special Sitting
Attend Special Sitting
Submit 1 report on the
Meetings.
of the NCOP.
of the NCOP.
implementation of
MEC attends
Cabinet and MINMEC
Submit 1 report on
Submit 1 report on
(house and
resolutions to the
the implementation
the implementation
parliament)
Oversight Committee
of Cabinet and
of Cabinet and
sessions.
on a quarterly basis.
MINMEC resolutions
MINMEC resolutions
to the Oversight
Attend Special
to the Oversight
Submit 1 report on the
Committee on a
Sitting of the NCOP.
Committee on a
Executive and
quarterly basis.
quarterly basis.
Management
Submit 1 report on
Engagements.
the
Submit 1 report on
Submit 1 report on
the Executive and
implementation of
the Executive and
Management
Cabinet and
Management
Engagements.
MINMEC
Engagements.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 650 853
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard
indicators
APP 2014/15:
evidence
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
resolutions to the
Oversight
Committee on a
quarterly basis.
Submit 1 report on
the Executive and
Management
Engagements.
R304 953,33
R213 293,34
R188 244,33
R177 126,66
R883 617,66
TOTAL BUDGET
R914 860
R639 880
R564 733
R531 380
R2 650 853
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R483 879
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports on
1
1
1
1
4
Register of
the implementation of
memoranda,
Co-ordinating
Co-ordinating
Co-ordinating issues of
Co-ordinating
Reports on the
departmental service
workshop reports
issues of vulnerable
issues of vulnerable
vulnerable groups by
issues of vulnerable
implementation
delivery programmes
and
groups by
groups by
conducting 3
groups by
of departmental
targeting designated
recommendations,
conducting 3
conducting 3
workshops and
conducting 3
service delivery
vulnerable groups as
departmental
workshops and
workshops and
awareness campaigns
workshops and
programmes
beneficiaries
strategy, attendance
awareness
awareness
within the Department.
awareness
targeting
registers and signed
campaigns within
campaigns within
Coordinate 6 district
campaigns within
designated
records of meetings.
the Department.
the Department.
municipalities and
the Department.
vulnerable
Reports on the
Coordinate 6
Coordinate 6
Coordinate 6
groups as
Metros(Amathole,
implementation of
district
district
Cacadu, Alfred Nzo, OR
district
beneficiaries
departmental
municipalities and
municipalities and
Tambo, Chris Hani, Joe
municipalities and
service delivery
Metros(Amathole,
Metros(Amathole,
Gqabi, Buffalo City
Metros(Amathole,
programmes.
Cacadu, Alfred Nzo,
Cacadu, Alfred Nzo,
Metro and Nelson
Cacadu, Alfred Nzo,
OR Tambo, Chris
OR Tambo, Chris
Mandela Metro) in
OR Tambo, Chris
Hani, Joe Gqabi,
Hani, Joe Gqabi,
implementing SPU
Hani, Joe Gqabi,
Buffalo City Metro
Buffalo City Metro
programmes, on
Buffalo City Metro
and Nelson
and Nelson
vulnerable groups.
and Nelson
Mandela Metro) in
Mandela Metro) in
Coordinate other
Mandela Metro) in
implementing SPU
implementing SPU
Stakeholders as
implementing SPU
programmes, on
programmes, on
programmes, on
Strategic Partners in
vulnerable groups.
vulnerable groups.
implementing SPU
vulnerable groups.
Coordinate other
Coordinate other
Coordinate other
programmes, on
Stakeholders as
Stakeholders as
vulnerable groups.
Stakeholders as
Strategic Partners
Strategic Partners
Co-ordinate the
Strategic Partners
in implementing
in implementing
mainstreaming of
in implementing

Special Programmes Unit
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2.

Number of monitoring
reports submitted on
the implementation of
the Employment
Equity Plan in
municipalities and the

R129 029
1
Participate in the
Departmental
Employment Equity
Committee to
advise and monitor

R37 855
1
Participate in the
Departmental
Employment Equity
Committee to
advise and monitor

R102 677,50
1
Participate in the
Departmental
Employment Equity
Committee to advise
and monitor

R29 650
1
Participate in the
Departmental
Employment Equity
Committee to
advise and monitor

R299 211,50
4
Monitoring
reports
submitted on
the
implementation

Register of
memoranda,
programmes,
workshop reports
and
recommendations,

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R483 879
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
SPU programmes,
SPU programmes,
vulnerable groups'
SPU programmes,
on vulnerable
on vulnerable
issues.
on vulnerable
groups.
groups.
Develop and submit
groups
Co-ordinate the
Co-ordinate the
reports on the
Co-ordinate the
mainstreaming of
mainstreaming of
facilitation and
mainstreaming of
vulnerable groups'
vulnerable groups'
coordination of the
vulnerable groups'
issues.
issues.
implementation of
issues.
Develop and submit
Develop and submit
institutionalised days
Develop and submit
reports on the
reports on the
and observance
reports on the
facilitation and
facilitation and
including
facilitation and
coordination of the
coordination of the
mainstreaming of
coordination of the
implementation of
implementation of
vulnerable groups’
implementation of
institutionalised
institutionalised
issues in the
institutionalised
days and
days and
Department and
days and
observance
observance
District Municipalities.
observance
including
including
including
mainstreaming of
mainstreaming of
mainstreaming of
vulnerable groups’
vulnerable groups’
vulnerable groups’
issues in the
issues in the
issues in the
Department and
Department and
Department and
District
District
District
Municipalities.
Municipalities.
Municipalities.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Mobilise all stakeholders (sector departments, development agencies, including other relevant partners) as strategic partners to rally behind the mandate; set departmental
priorities and targets; capacitate beneficiaries; and create transformed learning organization in order to meet full realisation of the departmental service delivery outcomes by
2019
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Yotsi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R483 879
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
department
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
of the
departmental
issues of
issues of
issues of designated
issues of
Employment
strategy, attendance
designated groups.
designated groups.
groups.
designated groups.
Equity Plan in
registers and signed
Support and advise
Support and advise
Support and advise
Support and advise
municipalities
records of meetings.
and the
Reports on the
municipalities in
municipalities in
municipalities in the
municipalities in
the implementation
the implementation
implementation of EE
the implementation
department
implementation of
Employment Equity
of EE Plan, by
of EE Plan, by
Plan, by conducting
of EE Plan, by
conducting
conducting
workshops and
conducting
Plan.
workshops and
workshops and
trainings.
workshops and
trainings.
trainings.
trainings.
R50 000,00
R66 445,00
R68 222,50
R0
R184 667,50
TOTAL BUDGET
R179 029
R104 300
R170 900
R29 650
R483 879
-
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Sub-Programme: Office of the Head of Department

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 reports compiled
Analysis reports,
reports
towards monitoring
Provide support to
Provide support
Provide support to
Provide support to the
Programme of Action,
compiled
compliance with
the Executive
to the
the Executive
Executive Authority
register of memoranda,
towards
strategic/ operational
Authority
Executive
Authority
attendance registers and
monitoring
decisions taken by
Authority
signed records of
compliance with
the SG
Provide Section 139
Provide Section
Provide Section 139
Provide Section 139 and
meetings.
strategic/
and 154 support to
139 and 154
and 154 support to
154 support to
Reports on monitoring
operational
municipalities.
support to
municipalities.
municipalities.
decisions taken
compliance with
Attending of the
municipalities.
Attending of the
Attending of the Political
by the SG
Political MuniMec.
Attending of the
Political MuniMec.
MuniMec.
strategic/ operational
Attending Technical
Political
Attending Technical
Attending Technical
decisions.
MuniMec.
MuniMec.
MuniMec.
MuniMec.
Submit
Attending
Submit departmental
Submit departmental
Technical
departmental
reports and
reports and responses to
reports and
MuniMec.
responses to the
the oversight
Submit
responses to the
oversight committees
committees (1 report to
oversight
departmental
(1 report to oversight
oversight committee).
committees (1
reports and
committee).
Provide legal advisory
report to oversight
responses to
Provide legal
services, financial and
committee).
the oversight
advisory services,
human resources.
Provide legal
committees (1
financial and human
advisory services,
report to
resources.
oversight
financial and
human resources.
committee).
Provide legal

1.2
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
advisory
services,
financial and
human
resources.
Support provincial
Support
Support provincial
Support provincial
government in
provincial
government in
government in ensuring
ensuring good
government in
ensuring good
good governance and
governance and
ensuring good
governance and
administration
administration
governance and
administration
administration
Attend 3 meetings:
Attend 3
Attend 3 meetings:
Attend 3 meetings:
- Chairing the
meetings:
- Chairing the
- Chairing the
Governance and
- Chairing the
Governance and
Governance and
Administration
Governance
Administration
Administration
Cluster,
and
Cluster,
Cluster,
- HOD Forum,
Administratio
- HOD Forum,
- HOD Forum,
- National
n Cluster,
- National Working
- National Working
Working Forums
- HOD Forum,
Forums (PAICC,
Forums (PAICC, KSD
(PAICC, KSD
- National
KSD PWG, PCMT).
PWG, PCMT).
PWG, PCMT).
Working
Forums
(PAICC, KSD
PWG, PCMT).
Ensure good
Ensure good
Ensure good
Ensure good governance
Analysis reports, register
governance and
governance and
governance and
and efficiency in
of memoranda,
efficiency in
efficiency in
efficiency in
administration
attendance registers and
administration
administration
administration
minutes of meetings.
Ensure that
Ensure that
Ensure that findings
Ensure that findings by
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
findings by internal
findings by
by internal and
internal and external
Report on Audit
and external
internal and
external auditors are
auditors are addressed
Implementation Plans.
auditors are
external
addressed fully.
fully.
ASC reports.
addressed fully.
auditors are
Ensure mitigation of
Ensure mitigation of
Ensure mitigation
addressed fully.
risks identified by
risks identified by risk
Ensure
of risks identified
risk management.
management.
by risk
mitigation of
Ensure
Ensure implementation
management.
risks identified
implementation of
of recommendations
Ensure
by risk
recommendations
made by the oversight
implementation of
management.
made by the
committees.
Ensure
recommendations
oversight
Leading external audit
made by the
implementation
committees.
processes.
oversight
of
Leading external
Ensure effective
committees.
recommendatio
audit processes.
governance structures.
Leading external
ns made by the
Ensure effective
Compile 1 report on
audit processes.
oversight
governance
Audit Implementation
Ensure effective
committees.
structures.
Plans.
Leading
governance
Compile 1 report on
Compile 2 ASC
structures.
external audit
Audit
meetings.
processes.
Compile 1 report
Implementation
Ensure effective
on Audit
Plans.
Implementation
governance
Compile 2 ASC
structures.
Plans.
meetings.
Compile 2 ASC
Compile 1
meetings.
report on Audit
Implementation
Plans.
Compile 2 ASC
meetings.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Ensure compliance
Ensure
Ensure compliance
Ensure compliance with
with all applicable
compliance with
with all applicable
all applicable legislation
legislation (PFMA,
all applicable
legislation (PFMA,
(PFMA, PSA, National
PSA, National
legislation
PSA, National
Treasury regulations)
Treasury
(PFMA, PSA,
Treasury regulations)
regulations)
National
Treasury
regulations)
Approve a number
Approve a
Approve a number of
Approve a number of
of policies.
number of
policies.
policies.
Submit a number
policies.
Submit a number of
Submit a number of
of statutory reports
Submit a
statutory reports
statutory reports
submitted.
number of
submitted.
submitted.
Issue number of
statutory
Issue number of
Issue number of
circulars.
reports
circulars.
circulars.
submitted.
Ensure
Ensure
Ensure implementation
implementation of
Issue number of
implementation of
of circulars / practice
circulars / practice
circulars.
circulars / practice
notes / instruction notes
notes / instruction
Ensure
notes / instruction
from NT and Provincial
notes from NT and
implementation
notes from NT and
departments.
Provincial
of circulars /
Provincial
departments.
practice notes /
departments.
instruction
notes from NT
and Provincial
departments.
Ensure effective and Ensure effective
Ensure effective and
Ensure effective and
Analysis reports,
efficient utilisation
and efficient
efficient utilisation of
efficient utilisation of
Programme of Action,
of resources
utilisation of
resources
resources
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
resources
register of memoranda,
Ensure effective
Ensure effective
Ensure effective
Ensure effective budget
attendance registers and
budget
budget
budget management
management and
signed records of
management and
management
and reporting.
reporting.
meetings.
reporting.
and reporting.
Attend to
Attend to unauthorised,
Reports on monitoring
Attend to
Attend to
unauthorised,
irregular, wasteful and
compliance with
unauthorised,
unauthorised,
irregular, wasteful
fruitless expenditure
strategic/ operational
irregular, wasteful
irregular,
and fruitless
upon detection.
decisions.
and fruitless
wasteful and
expenditure upon
Ensure that there is an
expenditure upon
fruitless
detection.
approved and
detection.
expenditure
Ensure that there is
responsive
Ensure that there is
upon detection.
an approved and
organisational structure.
an approved and
Ensure that
responsive
Ensure implementation
responsive
there is an
organisational
of the approved HR
organisational
approved and
structure.
Plan.
structure.
responsive
Ensure
Promote good conduct
Ensure
organisational
implementation of
and ethical behaviour.
implementation of
structure.
the approved HR
Implement strategies to
the approved HR
Ensure
Plan.
prevent fraud and
Plan.
implementation
Promote good
corruption.
Promote good
of the approved
conduct and ethical
conduct and ethical
HR Plan.
behaviour.
Promote good
behaviour.
Implement strategies
Implement
conduct and
to prevent fraud and
strategies to
ethical
corruption.
behaviour.
prevent fraud and
corruption.
Implement
strategies to
prevent fraud
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TOTAL
BUDGET

R327 863

Provide required
support and advice
to municipalities.
Address good
governance,
support in given
municipalities
through Technical
MuniMec session.
Chair state of
municipalities
meetings.

R322 815

municipalities
Provide required
support and
advice to
municipalities.
Address good
governance,
support in given
municipalities
through
Technical
MuniMec
session.
Chair state of
municipalities
meetings.
R286 303

Provide required
support and advice
to municipalities.
Address good
governance, support
in given
municipalities
through Technical
MuniMec session.
Chair state of
municipalities
meetings.

R345 168

Provide required support
and advice to
municipalities.
Address good
governance, support in
given municipalities
through Technical
MuniMec session.
Chair state of
municipalities meetings.

R1 282 149

-

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Create a conducive strategic management environment by developing policies, control systems and frameworks to guide the Department, ensure integrated strategic planning,
budget management processes, strategy implementation, strategy communication, reporting and monitoring & evaluation to fast tract service delivery
Means of verification:
Analysis reports, Programme of Action, register of memoranda, attendance registers and signed records of meetings
Overall responsibility: Ms. V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 282 149
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
and corruption.
Promotion of good
Promotion of
Promotion of good
Promotion of good
Analysis reports, register
governance and
good governance governance and
governance and
of memoranda,
accountability by
and
accountability by
accountability by
attendance registers and
Accounting Officers
accountability by Accounting Officers in Accounting Officers in
signed records of
in municipalities
Accounting
municipalities
municipalities
meetings
Officers in
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Number of internal
audit reports that
enhance the
Departmental system
of risk management,
internal control and
governance processes
signed off by the
Accounting officer and
tabled in the Audit
Committee meeting

1.

2. Number of approved
internal audit strategic
documents (Internal
Audit Charter, Audit
Committee Charter,
Internal Audit
Methodology, Internal
Audit Plan, Internal
Financial Control
Assessment Reports,
Internal Control

Performance
indicators

PI

3
Review Internal Audit
methodology.
Prepare quarterly Internal
Financial Control
Assessment Reports.
Knowledge sharing with
the municipalities Heads
of Internal Audits
(Municipalities CAE’s).
Arrange, attend, present

R175 862
2
Prepare quarterly Internal
Financial Control
Assessment Reports.
Knowledge sharing with
the municipalities Heads
of Internal Audits
(Municipalities CAE’s).
Arrange, attend, present
and render secretariat to
the Audit Committee

R295 086

4
Review Internal Audit
Charter.
Review Audit Committee
Charter.
Prepare quarterly Internal
Financial Control Assessment
Reports.
Knowledge sharing with the
municipalities Heads of
Internal Audits (Municipalities

R204 665

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
7
11
8
Execute internal audit
Execute internal audit
Execute internal audit
projects following IIA
projects following IIA
projects following IIA
Standards.
Standards.
Standards.
Rate the major findings.
Rate the major findings.
Rate the major findings.
Analyse and compile
Analyse and compile
Analyse and compile report
report on the percentage
report on the percentage
on the percentage of internal
of internal audit
of internal audit
audit recommendations
recommendations
recommendations
accepted and implemented
accepted and
accepted and
by management.
implemented by
implemented by
Implement the Institute of
management.
management.
Internal Audit (IIA) Technical
Implement the Institute
Implement the Institute
training.
of Internal Audit (IIA)
of Internal Audit (IIA)
Technical training.
Technical training.

3
Develop Internal Audit
three year and One year
plans.
Prepare quarterly Internal
Financial Control
Assessment Reports.
Knowledge sharing with
the municipalities Heads
of Internal Audits
(Municipalities CAE’s).

R272 243

2015
Q4
6
Execute internal audit
projects following IIA
Standards.
Rate the major findings.
Analyse and compile
report on the percentage
of internal audit
recommendations
accepted and
implemented by
management.
Implement the Institute
of Internal Audit (IIA)
Technical training.

Hard Evidence

12 approved internal
audit strategic
documents (Internal
Audit Charter, Audit
Committee Charter,
Internal Audit
Methodology, Internal
Audit Plan, 4Internal
Financial Control
Reports, 4 Dashboard
reports)

Approved internal
audit strategic
documents (Internal
Audit Charter, Audit
Committee Charter,
Internal Audit
Methodology,
Internal Audit Plan,
Internal Financial
Control Reports,

32 internal audit reports Register of
issued detailing findings, memoranda,
recommendations,
performance and
signed off by the
financial plans,
Superintendent –
internal audit
General
documents, internal
audit reports, audit
turnaround plan,
attendance registers
and signed records
of meetings.
Internal audit
reports signed off by
SG.
R947 856
-

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be business advisory
partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk management
Overall responsibility: Mrs. N. Kweyama
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 579 845

Internal Audit
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PI

TOTAL BUDGET

Dashboard Report,
Minutes of the
knowledge sharing
with municipalities
CAE’s on IIA
Standards and
practices, quarterly
minutes of the Audit
committee meetings)

Performance
indicators

R333 796

R157 934
R454 019

R158 933
R361 728

R157 063

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
and render secretariat to
meetings.
CAE’s)
the Audit Committee
Prepare the departments’ Arrange, attend, present and
meetings.
control environment
render secretariat to the
Prepare the departments’ dashboard.
Audit Committee meetings.
control environment
Prepare the departments’
dashboard.
control environment
dashboard.

R430 302

R158 059

R1 579 845

R631 989

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:
2015
Q4
Arrange, attend, present
and render secretariat to
the Audit Committee
meetings.
Prepare the departments’
control environment
dashboard.

-

-

Dashboard reports.

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be business advisory
partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk management
Overall responsibility: Mrs. N. Kweyama
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 579 845
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be business
advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk management
Overall responsibility: Mrs N. Mosehana
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R137 224
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Risk
1
1 Risk assessment
Risk assessment report,
assessment
Report/ Risk registers
risk management and
• Conduct training
• Conduct risk
• Conduct risk
Report/ Risk
submitted to
implementation plan,
sessions and
assessment reviews
assessment reviews
registers
management and
register of memoranda,
awareness
per Chief Directorate.
per Chief Directorate.
submitted to
relevant stakeholders
fraud prevention plan,
workshops.
• Consolidate and
management
attendance registers and
submit risk
and relevant
signed records of
assessment report.
stakeholders
meetings.
R12 904
R0
R28 231
R17 234
R58 369
Internal control and risk
2.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 internal control and
management reports.
internal control • Monitor monthly
risk management
• Monitor monthly
• Monitor monthly
• Monitor monthly
and risk
reports submitted to
monitoring tools by
monitoring tools by
monitoring tools by
monitoring tools by
management
Management and Risk
Chief Directorates.
Chief Directorates.
Chief Directorates.
Chief Directorates.
reports
and Security
• Update risk register
• Update risk register
• Update risk register
• Update risk register
submitted to
Management
of any changes on
of any changes on
of any changes on
of any changes on
Management
the status of risks
the status of risks
the status of risks and
the status of risks and Committee
and Risk and
and controls.
and controls.
controls.
controls.
Security
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit 1 • Compile and submit 1
Management
1 Internal Control
1 Internal Control
Internal Control and
Internal Control and
Committee
and Risk
and Risk
Risk Management
Risk Management
Management Report
Management Report
Report per month to
Report per month to
per month to
per month to
management and
management and
management and
management and
Risk and Security
Risk and Security
Risk and Security
Risk and Security
Management
Management
Management
Management
Committee.
Committee.
Committee.
Committee.
• Assist in the
facilitation of Fraud
Risk assessment

Risk Management and Internal Control
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TOTAL
BUDGET

R22 199

R9 295
R47 600

R47 600
R42 526

R14 295
R24 899

R7 665

R137 224

R78 855

-

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be business
advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk management
Overall responsibility: Mrs N. Mosehana
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R137 224
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
session.
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Consult and analyse
matter to determine
prospects of
success.
Obtain instructions
from HoD or MEC.
Send instructions to
state attorney.
Attending

Consult and analyse
matter to determine
prospects of success.
Obtain instructions
from HoD or MEC.
Send instructions to
state attorney.
Attending settlement
meetings.

Consult and analyse
matter to determine
prospects of success.
Obtain instructions
from HoD or MEC.
Send instructions to
state attorney.
Attending settlement
meetings.

Consult and analyse
matter to determine
prospects of success.
Obtain instructions from
HoD or MEC.
Send instructions to state
attorney.
Attending settlement
meetings.

Advocate briefing
and 100% court
attendance

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 359 968
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
% (Number) of
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of legal
legal support
support referrals
Consultation with
Consultation with
Consultation with
Consultation with relevant
referrals and
and Litigation
relevant
relevant directorates or
relevant directorates or
directorates or
Litigation
Matters
directorates or
municipality.
municipality.
municipality.
municipality.
Conduct legal research.
Conduct legal research.
Conduct legal research.
Matters
Conduct legal
Generate 100% (target
Generate 100% (target
Generate 100% (target
research.
number = 100 for the
number = 100 for the
number = 100 for the
Generate 100%
year) legal opinions on
year) legal opinions on
year) legal opinions on
(target number =
received requests for
received requests for
received requests for legal
100 for the year)
legal opinions to assist
legal opinions to assist
opinions to assist the
legal opinions on
the department or a
the department or a
department or a
received requests
municipality with
municipality with
municipality with service
for legal opinions to
service delivery.
service delivery.
delivery.
assist the
department or a
municipality with
service delivery.
R177 617,38
R63 717,25
R39 517,25
R47 817,25
R328 669,13

Legal Advisory Services

Instruction notes,
records of
meetings and
consultations,
attendance
registers,
legal advisory
support

-

Register of
judgments, list of
litigation matters
for a particular
period,legal
opinions, legal
research reports
and
legal advisory
support
programmes

Hard Evidence
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2.

Number of
advocacy
sessions
conducted and
hands-on legal
support to
municipalities
Prepare presentations
for session.
Finalise logistical
arrangements for
session (invitation of
presenters; invites to
delegates; venue etc.).
Conduct advocacy

Prepare
presentations for
session.
Finalise logistical
arrangements for
session (invitation
of presenters;
invites to delegates;

Prepare presentations
for session.
Finalise logistical
arrangements for
session (invitation of
presenters; invites to
delegates; venue etc.).
Conduct advocacy

6

R10 000,00

R40 000,00
6

Legal comments on
draft policies, legal
vetting and certification
of same.
Drafting; co-drafting
and commenting
(including attending
workshops;
consultations and
public hearings) on
legislation (new; old
and amendments).

Legal comments on
draft policies, legal
vetting and certification
of same.
Drafting; co-drafting
and commenting
(including attending
workshops;
consultations and
public hearings) on
legislation (new; old
and amendments).

6

Legal comments on
draft policies, legal
vetting and
certification of
same.
Drafting; co-drafting
and commenting
(including attending
workshops;
consultations and
public hearings) on
legislation (new; old
and amendments).
R63 000,12

Prepare presentations for
session.
Finalise logistical
arrangements for session
(invitation of presenters;
invites to delegates; venue
etc.).
Conduct advocacy sessions

6

R0

Legal comments on draft
policies, legal vetting and
certification of same.
Drafting; co-drafting and
commenting (including
attending workshops;
consultations and public
hearings) on legislation
(new; old and
amendments).

To conduct 24
sessions, and to
hold 5 legal support
visits to struggling
municipalities

R113 000,12

To attend to, on
average, twelve
(12) pieces of
legislation and
policies

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 359 968
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
settlement
Consultations with
Consultations with
Consultations with
meetings.
advocates on brief and
advocates on brief and
advocates on brief and
Consultations with
court attendance.
court attendance.
court attendance.
advocates on brief
and court
attendance.
R535 582,38
R743 382,75
R480 350,75
R910 982,75
R2 670 298,63

Presentations for
session,
24 Reports on
advocacy sessions,
attendance
registers

-

programmes

Hard Evidence
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TOTAL
BUDGET

R904 200

R128 000,12
R887 100

R40 000,00
R589 868

R60 000,00

R978 800

R20 000,00

R3 359 968

R248 000,12

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms V. Sonamzi
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 359 968
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
venue etc.).
sessions (department
sessions (department
(department and municipal
Conduct advocacy
and municipal legal
and municipal legal
legal advisors). Visit
advisors).
advisors).
municipalities and work on
sessions
(department and
Visit municipalities and
Visit municipalities and
legal files (peruse files;
make comments and
municipal legal
work on legal files
work on legal files
advisors).
(peruse files; make
(peruse files; make
provide guidance on the
handling of legal files.
Visit municipalities
comments and provide
comments and provide
and work on legal
guidance on the
guidance on the
files (peruse files;
handling of legal files.
handling of legal files.
make comments
Visit municipalities and
and provide
work on legal files
guidance on the
(peruse files; make
handling of legal
comments and provide
files.
guidance on the
handling of legal files.

-

-

Hard Evidence
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Conduct 3 Security
threats & risk
assessment in the

Conduct 2 Security
threats & risk
assessment in the

Conduct 3 Security
threats & risk
assessment in the

Conduct 2 Security
threats & risk
assessment in the

10 Security threats &
risk assessment
conducted in the

Security threats & risk
assessment, special
visits & reports

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel, and promote anti-corruption and fraud free
administration.
Overall responsibility: Mr. T.A. Botha
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 717 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of security
3
3
3
3
12 security
Register of
management and
management and antimemoranda, electronic
Conduct 1 advocacy
Conduct 2 advocacy
Conduct 2 advocacy
Conduct 1 advocacy
anti-corruption
corruption services
security system,
sessions on the
sessions the
sessions the
sessions the
services action plans
action plans
security information,
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implemented in
implemented in
security policy, security
security policy.
security policy.
security policy.
security policy.
accordance with
accordance with
plan, advocacy reports,
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
Minimum Information
Minimum Information
attendance registers
facilities.
facilities.
facilities.
facilities.
Security Standards
Security Standards
and records of
(MISS) and Minimum
(MISS) and Minimum
meetings
Anti-corruption
Anti-corruption
Capacity (MACC)
Capacity (MACC)
R6 184
R6 184
R12 368
Review security &
Review 1 Fraud Risk
Review whistle blowing
Submit security, antiRegister of
anti-corruption
Assessment and
policy & fraud
corruption, whistle
memoranda, electronic
security system,
policies and submit to
submit to relevant
prevention plan and
blowing policies and
relevant stakeholders
stakeholders for
submit to relevant
fraud prevention plan
security information,
security and antifor consideration and
consideration and
stakeholders for
for printing.
approval by the SG.
approval by the SG.
consideration and
corruption policies,
security plan, advocacy
approval by the SG.
reports, attendance
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
Arrange venues and
registers and records
facilities.
facilities.
facilities.
facilities.
of meetings
Conduct 1 advocacy
Conduct 1 advocacy
Conduct 2 advocacy
Conduct 1 advocacy
sessions on the
sessions the
sessions the
sessions on the
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
fraud prevention
fraud prevention
fraud prevention
fraud prevention
policy.
policy.
policy.
policy.

Security Management and Anti – Corruption Services
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel, and promote anti-corruption and fraud free
administration.
Overall responsibility: Mr. T.A. Botha
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 717 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
department, special
department, special
department, special
department, special
department , special
visits & produce
visits & produce
visits & produce
visits & produce report
visits & reports
report.
report.
report.
produced
100% of vetting and
100% of vetting and
100% of vetting and
100% of vetting and
Pre-screening requests
and vetting reports
pre-screening
screening facilitated
screening facilitated
screening facilitated
facilitated
Distribution of vetting
Distribution of vetting
Distribution of vetting
Distribution of vetting
100% of vetting and
pre-screening facilitated
forms to all identified
forms to all identified
forms to all identified
forms to all identified
departmental staff.
departmental staff.
departmental staff.
departmental staff.
Submit vetting forms
Submit vetting forms
Submit vetting forms
Submit vetting forms
to State Security
to State Security
to State Security
to State Security
Agency (SSA) for
Agency (SSA) for
Agency (SSA) for
Agency (SSA) for
processing.
processing.
processing.
processing.
Scrutinise requests
Scrutinise requests
Scrutinise requests
Scrutinise requests of
of pre-screening
of pre-screening
of pre-screening
pre-screening received
received from
received from
received from
from departmental
departmental Human
departmental Human
departmental Human
Human Resource.
Resource.
Resource.
Resource.
Submit pre-screening
Submit preSubmit preSubmit prerequests to State
screening requests
screening requests
screening requests
Security Agency (SSA)
to State Security
to State Security
to State Security
for processing.
Agency (SSA) for
Agency (SSA) for
Agency (SSA) for
processing.
processing.
processing.
R133 697
R131 519
R123 519
R121 081
R509 816
2.
% of received
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of received
Attendance registers,
allegations on fraud
allegations on fraud
Records of
Investigate (under
Investigate (under
Investigate (under
Investigate (under
and corruption
and corruption
investigations,
scoping
scoping
scoping
scoping investigations)
investigated
investigated
Interview reports,
investigations) the
investigations) the
investigations) the
the allegations against
report of findings and
allegations against
allegations against
allegations against
the 8 municipalities
recommendation to
the 8 municipalities
the 8 municipalities
the 8 municipalities
Interview complainants
MEC
Interview
Interview
Interview
as well as municipal
complainants as well
complainants as well
complainants as well
officials.
as municipal officials.
as municipal officials.
as municipal officials.
Compile report of
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
To ensure that effective controls are in place to protect and classify sensitive information, intellectual property, assets and vetting of personnel, and promote anti-corruption and fraud free
administration.
Overall responsibility: Mr. T.A. Botha
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 717 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Compile report of
Compile report of
Compile report of
findings and
findings and
findings and
findings and
recommendation and
submit to MEC.
recommendation and
recommendation and
recommendation and
submit to MEC.
submit to MEC.
submit to MEC.
R469 225
R987 225
R619 225
R119 225
R2 194 900
TOTAL BUDGET
R609 106
R1 118 744
R748 928
R240 306
R2 717 084
-
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Office of the General Manager: District Coordination and LGTAS

Sub-Programme: District Coordination and LGTAS

Performance
indicator

Number of
quarterly
performance
reports submitted
towards informing
management on
the extent to
which the branch
is performing

PI

1.

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1
1
1
1
Compile and
Compile and submit
Compile and submit 1
Compile and submit 1
submit 1 quarterly
1 quarterly
quarterly performance
quarterly performance
performance
performance report
report towards
report towards
report towards
towards informing
informing management
informing management
informing
management on the
on the extent to which
on the extent to which
management on
extent to which the
the branch is
the branch is
the extent to
branch is
performing.
performing.
which the branch
performing.
is performing.
Submit 1 Annual
Performance Plan of
the sub-programmes
targets.
Submit IYM
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports on
Submit IYM reports on
reports on a
on a monthly basis.
a monthly basis.
a monthly basis.
monthly basis.
• Submit non• Submit non-financial • Submit non-financial
• Submit non-financial
financial
performance reports
performance reports on
performance reports on
performance
on a monthly basis.
a monthly basis.
a monthly basis.
reports on a
monthly basis.
• Compile and
submit annual
report timeously.

4 quarterly
performance reports
submitted towards
informing
management on the
extent to which the
branch are
performing

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statement:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities and traditional leadership institutions
Overall responsibility: Ms P.N. Roboji
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R577 521,50

1.3

Register of
memoranda,
coordinated support
programmes,
attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings.
IYM reports.
Performance review
sessions and reports.

Hard Evidence
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PI

TOTAL BUDGET

Performance
indicator

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Compile and submit
oversight report
timeously
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision making
Attend decision making
making meetings.
making meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
performance
review session.
review session.
review session.
review session.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets
are met.
met.
met.
are met.
Drafting Process
Finalization of policy
plan for Policy
Development.
Development.
R160 398,50
R154 866
R200 000
R62 257
R577 521,50

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statement:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities and traditional leadership institutions
Overall responsibility: Ms P.N. Roboji
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R577 521,50

-

Hard Evidence
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2.

Facilitate
coordinated
Traditional
Leadership support
programmes

R0
R260 398,50

TOTAL BUDGET

-

Number of reports
on Traditional
Leadership support
programmes
coordinated at
Metro/ District levels

R260 398,50

Compile and submit
consolidated District
Coordination reports
to the department
R200 000
R400 000

Traditional Leadership
support programmes

• Facilitate coordinated

4

R200 000

R0
R236 327

-

R236 327

•

Compile and submit
consolidated District
Coordination reports
to the department
R30 000
R110 000

Facilitate coordinated
Traditional
Leadership support
programmes

4

R80 000

Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statement:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities and traditional leadership institutions.
Overall responsibility: SM – District Coordination
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 006 725,50
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
indicator
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
5
5
5
5
on municipal support
Facilitate
Facilitate coordinated
Facilitate coordinated
Facilitate coordinated
programmes
coordinated
municipal support at
municipal support at
municipal support at
coordinated at
municipal support at
District/Metro level
District/Metro level
District/Metro level
Metro/ District levels
District/Metro level
Compile and submit
Compile and submit
Compile and submit
Compile and submit
consolidated District
consolidated District
consolidated District
consolidated District
Coordination reports
Coordination reports to
Coordination reports to
Coordination reports
to the department
the department
the department
to the department

District Coordination

R230 000
R1 006 725,50

8 Reportson Traditional
Leadership institutions
/support programmes
coordinated at Metro/
District levels

Reports on Traditional
Leadership institutions
/support
programmes,attendance
registers, minutes of meetings

Reports on municipal support
programmes, attendance
registers, minutes of meetings

20 Reports on
municipal support
programmes
coordinated at Metro/
District level

R776 725,50

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:
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Strategic objectives:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land survey and
cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration.
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province.
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to the
Organisational performance management systems.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring and evaluation services through effective, coordinated and hands-on support.
Objective statements:
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
To facilitate, coordinate and monitor Small Town Regeneration initiatives in all identified municipalities through effective integration and partnership support.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Giyose
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and annually
Budget: R256 232.25
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1. Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports on
Attendance registers,
on municipalities
municipalities
analysis reports and LGTAS
supported in the
supported in the
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
interventions
implementation of
implementation of the
accelerated LGTAS
accelerated LGTAS
accelerated LGTAS
accelerated LGTAS
the accelerated
accelerated LGTAS
Quarterly report.
Quarterly report.
Quarterly report.
Quarterly report.
LGTAS programme
programme
TOTAL BUDGET
R43 311,50
R114 866
R80 276,75
R17 778
R256 232,25
-

Local Government Turnaround Strategy
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Sub-Programme: Communications and Strategic Management Information Services

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Ms L. Nkanjeni
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R96 640
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Register of memoranda,
quarterly
performance reports attendance registers and
performance
submitted towards
Compile and
Compile and submit
Compile and submit 1
Compile and submit
signed records of
reports submitted
informing
submit 1 quarterly
1 quarterly
quarterly
1 quarterly
meetings, IYM reports and
towards informing
performance
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports management on the
reports on quarterly
management on
extent
to
which
the
reports towards
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
performance
the extent to
informing
management on the
management on the
management on the branch is
which the branch
performing
management on
extent to which the
extent to which the
extent to which the
is performing
the extent to
branch is
branch is performing.
branch is
which the branch
performing.
performing.
is performing.
Submit IYM
Submit 1 Annual
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
reports on a
Performance Plan of
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
monthly basis.
the programmes
Submit non-financial
Submit non-financial
Submit nontargets.
performance reports
performance reports
Submit IYM reports
financial
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
performance
on a monthly basis.
reports on a
Submit nonmonthly basis.
financial
Compile and
performance reports
submit annual
on a monthly basis.
report timeously.
Compile and submit
oversight report

Office of the General Manager–Communications and Strategic Management Information Services

1.4
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Ms L. Nkanjeni
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R96 640
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
timeously.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
performance
review sessions.
review sessions.
review sessions.
review sessions.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets
quarterly targets
are met.
met.
are met.
are met.
TOTAL BUDGET
R18 000
R30 000
R25 000
R23 640
R96 640
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr W.V. Galli
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R443 965
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
3
2
2
2
3 strategic planning
Register of memoranda,
strategic planning
documents
Finalize Strategic Plan,
MEC tables Strategic
Facilitate
Facilitate
draft plans, planning
documents
(Strategic Plan,
APP and Operational
Plan, APP and
stakeholder
stakeholder
documents, reports,
(Strategic Plan,
Annual Performance
Plan 2014/15
Operational Plan
involvement and
involvement and
attendance registers
Annual
Plan and Operational
according to
2014/15 in
participation in
participation in
and signed records of
Performance Plan
Plan) developed in
instruction from OTP.
Legislature.
strategic planning
strategic planning
meetings/suband Operational
line with the
Present the
Prepare, attend and
process.
process.
programme sessions.
Plan) developed in
prescribed formats
Framework for
participate in
Develop
Develop
line with the
and within
Reports of strategic
Strategic and Annual
strategic planning
consolidated
consolidated final
prescribed formats
prescribed dates:
Performance Plans to
sessions and
2nddraft of
draft of strategic
sessions.
and within
Final printed
the department.
workshops.
strategic planning
planning documents.
prescribed dates:
Strategic Plan
Align the
Hold review
documents.
Present consolidated
Final printed
1st Drafts
departmental strategic
sessions.
Effect inputs from
documents and final
Strategic Plan
2nd Drafts
planning documents
Assist programmes
stakeholders into
draft documents to
1st Drafts
Final printed
to the NDP, Outcome
to compile
the documents.
Top Management,
2nd Drafts
Strategic Plan,
9, PDP, PGDS, PSA,
information for the
Give documents to
Treasury, OTP, etc.
Final printed
APP and
MTSF, etc.
strategic planning
directorates for
Give documents to
APP and
Operation plan
Attend municipalities
documents.
quality assurance
communication
Operation plan
placed on
IDP assessment and
Facilitate
purposes.
directorate for
placed on
website
engagements to
stakeholder
Effect inputs from
printing.
website
promote linkages
Report on errors to
involvement and
directorates into
between IDPs and
participation in
the document.
MEC and SG.
DLGTA strategic
strategic planning
Quality check
Submit 2 strategic
planning documents.
process.
documents for
planning documents
Prepare, attend and
Develop
errors.
in line with the
participate in strategic
consolidated 1stdraft
Present
prescribed formats
planning sessions and
of strategic planning
consolidated
and within
workshops.
documents.
documents 2nd
prescribed dates to

Strategic Planning
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr W.V. Galli
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R443 965
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Effect inputs from
final draft
relevant
documents to Top
stakeholders
stakeholders into the
documents.
Management,
MEC tables APP and
Treasury, OTP,
Give documents to
Operational plan
directorates for
etc.
2015/16 in
quality assurance
Legislature
purposes.
Effect inputs from
directorates into the
document.
Quality check
documents for
errors.
Present consolidated
documents 1st, draft
documents to Top
Management,
Treasury, OTP, etc.
TOTAL BUDGET
R31 243
R138 907
R128 574
R145 241
R443 965
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and corporate
secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr E.P. Vermaak
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R187 545
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly reports
Register of data, PoA,
monitoring and
submitted to the
Submit 1 internal
Submit 1 internal
Submit 1 internal
Submit 1 internal
APP, Operational plan,
compliance reports
Office of the Premier.
quarterly report to OSG
quarterly report to
quarterly report to
quarterly report to
technical indicator
submitted to
and MEC.
OSG and MEC.
OSG and MEC.
OSG and MEC.
descriptions, audit report,
management and
Hold review session
Hold review session
Hold review session
Hold review session
half yearly and annual
stakeholders (internal
with Programmes.
with Programmes.
with Programmes.
with Programmes.
reports, M&E quarterly
and external
reports, attendance
stakeholders) on the
1
1
1
1
4 external quarterly
overall performance
registers and signed
reports to Treasury.
Submit 1 external
Submit 1 external
Submit 1 external
Submit 1 external
of the department in
minutes
quarterly report to
quarterly report to
quarterly report to
quarterly report to
relation to the APP:
Treasury.
Treasury.
Treasury.
Treasury.
Quarterly
Submit 1 annual
Submit 1 half yearly
1 half yearly report
reports
and 1 annual report
report to OSG, OMEC,
report to the OSG,
QPR Treasury
Treasury, AG and
Treasury, AG and
submitted to the OSG,
Half year report
Treasury, AG and
Legislature.
Legislature.
Annual report
Legislature.
TOTAL BUDGET
R48 809
R52 042
R46 367
R40 327
R187 545

Monitoring and Evaluation
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Number of
directorates
assisted to develop
policies in line with
the departmental
policy guidelines

Number of
cooperate
secretariat
strategic minutes
developed

1.

2.

Performance
indicators

PI

1
Assist/Facilitate with
Chief directorate the
development of
policies in line with
the Departmental
policy guidelines.

2
Assist/Facilitate with
Chief directorates
the development of
policies in line with
the Departmental
policy guidelines.

1
Assist/Facilitate
with Chief
directorates the
development of
policies in line with
the Departmental

1
Assist/Facilitate with
Chief directorate the
development of
policies in line with
the Departmental
policy guidelines.

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
4
3
3
3
Coordination of
Coordination of
Coordination of
Coordination of
strategic meetings of
strategic meetings
strategic meetings
strategic meetings
the department.
of the department.
of the department.
of the department.
Convene and record 4
Convene and record
Convene and
Convene and record
strategic meetings
3 strategic meetings
record 3 strategic
3 strategic meetings
and circulate action
and circulate action
meetings and
and circulate action
issues to all general
issues to all general
circulate action
issues to all general
managers and senior
managers and
issues to all
managers and
managers.
senior managers.
general managers
senior managers.
Circulate minutes and
Circulate minutes
and senior
Circulate minutes
action issues within
and action issues
managers.
and action issues
Circulate minutes
seven days to all
within seven days to
within seven days to
general managers and
all general
and action issues
all general
senior managers.
managers and
within seven days
managers and
senior managers.
to all general
senior managers.
managers and
senior managers.
R0
R0
R0
R0

5 policies
developedin line
with the
departmental policy
guidelines

R0

13 corporate
secretariat strategic
minutes developed

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Register of memoranda,
implementation plans,
resolution reports,
register of policies,
departmental policy
guidelines, attendance
registers and signed
minutes.
Finalised policies.

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Mdukiswa
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R97 604

Corporate Secretariat
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PI

TOTAL BUDGET

Performance
indicators

R20 000

Q1

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/Performance Outputs
2014
Q2
Q3
policy guidelines.
R50 000
R17 284
R10 320

2015
Q4
R97 604

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

-

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Mdukiswa
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R97 604
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2

3.

Number of DLGTA
publications produced

Reviewed
communication plan in
place

Communication strategy
developed in terms of
the Provincial
Communication
Framework to market
the Departmental
programmes

1.

2.

Performance
indicators

PI

Produce the
1stquarter DLGTA

1

Development of the
Process plan for
development of the
communication
Strategy
Approval of the
Process plan by the
HOD
Review the
departmental
communication plan.
Implement the
Communication
Action Plan.
Produce quarterly
report on the
implementation of the
Communication
Action Plan.
R160 000

Q1
-

Produce the
2ndquarter DLGTA

Produce the
3rdquarter DLGTA

2

R150 000

R120 000
2

Implement the
Communication
Action Plan.
Produce quarterly
report on the
implementation of
Communication
Action Plan.

Implementation of
the
Communication
Strategy

1
Implement the
Communication
Action Plan.
Produce quarterly
report on the
implementation of
Communication
Action Plan.

Implementation of
the Communication
Strategy

2015
Q4
-

th

Produce the 4
quarter DLGTA

6

R126 000

Implement the
Communication
Action Plan.
Produce quarterly
report on the
implementation of
Communication
Action Plan.

Implementation of
the Communication
Strategy

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
Q2
Q3
1
-

11 DLGTA
publications
produced.

R556 000

1 Reviewed
Communication Plan
in place

1 Communication
strategy developed

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

DLGTA publications

-

Register of
memoranda,
communication
strategies/ plan,
attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings

Register of
memorandum,
Attendance registers,
Report on consultative
workshop,
Communication
strategy

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Ngam
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 753 000

Corporate Communications
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% of municipalities
supported on the
reviewal of
communication plans

Number of
municipalities with
functional
communication forums

5.

Performance
indicators

4.

PI

2
Provide support to
the 6 District and 2
Metro Municipalities

Provide support to
the 6 District and 2
Metro Municipalities

Provide support to
District, Metro and
local Municipalities
to review their
Communication
Strategies and
Action Plans.
R30 000

Provide support to
District, Metro and
local Municipalities to
review their
Communication
Strategies and Action
Plans.
R44 000
2

100%

100%

Provide support to
the 6 District and
2 Metro

2

Provide support to
District, Metro and
local Municipalities
to review their
Communication
Strategies and
Action Plans.
R32 745

100%

Provide support to
the 6 District and 2
Metro Municipalities

2

R35 000

Provide support to
District, Metro and
local Municipalities
to review their
Communication
Plans.

100%

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
newsletter.
newsletter and the
newsletter and
newsletter,
Ensure the placement
Annual report.
the Half Yearly
Strategic Plan,
Ensure the
Oversight Report.
Annual Performance
of the newsletter on
the DLGTA Website.
placement of the
Ensure the
Plan/ Technical
Indicators,
Annual Report and
placement of the
the newsletter on
newsletter and
Operational Plan,
Policy Speech and
the DLGTA Website.
Oversight Report
on the DLGTA
Service Delivery
Charter.
Website.
Ensure the
placement of the
printed documents
on the DLGTA
Website.
R150 000
R100 000
R150 000
R200 000

8 municipalities with
functional
Communication
Forums supported

R141 745

100% District,
Metro and Local
municipalities
supported on the
reviewal of
Communication
Plans

R600 000

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Register of
memoranda,
communication
strategies/ plan,

-

Register of
memoranda,
communication plans,
attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Ngam
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 753 000
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6.

PI

TOTAL BUDGET

Number of Local
Government
Communicators Forum
meetings hosted

supported

Performance
indicators

R478 000

R90 000

1
Organise quarterly
Local Government
Communicators
Forum meetings.

R34 000

R365 000

R80 000

1
Organise quarterly
Local Government
Communicators
Forum meetings.

R35 000

R452 745

R90 000

1
Organise quarterly
Local Government
Communicators
Forum meetings.

R30 000

R457 255

R69 000

1
Organise quarterly
Local Government
Communicators
Forum meetings.

R27 255

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
for the functioning of
for the functioning of
Municipalities for
for the functioning
Communication
Communication
the functioning of
of Communication
Forums.
Forums.
Communication
Forums.
Forums.

R1 753 000

R329 000

4 Local Government
Communicators
Forum meetings
hosted

R126 255

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

-

Register of
memoranda,
communication
strategies/ plan,
attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings.
Signed reports of
forums.
-

attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings.
Signed reports of
forums.
-

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide coordinated and integrated strategic planning, implementation of the strategy, sound monitoring and evaluation, performance reporting, strategic communication and
corporate secretariat support services
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Ngam
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 753 000
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Office of the Chief Financial Officer

Sub-Programme: Finance and Supply Chain Management

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr N. Ravgee
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget:R87 704
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly performance Register of memoranda,
performance reports
reports submitted
Finalise written
Finalise written
Finalise written
Finalise written
performance and
submitted towards
towards informing
delegations for all
delegations for all
delegations for
delegations for all
financial plans, finance
informing
management on the
SMS Members.
SMS Members.
all SMS
SMS Members.
and supply chain
management on the
extent to which the
Members.
management reports,
extent to which the
branch is performing
Implement
Implement
Implement
Implement
AGs reports, internal
branch is performing
documented and
documented and
documented and
documented and
audit recommendations,
approved policies.
approved policies.
approved
approved policies.
attendance registers
policies.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
and signed minutes
making meetings.
making meetings.
making
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1
review sessions per
performance
review sessions per
quarter with all
review sessions
performance
quarter with all
directorates under
per quarter with all
review sessions
directorates under
Finance & Supply
directorates under
per quarter with
Finance & Supply
Chain Branch.
Finance & Supply
all directorates
Chain Branch.
Write quarterly
Chain Branch.
under Finance &
Write quarterly
overview reports.
Write quarterly
Supply Chain
overview reports.

1.5
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr N. Ravgee
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget:R87 704
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Monitor
overview reports.
Branch.
Monitor
Monitor
Write quarterly
implementation of
implementation of
reports submitted to
implementation of
overview reports.
reports submitted to
Treasury as per
reports submitted
Monitor
Treasury as per
PFMA and Treasury
to Treasury as per
PFMA and Treasury
implementation
Regulations, Practice
PFMA and
of reports
Regulations, Practice
Notes and Treasury
Treasury
Notes and Treasury
submitted to
Circulars.
Regulations,
Treasury as per
Circulars.
Practice Notes and
PFMA and
Treasury Circulars.
Treasury
Regulations,
Practice Notes
and Treasury
Circulars.
TOTAL BUDGET
R30 900
R21 550
R18 524
R16 730
R87 704
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr. J. Kasvosve
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R4 765 403
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
13
13
13
13
52 reports submitted to Payment vouchers,
submitted to
Treasury as per PFMA,
Prepare Creditors
Prepare Creditors
Prepare Creditors
Prepare Creditors
PERSAL and BAS
Treasury as per
Treasury Regulations,
Reconciliation.
Reconciliation.
Reconciliation.
Reconciliation.
reports, annual
PFMA, Treasury
Treasury Circulars and
Compile & capture
Compile & capture
Compile & capture
Compile & capture
financial statements,
Regulations,
Practice Notes
information on BAS
information on BAS
information on BAS
information on BAS
documented procedure
Practice Notes and
for payment of
for payment of
for payment of
for payment of
manuals and signed
Treasury Circulars
supplier.
supplier.
supplier.
supplier.
minutes
Capture all
Capture all
Capture all
Capture all payment
payment voucher
payment voucher
payment voucher
voucher information
information on
information on
information on
on spread sheet in
spread sheet in
spread sheet in
spread sheet in
preparation of
preparation of
preparation of
preparation of
Payment Monitoring
Payment
Payment
Payment
Tool.
Monitoring Tool.
Monitoring Tool.
Monitoring Tool.
File payment
File payment
File payment
File payment
vouchers.
vouchers.
vouchers.
vouchers.
Insert paid stamp in
Insert paid stamp
Insert paid stamp
Insert paid stamp
all payment
in all payment
in all payment
in all payment
vouchers.
vouchers.
vouchers.
vouchers.
File creditor’s recons
File creditor’s
File creditor’s
File creditor’s
and payment
recons and
recons and
recons and
monitoring tool after
payment
payment
payment
reviewed.
monitoring tool
monitoring tool
monitoring tool
after reviewed.
after reviewed.
after reviewed.
Manage the
Manage the
Manage the
Manage the
departmental
departmental
departmental
departmental payroll.

Financial Accounting Services
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr. J. Kasvosve
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R4 765 403
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
payroll.
payroll.
payroll.
Prepare the Annual
Prepare the Annual
Prepare the Annual
Prepare the Annual
Tax reconciliation.
Tax reconciliation.
Tax reconciliation.
Tax reconciliation.
Submit payrolls to
Submit payrolls to
Submit payrolls to
Submit payrolls to
pay point managers
pay point
pay point
pay point
monthly and they
managers monthly
managers monthly
managers monthly
must certify them.
and they must
and they must
and they must
certify them.
certify them.
certify them.
Submit the
Submit the
Submit the
Submit the approved
approved
approved
approved
reconciliations of
reconciliations of
reconciliations of
reconciliations of
suspense accounts
suspense accounts
suspense accounts
suspense accounts
(Circular 3) by the
(Circular 3) by the
(Circular 3) by the
(Circular 3) by the
15th of each month.
15th of each
15th of each
15th of each
Prepare monthly Tax
month.
month.
month.
reconciliation.
Prepare monthly
Prepare monthly
Prepare monthly
Capture Persal and
Tax reconciliation.
Tax reconciliation.
Tax reconciliation.
BAS information on
Capture Persal and
Capture Persal and
Capture Persal and
spread sheet in
BAS information on
BAS information on
BAS information on
preparing the
spread sheet in
spread sheet in
spread sheet in
Persal/BAS recon.
preparing the
preparing the
preparing the
Prepare the PMG
Persal/BAS recon.
Persal/BAS recon.
Persal/BAS recon.
bank reconciliation
Prepare the PMG
Prepare the PMG
Prepare the PMG
on a monthly basis.
bank reconciliation
bank reconciliation
bank reconciliation
Clear the salary and
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
bookkeeping related
Clear the salary
Clear the salary
Clear the salary
suspense accounts.
and bookkeeping
and bookkeeping
and bookkeeping
Recording of
related suspense
related suspense
related suspense
interdepartmental
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr. J. Kasvosve
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R4 765 403
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
accounts.
accounts.
accounts.
balances.
Recording of
Recording of
Recording of
interdepartmental
interdepartmental
interdepartmental
balances.
balances.
balances.
R48 650
R47 150
R63 036
R44 567
R203 403
2.
Approved Annual
1
1 approved Annual
Payment vouchers,
Financial
Financial Statements
Capture
Capture
Capture
Capture comparative
PERSAL and BAS
Statements
submitted by end May
comparative and
comparative and
comparative and
and current figures
reports, annual
submitted by end
each year
current figures on
current figures on
current figures on
on Ms-Excel and Msfinancial statements,
May each year
Ms-Excel and MsMs-Excel and MsMs-Excel and MsWord Template for
documented procedure
Word Template for
Word Template for
Word Template for
Annual Financial
manuals and signed
Annual Financial
Annual Financial
Annual Financial
Statements in
minutes
Statements in
Statements in
Statements in
accordance with
accordance with
accordance with
accordance with
PFMA, GRAP, and
PFMA, GRAP, and
PFMA, GRAP, and
PFMA, GRAP, and
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Treasury
Regulations.
Regulations.
Regulations.
Regulations.
Prepare Interim
Prepare Interim
Prepare Interim
Prepare Interim
Financial Statement
Financial Statement
Financial Statement
Financial Statement
on a quarterly basis.
on a quarterly
on a quarterly
on a quarterly
Compile and check
basis.
basis.
basis.
the working paper
Compile and check
Compile and check
Compile and check
file.
the working paper
the working paper
the working paper
file.
file.
file.
Adjust AFS after
audit as per
Auditor General’s
recommendations.
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TOTAL BUDGET

R5 000
R1 516 300

R5 000
R1 881 300

R0
R173 220

R0
R1 194 583

R10 000
R4 765 403

-

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, legal compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Mr. J. Kasvosve
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R4 765 403
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Submit Approved
Annual Financial
Statements to
Auditor General
and Provincial
Treasury by end
May each year.
R1 462 650
R1 829 150
R110 184
R1 150 016
R4 552 000
3.
Number of reports
2
3
3
8 reports on the
Audit plan, documented
on implementation
implementation of the
Develop and
Monitoring of audit
Monitoring of audit
Monitoring of audit
procedure manuals and
of Audit
Audit Intervention Plan
implement an audit
turnaround plan.
turnaround plan.
turnaround plan.
signed minutes.
Intervention Plan
intervention plan.
Write report.
Write report.
Write report.
Signed reportson the
Monitoring of audit
implementation of the
turnaround plan.
Audit Intervention Plan.
Write report.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, Legal Compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Ms. S.L.C. Matross
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R119 360
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports prepared on
Treasury budget
prepared on the
the efficient
Analyse Security
Analyse Security
Analyse Security
Analyse Security
guidelines, documented
efficient
management of BAS
Profile Reports and
Profile Reports and
Profile Reports and
Profile Reports and
procedure manuals,
management of
update BAS
update BAS
update BAS
update BAS System.
expenditure reports,
BAS
System.
System.
System.
Monitoring and
attendance registers
Monitoring and
Monitoring and
Monitoring and
maintaining the
and signed records of
maintaining the
maintaining the
maintaining the
group profiles.
meetings
group profiles.
group profiles.
group profiles.
Provide support to all
Provide support to
Provide support to
Provide support to
BAS User.
all BAS User.
all BAS User.
all BAS User.
Facilitate formal and
Facilitate formal
Facilitate formal
Facilitate formal
informal training to
and informal
and informal
and informal
BAS Users.
training to BAS
training to BAS
training to BAS
Users.
Users.
Users.
R7 092
R9 592
R7 093
R9 591
R33 368
2.
Number of reports
7
8
8
8
31 reports or
Treasury budget
submitted to
information submitted
Prepare and submit
Issue budget
Prepare and submit • Loading of budget on
guidelines, documented
Treasury as per
to Treasury as per
monthly In- Year
guidelines to
to treasury monthly
BAS according to
procedure manuals,
PFMA and
PFMA and Treasury
Treasury Guidelines.
Monitoring reports
programmes.
cash requisitions.
expenditure reports,
Treasury
Regulations, Practice
to Provincial
Conduct sessions
Co-ordinate
• Prepare and submit
attendance registers
Regulations,
Notes and Treasury
to treasury monthly
Treasury &
with programme
information for
and signed records of
Practice Notes and
Circulars
Executive Authority
regarding the
gazetting of
cash requisitions.
meetings
Treasury Circulars
• Prepare and submit
by the 15th of
preparation of
transfers to
every month.
budget
municipalities.
monthly In- Year
Monitoring reports to
Prepare and submit
Prepare and submit
Prepare and submit
to treasury monthly
monthly In- Year
Provincial Treasury &
monthly In- Year

Budget Planning and Management Accounting
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statements:
Ensure sound application of the principles of financial management, supply chain management, Legal Compliance and corporate governance and position officials to be
business advisory partners to all Departmental branches by applying effective financial planning & control, financial accounting; asset management; and compliance risk
management.
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Financial & Supply
Chain Management.
Overall responsibility: Ms. S.L.C. Matross
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R119 360
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
cash requisitions.
Monitoring reports
Monitoring reports
Executive authority
Co-ordinate
to Provincial
to Provincial
by the 15th of every
information for
Treasury &
Treasury&
month.
Executive Authority
Executive Authority • Prepare and submit
gazetting of
transfers to
by the 15th of
by the 15th of
Annual Cash Flow
every month.
every month.
Projections to
municipalities.
Conduct BAS
Prepare and submit
Conduct BAS
Treasury.
• Conduct BAS access
access reviews.
first Budget
access reviews.
Submission to
reviews.
Treasury.
Prepare and submit
to Treasury
monthly cash
requisitions.
Conduct BAS
access reviews.
Conduct quarterly
Conduct quarterly
Conduct quarterly
Treasury budget
sessions with
sessions with
sessions with
guidelines, documented
individual
individual
individual
procedure manuals,
programmes.
programmes.
programmes.
expenditure reports,
Coordinate input
attendance registers and
and submit budget
signed records of
meetings
adjustment to
Treasury.
R24 176
R26 066
R 27 252
R 8 498
R85 992
TOTAL BUDGET
R31 268
R35 658
R34 345
R18 089
R119 360
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Corporate Services, Financial
& Supply Chain Management and Communication & Information services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Annual
Budget: R32 899 448
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
3
3
3
4
13 reports submitted
SCM reports,
submitted to
Implement on a
Implement on a
Implement on a
Implement on a daily to Treasury as per
memoranda,
Treasury as per
PFMA, Treasury
daily basis the
daily basis the
daily basis the
basis the demand
procurement plan,
PFMA, Treasury
Regulations, Treasury
demand
demand
demand
management
supplier database,
Regulations,
Circulars and Practice
management
management
management
activities of the
contracts, project
Practice Notes and
Notes
activities of the
activities of the
activities of the
Department and
reports, attendance
Treasury Circulars
Department and
Department and
Department and
submit report on a
registers, signed
submit report on a
submit report on a
submit report on a
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
Develop and manage
minutes, SCM
Consolidate and
Develop and
Develop and
the procurement
framework and policies
manage the
manage the
manage the
plan.
procurement plan.
procurement plan.
procurement plan.
Implement supplier
Implement supplier
Implement supplier
Implement supplier
rotation and supplier
rotation and
rotation and
rotation and
registration.
supplier
supplier
supplier
registration.
registration.
registration.
R152 000
R200 000
R142 000
R74 000
R568 000
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
evaluation and
evaluation and
evaluation and
evaluation and
adjudication of
adjudication of
adjudication of
adjudication of bids.
bids.
bids.
bids.
Generate orders.
Generate orders.
Generate orders.
Generate orders.
Authorize
Authorize
Authorize
Authorize
commitments.
commitments.
commitments.
commitments.
Follow up on orders.
Follow up on
Follow up on
Follow up on
Submit 3 reports on
orders.
orders.
orders.
the implementation
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
of acquisition

Supply Chain Management
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Corporate Services, Financial
& Supply Chain Management and Communication & Information services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Annual
Budget: R32 899 448
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
on the
on the
on the
management in
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
relation to SCM
acquisition
acquisition
acquisition
framework.
management in
management in
management in
relation to SCM
relation to SCM
relation to SCM
framework.
framework.
framework.
R170 000
R50 000
R50 000
R10 000
R280 000
Perform stores
Perform stores
Perform stores
Perform stores stock
Asset register,
stock count
stock count
stock count
count quarterly and
attendance registers,
quarterly and
quarterly and
quarterly and
annually.
signed minutes, SCM
annually.
annually.
annually.
Replenishment of
framework and policies
Replenishment of
Replenishment of
Replenishment of
stores stock item.
stores stock item.
stores stock item.
stores stock item.
Update of asset
Purchasing of
Purchasing of
Purchasing of
register and its
departmental office
departmental office
departmental office
reconciliation on a
furniture, Office
furniture, Office
furniture, Office
monthly basis.
Equipment,
Equipment,
Equipment,
Preparation of
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
disposal committee
Equipment &
Equipment &
Equipment &
meetings.
Trolley Bags.
Trolley Bags.
Trolley Bags.
Submit 3 reports on
Update of asset
Update of asset
Update of asset
the status of asset,
register and its
register and its
register and its
stores & warehouse
reconciliation on a
reconciliation on a
reconciliation on a
management in the
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
department.
Preparation of
Preparation of
Preparation of
disposal committee
disposal committee
disposal committee
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
on the status of
on the status of
on the status of
asset, stores &
asset, stores &
asset, stores &
warehouse
warehouse
warehouse
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R2 790 584,50
Development of
contracts and SLA.
Manage and
maintain Fleet and
Minolco Contracts.
Monitoring of
projects.
R2 877 500
Perform regular
risk assessments in
respect of Supply

R1 590 584,50
Development of
contracts and SLA.
Manage and
maintain Fleet and
Minolco Contracts.
Monitoring of
projects.
R2 677 500
Perform regular
risk assessments in
respect of Supply

R1 290 528
Development of
contracts and SLA.
Manage and
maintain Fleet and
Minolco Contracts.
Monitoring of
projects.
R2 477 500
Perform regular
risk assessments in
respect of Supply

R2 390 584,50
Development of
contracts and SLA.
Manage and
maintain Fleet and
Minolco Contracts.
Monitoring of
projects.
R 3 949 812,50
Perform regular risk
assessments in
respect of Supply

Contracts and SLAs,
Fleet and Minolco
Contracts
Reports.

Risk reports (SCM),
procurement plan,
supplier database,

R8 062 281,50

R11 982 312,50

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Corporate Services, Financial
& Supply Chain Management and Communication & Information services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Annual
Budget: R32 899 448
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
management in the
management in the
management in the
department.
department.
department.
R4 729 838,50
R4 395 015,50
R2 262 000
R0
R11 386 854
Purchasing and
Purchasing and
Purchasing and
Purchasing and
Reports on logistics
issuing of
issuing of
issuing of
issuing of stationery,
services, inventory lists
stationery,
stationery,
stationery,
inventory, cleaning
inventory, cleaning
inventory, cleaning
inventory, cleaning
material, etc.
material, etc.
material, etc.
material, etc.
Submit 3 reports on
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
the implementation
on the
on the
on the
of logistics services.
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
logistics services.
logistics services.
logistics services.
R200 000
R150 000
R160 000
R0
R510 000
Manage Telephone
Manage Telephone
Manage Telephone
Manage Telephone
Telephone and cell
and cell phone
and cell phone
and cell phone
and cell phone
phone accounts lists,
accounts.
accounts.
accounts.
accounts.
Cleaning Service
Manage Cleaning
Manage Cleaning
Manage Cleaning
Manage Cleaning
Contracts.
Service Contracts.
Service Contracts.
Service Contracts.
Service Contracts.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration
Objective statement:
Provide integrated efficient and effective support services for the development and implementation of policies, systems, processes and guidelines for Corporate Services, Financial
& Supply Chain Management and Communication & Information services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Annual
Budget: R32 899 448
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Chain Management
Chain Management
Chain Management
Chain Management
contracts, project
processes.
processes.
processes.
processes.
reports
Develop,
Develop,
Develop,
Develop, implement
implement and
implement and
implement and
and monitor Supply
monitor Supply
monitor Supply
monitor Supply
Chain management
Chain management
Chain management
Chain management
Risk Management
Risk Management
Risk Management
Risk Management
Plan (RMP).
Plan (RMP).
Plan (RMP).
Plan (RMP).
Verify supplier’s good
Verify supplier’s
Verify supplier’s
Verify supplier’s
standing with
good standing with
good standing with
good standing with
National Treasury
National Treasury
National Treasury
National Treasury
(Supplier’s default
(Supplier’s default
(Supplier’s default
(Supplier’s default
register), SANAS,
register), SANAS,
register), SANAS,
register), SANAS,
CIPC and SARS.
CIPC and SARS.
CIPC and SARS.
CIPC and SARS.
Submit 3 reports on
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
Submit 3 reports
SCM Framework and
on SCM Framework
on SCM Framework
on SCM Framework
other relevant
and other relevant
and other relevant
and other relevant
legislation.
legislation.
legislation.
legislation.
R25 000
R40 000
R30 000
R15 000
R110 000
TOTAL BUDGET
R10 944 923
R9 103 100
R6 412 028
R6 439 397
R32 899 448
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas, and effective
Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental relations partner
institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mrs T. Ncume
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R97 725
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly performance
Register of memoranda,
performance reports
reports submitted
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
plans, corporate services
submitted towards
towards informing
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
reports, performance
informing
management on the
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports for
review reports,
management on the
extent to which the subfor Branch.
for Branch.
for Branch.
Branch.
attendance registers and
extent to which the
programme
is
Hold branch
Hold branch
Hold branch
Hold branch
signed records of
sub-programme is
performing
performance
performance
performance
performance reviews.
meetings
performing
reviews.
reviews.
reviews.
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
of the branch.
of the branch.
of the branch.
of the branch.
TOTAL BUDGET
R23 347
R23 650
R35 230
R15 498
R97 725
-

Office of the General Manager - Corporate Services
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statements:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mrs B. Lusaseni
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Half- yearly and Annual
Budget: Total R3 994 064 (G&S = R 3 095 064 +Transfers = R899 000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of skills
205
200
125
80
610 skills
HRP&D reports,
development
Develop training
Training of 150
Training of 100
Training of 80
development
WSP reports,
interventions
schedule/ plan for the
employees.
employees.
employees.
interventions
memoranda, HR
administered
year.
Monitor progress in
Monitor progress in
Monitor progress in
administered
Plans & policies,
Training of 75
the implementation
the implementation
the implementation of
training plan,
employees.
of training.
of training.
training.
PMDS statistics,
Monitor progress in
interns register,
the implementation of
attendance register
training.
R429 431
R749 750
R305 072
R229 031
R1 713 284
and signed records
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
Submit quarterly
4 Training reports
of meetings
training reports: WSP
training reports:
training reports:
training reports: WSP
and ATR to OTP,
WSP and ATR to
WSP and ATR to
and ATR to OTP,
PSETA and DPSA.
OTP, PSETA and
OTP, PSETA and
PSETA and DPSA.
DPSA.
DPSA.
Induction and
Induction and
Induction and
Induction and
100 employees
inducted and reorientation of 25
orientation of 25
orientation of 25
orientation of 25
employees.
employees.
employees.
employees.
orientated
R120 000
R64 000
R41 000
R12 400
R237 400
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
90 internal and
administration of 90
administration of 90
administration of 90
administration of 90
external bursaries
awarded bursaries.
awarded bursaries.
awarded bursaries.
awarded bursaries.
administered
R470 000
R520 000
R340 000
R219 000
R1 549 000
Administration of the
Administration of the
Administration of the
Administration of the
15 interns
internship programme
internship
internship
internship programme
administered
(15 interns).
programme (15
programme (15
(15 interns).

Human Resource Planning and Development
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statements:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mrs B. Lusaseni
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Half- yearly and Annual
Budget: Total R3 994 064 (G&S = R 3 095 064 +Transfers = R899 000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
interns).
interns).
2.
Number of
1
2
2
1
6 Approved
Integrated HR Plan
Adjustment of the
HR Plan assessment
Implementation of
Implementation of the
Integrated HR Plans
and policies
Integrated HR Plan
report submitted to
the Integrated HR
HR Plan.
and policies
approved and
OTP.
Plan.
developed/reviewed,
submitted to OTP.
implemented and
Preparation and
Preparation and
Preparation and
Preparation and
4 HR Planning
monitored.
submission of the
submission of the
submission of the
submission of the
Implementation
Approved quarterly HR
Approved half-yearly
Approved quarterly
Approved annual HR
Reports
Planning
HR Planning
HR Planning
Planning
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
Report.
Report.
Report.
Report.
Adjustment of
Monitoring of the EE
Monitoring of the EE
Monitoring of the EE
Monitoring of the
Employment Equity
targets and advise
targets and advise
targets and advise
EE targets and
Targets, signed and
management on the
management of the
management of the
advise
circulated to
status quo.
status quo.
status quo.
management on
employees.
Preparation, approval
the status quo
and submission of the
Annual Employment
Equity report
Sitting of Employment
Sitting of
Sitting of
Sitting of Employment
HRP&D reports,
Equity Committee
Employment Equity
Employment Equity
Equity Committee
WSP reports,
memoranda, HR
Committee
Committee
Plans & policies,
training plan,
PMDS statistics,
interns register,
attendance register
and signed records
of meetings
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100% submission of
fourth quarterly
reviews and Annual
assessment.

Target is subjected to appointments

1

assessments
reviews for 2014/15
within 90 days of
appointment1

Conduct awareness
sessions on PMDS
Implementation of
performance
rewards for

Conduct awareness
sessions on PMDS

Conduct awareness
sessions on PMDS

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statements:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mrs B. Lusaseni
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Half- yearly and Annual
Budget: Total R3 994 064 (G&S = R 3 095 064 +Transfers = R899 000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
R5 000
R5 000
R5 000
R5 000
R20 000
Facilitate HR policy
Development/ review
Development/ review
Development/ review
5 approved HR
HRP&D reports,
policies
reports,
implementation report.
of the 2 HR policies.
of the 2 HR policies.
of the 1 HR policy.
Consolidation of inputs
memoranda, HR
Plans & policies,
and signing of all
interns register,
developed/reviewed
attendance register
HR policies.
and signed records
of meetings
Conduct awareness
Conduct awareness
Conduct awareness
Reports,
workshops on
workshops on
workshops on
attendance register
approved HR
approved HR
approved HR Policies.
and signed
Policies.
Policies.
records,
Presentations
R105 000
R118 800
R42 400
R45 300
R311 500
3.
% of employees
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of employees Workplans, PMDS
with signed
with signed
100% submission of
100% submission of
100% submission of
100% submission of
statistics,
performance
performance
signed performance
signed performance
signed performance
signed performance
presentations,
agreements / work
agreements / work
agreements / work
agreements / work
agreements / work
agreements / work
attendance register
plans / standard
plans / standard
plans / standard
plans / standard
plans / standard
plans / standard
and signed records
frameworks and
frameworks for
frameworks for
frameworks for
frameworks for
frameworks for
of meetings
performance
2014/15
2014/15.
2014/15.
2014/15.
2014/15.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statements:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mrs B. Lusaseni
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly, Half- yearly and Annual
Budget: Total R3 994 064 (G&S = R 3 095 064 +Transfers = R899 000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
2013/14.
R20 000
R80 000
R40 000
R22 880
R162 880
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 149 431
R1 537 550
R773 472
R533 611
R3 994 064
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Magqagqa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R5 431 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of vacant
4
6
5
15 vacant funded posts
PERSAL system, HRM
funded posts filled
filled
reports, recruitment
Develop selection
Place advertisement
Place
Identify posts to be
plans, memoranda,
plan.
in media.
advertisement in
advertised.
attendance registers,
Place
Sort-out applications
media.
Develop an annual
signed records of
advertisement in
and compile master
Sort-out
recruitment plan.
meetings
media.
list.
applications and
Sort-out
Conduct interviews.
compile master
list.
applications and
Conclude
compile master
Conduct
appointments.
list.
interviews.
Conduct
Conclude
interviews.
appointments.
Conclude
appointments.
R224 751
R251 898
R179 073
R194 869
R850 591
100%
100%implementation
100%
100%
implementation of
of performance
implementation of
implementation of
performance
bonuses and salary
performance
performance
bonuses and
progressions.
bonuses and
bonuses and salary
salary
salary
progressions.
progressions.
progressions.
• Download PERSAL
• Download PERSAL
• Download PERSAL
• Download PERSAL
PERSAL system, Persal
CVs and distribute
CVs and distribute to
CVs and distribute
CVs and distribute to
reports, memoranda,
to all staff.
all staff.
to all staff.
all staff.
attendance registers,
• Manage and
• Manage and monitor
• Manage and
• Manage and monitor

Human Resource Management
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HOD.

applicants about

Manager.

applicants about

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Magqagqa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R5 431 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
monitor
information on
monitor
information on
signed records of
information on
PERSAL system.
information on
PERSAL system.
meetings
PERSAL system.
• Distribution of
PERSAL system.
• Distribution of
• Distribution of
exception reports
• Distribution of
exception reports
exception reports
• Monitor Clearance of
exception reports
• Monitor Clearance of
• Monitor Clearance
exceptions
• Monitor Clearance
exceptions
of exceptions
• Clearance of BAS and
of exceptions
• Clearance of BAS
• Clearance of BAS
PERSAL Interface
• Clearance of BAS
and PERSAL
and PERSAL
exceptions.
and PERSAL
Interface exceptions.
Interface
• Quarterly review of
Interface
• Quarterly review of
exceptions.
User Access
exceptions.
User Access
• Quarterly review of
Accounts.
• Quarterly review of
Accounts.
User Access
User Access
Accounts.
Accounts.
R224 451
R251 998
R179 073
R194 868
R850 390
2.
% of PILLIR
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of PILIR
PERSAL system, PILLIR
applications
applications processed
Receive and
Receive and
Receive and
Receive and
applications, HRM
processed
timeously
evaluate
evaluate
evaluate
evaluate
reports, health
timeously
applications.
applications.
applications.
applications.
wellness and related
Acknowledge
Acknowledge receipt
Acknowledge
Acknowledge receipt
awareness plans,
receipt of
of applications and
receipt of
of applications and
counselling plans and
applications and
grant conditional
applications and
grant conditional
reports, Occupational
grant conditional
approval.
grant conditional
approval.
Health and Safety audit
approval.
Draw memorandum
approval.
Draw memorandum
Refer applications
Draw
to HOD.
to HOD.
reports, memoranda,
to Health Risk
Refer applications to
memorandum to
Refer applications to
attendance registers,
Manager.
Health Risk
HOD.
Health Risk
signed records of
Draw
Refer applications
Manager.
Manager.
meetings
memorandum to
Inform the
to Health Risk
Inform the
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employees who
qualify for service
benefits,
(Resignations,
death,
abscondment, ill
health,
misconduct, early
retirement).
Prepare

benefits,
(Resignations,
death, abscondment,
ill health,
misconduct, early
retirement).
Prepare
memorandum.
Write letters to
beneficiaries.

qualify for service
benefits,
(Resignations,
death,
abscondment, ill
health,
misconduct, early
retirement).
Prepare
memorandum.

benefits,
(Resignations,
death,
abscondment, ill
health, misconduct,
early retirement).
Prepare
memorandum.
Write letters to
beneficiaries.

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Magqagqa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R5 431 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Inform the
recommendations.
Inform the
recommendations.
applicants about
Implement
applicants about
Implement
recommendations.
recommendation.
recommendations.
recommendation.
Implement
Implement
recommendation.
recommendation.
R102 000
R102 000
R102 000
R102 000
R408 000
3.
% qualifying staff
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%qualifying staff
PERSAL system, PILLIR
granted service
granted service
Identify
Identify employees
Identify employees
Identify employees
applications, HRM
benefits
benefits
employees who
who qualify for
who qualify for
who qualify for
reports, health
qualify for service
service benefits,
service benefits,
service benefits,
wellness and related
benefits, (long
(long service
(long service
(long service
awareness plans,
service
recognition).
recognition).
recognition).
counselling plans and
recognition).
Identify employees
Identify employees
Identify employees
reports, Occupational
Identify
who qualify for
who qualify for
who qualify for
employees who
service benefits,
service benefits,
service benefits,
Health and Safety audit
qualify for service
(normal retirement).
(normal
(normal retirement).
reports, memoranda,
benefits, (normal
Receive notices/
retirement).
Receive notices/
attendance registers,
retirement).
applications from
Receive notices/
applications from
signed records of
Receive notices/
employees who
applications from
employees who
meetings
applications from
qualify for service
employees who
qualify for service
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Magqagqa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R5 431 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
memorandum.
Process payments.
Write letters to
Process payments.
Write letters to
beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.
Process payments.
Process payments.
R766 259
R562 962
R603 692
R432 190
R2 365 103
4.
Number of health
2
4
4
2
12 health wellness and
health wellness and
wellness and
related awareness
Identify target
Identify target
Identify target
Identify target
related awareness
related awareness
sessions conducted for
group.
group.
group.
group.
plans, counselling plans
sessions conducted
staff and traditional
Draw
Draw memorandum
Draw
Draw memorandum
and reports,
for staff and
leaders
memorandum for
for approval.
memorandum for
for approval.
Occupational Health
traditional leaders
approval.
Conduct sessions.
approval.
Conduct sessions.
and Safety audit
Conduct sessions.
Conduct sessions.
reports, memoranda,
attendance registers,
signed reports of
sessions
R100 000
R242 000
R232 000
R65 000
R639 000
5.
% counselling
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% counselling
health wellness and
sessions conducted
sessions conducted for all related awareness
• Make
• Make appointments
• Make
• Make appointments
for all referred cases
referred cases
appointments for
for consultation.
appointments for
for consultation.
plans, counselling plans
consultation.
• Visit clients.
consultation.
• Visit clients.
and reports,
• Visit clients.
• Make follow up visits. • Visit clients.
• Make follow up
Occupational Health
• Make follow up
• Make referrals where • Make follow up
visits.
and Safety audit
visits.
necessary.
visits.
• Make referrals where
reports, memoranda,
• Make referrals
• Appoint service
• Make referrals
necessary.
where necessary.
provider to conduct
where necessary.
• Appoint service
attendance registers,
• Appoint service
counselling.
• Appoint service
provider to conduct
signed records of
provider to
provider to conduct
counselling.
sessions
conduct
counselling.
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies) to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Magqagqa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly
Budget: R5 431 084
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
counselling.
R68 250
R68 250
R78 250
R68 250
R283 000
6.
Number of safety
1
1
1
1
4 safety audits
PERSAL system,
audits conducted
conducted
Occupational Health
• Conduct Safety
• Conduct Safety
• Conduct Safety
• Conduct Safety
and Safety audit
Audits.
Audits.
Audits.
Audits.
reports, memoranda,
attendance registers,
signed records of
meetings
R8 750
R8 750
R8 750
R8 750
R35 000
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 494 461
R1 487 858
R1 382 838
R1 065 927
R5 431 084
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Madikane
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R235 497
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
% of received
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of
Investigation
misconduct and
• Conduct investigations. • Conduct investigations.
• Conduct investigations. • Conduct investigations. received
reports, training
grievance cases
misconduct and plans, labour
• Prefer charges.
• Prefer charges.
• Prefer charges.
• Prefer charges.
attended to
grievance cases
• Appoint employer rep
• Appoint employer rep
• Appoint employer rep
• Appoint employer rep
relations reports,
attended to
and chairperson.
and chairperson.
and chairperson.
and chairperson.
memoranda,
• Finalise all received
• Finalise all received
• Finalise all received
• Finalise all received
register of
misconduct cases.
misconduct cases.
misconduct cases.
misconduct cases.
grievance cases,
• Deal with appeals.
• Deal with appeals.
• Deal with appeals.
• Deal with appeals.
labour relations
policies, collective
agreements,
attendance
registers and
signed minutes
• Receive grievances.
• Receive grievances.
• Receive grievances.
• Receive grievances.
Register of
• Conduct investigations. • Conduct investigations.
• Conduct investigations. • Conduct investigations.
grievance cases,
• Submit
• Submit
• Submit
• Submit
labour relations
recommendations to
recommendations to SG
recommendations to
recommendations to
policies, collective
SG for approval.
for approval.
SG for approval.
SG for approval.
agreements,
• 100% finalisation of
• 100% finalisation of
• 100% finalisation of
• 100% finalisation of
attendance
grievance cases.
grievance cases.
grievance cases.
grievance cases.
registers and
• Deal with referrals.
• Deal with referrals.
• Deal with referrals.
• Deal with referrals.
signed minutes.
Recommendation
reports.
R13 500
R29 000
R28 368
R16 400
R87 268
Training plans,

Employee Relations
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TOTAL BUDGET

R36 715

R82 664

R74 218

R41 900

R235 497

-

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space.
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Madikane
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R235 497
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Identify employees to
• Identify employees to be • Identify employees to
• Identify employees to
labour relations
be capacitated in
capacitated in labour
be capacitated in
be capacitated in
reports,
labour relations issues.
relations issues.
labour relations issues.
labour relations issues.
memoranda, labour
• Develop/review
• Develop/review manual.
• Develop/review
• Develop/review
relations policies,
manual.
• Solicit venue for
manual.
manual.
attendance
• Solicit venue for
capacitation of
• Solicit venue for
• Solicit venue for
registers and
capacitation of
employees.
capacitation of
capacitation of
signed reports
employees.
• Conduct capacitation of
employees.
employees.
• Conduct capacitation
employees.
• Conduct capacitation
• Conduct capacitation
of employees.
of employees.
of employees.
R23 215
R53 664
R45 850
R25 500
R148 229
• Study resolution.
• Study resolution.
• Study resolution.
• Study resolution.
• Identify areas for
• Identify areas for
• Identify areas for
• Identify areas for
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
• Monitor
• Monitor implementation. • Monitor
• Monitor
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr V. Mbenga
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R218 573
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of job
5
10
10
5
30 job evaluations
PERSAL system,
evaluations
conducted
organogram,
• Complete
• Complete
• Complete
• Complete
conducted
organisational
information
information
information
information
transformation
gathering.
gathering.
gathering.
gathering.
reports, job
• Conduct interviews. • Conduct interviews. • Conduct interviews. • Conduct interviews.
evaluations
• Capture data into
• Capture data into
• Capture data into
• Capture data into
Equate.
Equate.
Equate.
Equate.
• Make presentation
• Make presentation
• Make presentation
• Make presentation to
to JE Committee.
to JE Committee.
to JE Committee.
JE Committee.
• Draft memorandum • Draft memorandum • Draft memorandum • Draft memorandum
and obtain
and obtain
and obtain
and obtain approval.
approval.
approval.
approval.
• Capture results into
• Capture results into • Capture results into • Capture results into
PERSAL.
PERSAL.
PERSAL.
PERSAL.
R6 500
R8 380
R14 801
R6 672
R36 353
PERSAL system,
organogram,
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% implementation of
organisational
the organisational
• Deal with
• Deal with
• Deal with
• Deal with
transformation
amendments and
amendments and
amendments and
amendments and ad- structure monitored
reports, service
ad-hoc cases
ad-hoc cases
ad-hoc cases
hoc cases related to
excellence
related to
related to
related to
organisational
programmes, job
organisational
organisational
organisational
structure.
profiles/descriptions
structure.
structure.
structure.
• Facilitate
• Facilitate
• Facilitate
• Facilitate
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
the organisational
the organisational
the organisational
the organisational
structure
structure
structure
structure
• Capture amendment

HR Organisational Transformation& Planning
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr V. Mbenga
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R218 573
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Capture
• Capture
• Capture
s into PERSAL
amendment s into
amendment s into
amendment s into
• Development of job
PERSAL
PERSAL
PERSAL
profiles/descriptions.
• Development of job
• Development of job • Development of job
• Monitor
profiles/descriptions.
profiles/descriptions.
profiles/descriptions.
implementation.
• Monitor
• Monitor
• Monitor
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
R33 777
R11 465
R37 430
R9 006
R91 678
Filing system, records
1
1
1
1
4 reports on the records
management policy,
management system
• Collect information. • Collect information. • Collect information. • Collect information.
registry procedure
• Develop draft
• Develop draft
• Develop draft
• Develop draft
manual, memoranda,
2.
Report on the
document.
document.
document.
document.
attendance registers
records
• Consult with
• Consult with
• Consult with
• Consult with
and signed records of
management
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
meetings
system
• Develop
• Develop
• Develop
• Develop consolidated
consolidated
consolidated
consolidated
service excellence
service excellence
service excellence
service excellence
final document.
final document.
final document.
final document.
• Facilitate printing.
• Facilitate printing.
• Facilitate printing.
• Facilitate printing.
• Monitor
• Monitor
• Monitor
• Monitor
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
implementation.
R4 400
R5 120
R11 552
R6 212
R27 284
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly reports on
Filing system, records
the support and
• Development of
• Development of
• Development of
• Development of
management policy,
performance
quarterly report on
quarterly report on
quarterly report on
quarterly report on
registry procedure
the support and
the support and
the support and
the support and
manual, memoranda,
performance of:
performance of:
performance of:
performance of:
attendance registers
• records
• records
• records
• records
and signed records of
management
management
management
management
meetings
system;
system;
system;
system;
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Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas,
and effective Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental
relations partner institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr V. Mbenga
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R218 573
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Registry
• Registry
• Registry
• Registry
administration
administration
administration
administration
services,
services,
services,
services,
procedures and
procedures and
procedures and
procedures and
systems.
systems.
systems.
systems.
R18 518
R9 600
R28 040
R7 100
R63 258
TOTAL BUDGET
R63 195
R34 565
R91 823
R28 990
R218 573
-
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Performance
indicators

% progress toward
the implementation
of the road map for
ICT Strategy/
Master Systems
Plan

PI

1.

R800 000
• Provision of
Enterprise Software
Licenses (Microsoft
Enterprise
Agreement Annual
Payment).
R3 200 000
• Provide access to
Transversal
Systems.
R350 500
• System Analysis and
Application
Development
("Development of
new Departmental

R600 000

• Provision of
Enterprise Software
Licenses (Microsoft
Enterprise
Agreement Annual
Payment).

R0
• Provide access to
Transversal
Systems.
R350 500
• System Analysis and
Application
Development
("Development of
new Departmental

R 400 000
• Provide access to
Transversal
Systems.
R350 500
• System Analysis and
Application
Development
("Development of
new Departmental

• Provision of
Enterprise Software
Licenses (Microsoft
Enterprise
Agreement Annual
Payment).

R225 000

R3 600 000

R1 402 000
100%

R350 500
• System Analysis and
Application
Development
("Development of
new Departmental

R1 700 000

100% progress toward
the implementation of the
road map for ICT
Strategy/ Master Systems
Plan

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

R0
• Provide access to
Transversal Systems.

• Provision of
Enterprise Software
Licenses (Microsoft
Enterprise Agreement
Annual Payment).

R75 000

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
25%
50%
75%
100%
• Review, Implement
• Review, Implement
• Review, Implement
• Review, Implement
and Maintain a Data
and Maintain a Data
and Maintain a Data
and Maintain a Data
Centre
Centre
Centre
Centre Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Improvement Plan.
Improvement Plan.
Improvement Plan.
Improvement Plan.

-

-

Enterprise Software
Licenses (Microsoft
Enterprise Agreement

IT reports, memoranda,
network systems,
computers &
accessories register,
SLAs, licenses,
application forms,
attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings
-

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas, and effective
Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental relations partner
institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr S.F. Hlophe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R 8 479 220

Department Government Information Technology Office (DGITO)
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2.

PI

% progress toward
the implementation of
the roadmap for ICT
Governance
Framework

Performance
indicators

• Review and
endorsement of ICT
Plan by ICT
Steering Committee
• Review, approval
and communication
of Policy and
Procedure
• Organise and
facilitate ICT
Steering Committee
meetings quarterly

• Develop an ICT Plan
based on DPSA’s
Guidelines

• Develop ICT Risk
Management Policy
and Procedure

• Organise and
facilitate ICT
Steering Committee
meetings quarterly

50%

• Develop, implement
and maintain a
Technical Support
Plan for DLGTA
Remote Operations
R41 500

• Develop, implement
and maintain a
Technical Support
Plan for DLGTA
Remote Operations
R41 500

25%

• Develop, Implement
and Review the
Capacity Plan for
End User Equipment
R354 500

• Develop, Implement
and Review the
Capacity Plan for
End User Equipment
R0

• Organise and
facilitate ICT
Steering Committee
meetings quarterly

• Provide Risk
Appetite Guidance

• Approval of ICT
Plan by Accounting
Officer

75%

• Develop, implement
and maintain a
Technical Support
Plan for DLGTA
Remote Operations
R41 500

• Develop, Implement
and Review the
Capacity Plan for
End User Equipment
R214 448

• Organise and
facilitate ICT Steering
Committee meetings
quarterly

• Approved risk
tolerance levels

• Report on ICT Plan
progress

100%

• Develop, implement
and maintain a
Technical Support
Plan for DLGTA
Remote Operations
R41 500

• Develop, Implement
and Review the
Capacity Plan for End
User Equipment
R0

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
and Intranet
and Intranet
and Intranet
and Intranet websites
websites including
websites including
websites including
including Central
Central Repository")
Central Repository")
Central Repository")
Repository")
R113 456
R243 874
R148 000
R49 142

100% progress toward the
implementation of the
roadmap for ICT
Governance Framework

R166 000

R568 948

R554 472

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings

Roadmap for ICT
Governance Framework
and ICT plan,
Attendance registers
and signed records of
meetings

-

Technical Support Plan

-

Capacity Plan

-

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas, and effective
Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental relations partner
institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr S.F. Hlophe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R 8 479 220
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PI

Performance
indicators

• Communicate and
implement
Procedure for
Networks
R0

• Develop Procedure
for Networks

R0

• Update Capacity
Management Plans
for Infrastructure
Equipment and
Services

• Implementation of
directorate’s Human
Capital
Development Plans
R80 000

Develop, implement
and maintain a
Capacity
Management Plans
for Infrastructure
Equipment and
Services

• Implementation of
directorate’s Human
Capital
Development Plans
R70 000

R0

• Implement
Procedure for
Networks

• Update Capacity
Management Plans
for Infrastructure
Equipment and
Services

• Implementation of
directorate’s Human
Capital
Development Plans
R30 000

R0

• Implement Procedure
for Networks

• Update Capacity
Management Plans
for Infrastructure
Equipment and
Services

• Implementation of
directorate’s Human
Capital Development
Plans
R45 000

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Conduct rollouts
• Conduct rollouts
• Conduct rollouts
• Conduct rollouts and
and capacity
and capacity
and capacity
capacity building
building
building
building
interventions on best
interventions on
interventions on
interventions on
practices, policies and
best practices,
best practices,
best practices,
procedures and ICT
policies and
policies and
policies and
Governance
procedures and ICT
procedures and ICT
procedures and ICT
supporting
Governance
Governance
Governance
technologies
supporting
supporting
supporting
technologies
technologies
technologies
R40 000
R80 000
R100 000
R42 800

R0

Procedure for Networks
implemented

Capacity Management
Plans for Infrastructure
Equipment and Services
updated

R225 000

• Human Capital
Development Plans
implemented

R262 800

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

-

Network procedure

Updated Capacity
Management Plans for
Infrastructure

-

Human Capital
Development Plans
(DGITO)

-

Rollouts and capacity
building interventions
reports

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas, and effective
Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental relations partner
institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr S.F. Hlophe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R 8 479 220
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PI

TOTAL BUDGET

Performance
indicators

Q1

R1 215 456

R5 150 374

R1 509 448

Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
Q2
Q3
R603 942

2015
Q4
R8 479 220

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

-

Hard Evidence

Strategic objective:
To promote excellence in leadership, good governance, corporate services and financial management to achieve clean administration.
Objective statement:
Provide support in terms of ICT , ensure that the Department has functional HR, Work Place Skills, and Employment Equity Plans which address pre-determined priority areas, and effective
Recruitment and Placement, Performance Management Systems, Employees relations and a transformed organization that plays a critical role in inter-governmental relations partner
institutions. (Social –development agencies to enable effective services in the rural space).
Overall responsibility: Mr S.F. Hlophe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R 8 479 220
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Programme 1: Risks management

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE
To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

1. No dedicated policy and
research unit within the
department.
2. Inadequate capacity for the
development of policies within
directorates.
1. Shortage of staff.

Use of outdated policies by the
Department

Performance information not being
accompanied by hard evidence

1. Application of outdated
policies.
2. Possible litigation

Department fall short of
showcasing service delivery
achievements

1. Personnel stress.
2. Low staff morale.
3. Limited segregation of
duties.
4. Compromising service
delivery.
1. No Assistant Managers in the 1. Qualified audit opinion due
M&E directorate to assist in the to reliability, validation and
validation of data.
relevance.
2. Unavailability of key personnel 2. Possible disputes by Senior

Insufficient financial resources.

Excessive work overload

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Submissions are not prioritised 1. Poor quality of legislative
within programmes.
documents for submission.
2. No dedicated research unit
2. Delays in printing of
within the department.
legislative documents.
3. Limited segregation of duties 3. Increased printing costs.
(Information submitted by junior
personnel).

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES

Non-implementation of the
communication plan.

Non-adherence to timelines as per the
strategic process plan.

RISKS

The following are Programme 1 operational risks and mitigation measures:

1.6

OPERATIONAL

1. Quarterly circular being distributed
2. Provide departmental schedule
according to planning cycle & set
timelines for submitting information.

1. Utilisation of limited personnel

1. Documented departmental planning
cycle in place.
2. Quality control policy in place.
3. One-one interactions with
managers.
4. Request for performance
information signed off by DDGs and
CFO.
5. Process plans on submission of
documents approved by the SG in
place.
6. Constant and bulk reminders to
programmes before the submission
date.
1. GCIS Handbook in place.
2. Pruned Communication Plan that is
in line with the available budget in
place.
1. Policy development guidelines in
place.
2. Register of draft and approved
policies in place.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

Fraudulent payment of suppliers

1. Rejecting the batch back to SCM to
change the item allocation.
2. Corrected by means of a journal.

1. Misstatement of AFS

1. Payment of non-existing
employees.

1.HRM sent a circular out to all
programme managers in trying to
minimise these late terminations.

1. Loss of funds (write-offs)

1.Monthly departmental financial
management committee meetings.
2.Quarterly reviews.
3. Conducting of budget reviews with
programmes.

3. Quality control policy in place.
4. Reporting template in place.
5. One-one interactions with
managers.
6. Developed a document to manage
performance information
7. Training of officials on separation of
functions, risks and internal controls
by M&E, Risk Management and
Internal Audit.

MITIGATION MEASURES

1. Issued a circular to pay point
managers regarding signing for each
other when collecting payslip
1. Capturing of order to a wrong 1. Non-payment of intended 1. Rejecting the batch to be resupplier by SCM
suppliers and loss of
captured by SCM.
2. Payment to a wrong supplier government funds
2. Payment section only pay invoices

1. Termination date not done
timeously.
2. None updating of employee
information on PERSAL by HR.
Over / understatement of expenditure 1. Capturing of order using an
incorrect item code on
BAS/LOGIS by SCM
2. Payment made using incorrect
item code on BAS.
Possible payment of fictitious employees 1.Collect and sign payslip for
each other

Uncleared debt accounts.

in the directorates.
Management on reported
3. No dedicated personnel
performance information.
responsible to collect collate and
store hard evidence on
performance information (data)
in directorates.
4. Insufficient management of
hard evidence by Senior
Management.
5. Lack of separation of functions
on reports (preparer, reviewer
and authoriser)
6. Validation of external data by
municipalities is doubtful.
7. None cooperation by specific
municipalities in the provision of
data on time.
Ineffective management and monitoring 1. Late submission of invoices by 1. Failure to pay creditors
of commitments and accruals.
Service Providers.
within 30 days.
2.Poor monitoring of
2. Misstatement of accruals
commitments by Programmes
and commitments in the
financial statements.
3.Negative audit findings.

RISKS
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

OPERATIONAL

by FAS
3. Non-performance of creditor's
reconciliation.

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION MEASURES

with banking details and recall
payments made to wrong suppliers.
3. Viewing the supplier names and
banking details on Logis.
4. Unique service provider number on
logis.
Spending on items not budgeted for
1. Unforeseen pressures.
1. Deviation from original
1. Budgetary control through
(i.e. Foreign Air Transport etc.).
2. Officials not spending
objective.
confirmation of funds by the budget
according to APP and operational 2. Unauthorised expenditure. office.
plan.
2. Shifting of funds and virements.
3. Monthly departmental financial
management committee meetings.
4. Circular on shifting of funds and
projections.
5. IYM training conducted.
Budget submission may contain
1.Lack of understanding by
1.Noncompliance to the
1. Internal Budget Guidelines in place.
incorrect and or insufficient information. Directorates
legislation
2. Internal Budget Hearings.
2.Late submission of information 2.Unnecessary shifting of
3. Annual awareness workshops.
by directorates
funds
4. Monthly departmental financial
3.Non adherence to budget
3.Mislead the decision making management committee meetings.
guidelines
process
5. Compliance certificate developed.
4.In-adequate planning by
4. Reduction of budget by
directorates
Provincial Treasury.
5. In-adequate reviews and
monitoring.
Budget not aligned with the APP and
1. Objectives are not clearly
1. Difficulty to motivate for a
Strategic Plan.
defined and costed.
more appropriate allocation
2. Additional activities that were of budget from Treasury.
not budgeted for.
3. Accruals which were not taken
into account during budget
costing.
Delays in the finalisation of the
1.Non finalisation of cases
Misstatement of irregular
1. Monthly meetings with Labour
identified irregular expenditure
expenditure on financial
Relations unit.
statements
Bids might be awarded to fictitious
1. Acceptance of fabricated or
1. Irregular and Fruitless &
1.National Treasury Restriction
suppliers.
invalid information submitted by wasteful expenditure
Register in place,
bidders.
2. Poor services rendered.
2. Check the authenticity of the tax
2. Collusion between the supplier 3. Increased litigations
certificate on SARS website.

RISKS
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

1. Legal advice might not be
obtained on contracts.
2. Legal advisors might not be
involved in contract
development"

Contracts developed might not be
legally compliant

Installation of unauthorised / unlicensed 1. Officials downloading and

1. Damage to the system.

Government vehicles might be used for 1. No strict controls over the use 1. Fruitless and wasteful
personal purposes/abused.
of fleet vehicles
expenditure
2. Collusion between officials and
supervisors "

Fictitious inflation of official kilometres
travelled (subsidized vehicles)

1. Increased number of
disputes.
2. Low staff morale
3. Negative impact on
organisational culture and
service delivery.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Poor quality of service by
service provider.
2. Payments made for
incomplete or low quality
projects.
3. Loss of court cases
1. Non submission of supporting 1. Fruitless and wasteful
document of the claimed trip.
expenditure
2. Collusion and non-verification
of official trip by supervisor.
3.Absence of approved list of
distance between towns"

Delays in the finalisation of misconduct
and grievance cases.
1. Unavailability of trained
chairpersons to other
commitments
2. Inadequate evidence.

1. Leakage of confidential
information.
2. Non-adherence to
Code of conduct.

and the bid committee members.

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES

Increased cases of grievances and
misconduct

RISKS

1.Supporting documents are
requested before the approval of the
claims
2.Reconciliation is done on submission
of every claim against the submitted
petrol slips, itinerary and approved
memo
1.Approved Trip authority with
supporting documents of the official
trip in place.
2. KMs are checked against the trips
taken
3. Trip authorities approved by
responsible managers below the
assistant manager level are rejected.
4. Conducted awareness workshops to
employees.
5.SCM policies"
1. Restriction from Internet Access

3. Verification of bid documents
against SCM legislation using a
checklist.
1. Code of conduct in place
2. Awareness workshops conducted
3. Booklet issued to officials (in place)
4. Oath of secrecy being signed per
sitting.
5. Labour Relations Forum.
6. Grievance procedure.
7. Resolution 1 of 2003in place.
8. Relevant legislation in place
9. Trained pool of Chairpersons in
place
All contracts are taken to legal
services for checking legal compliance
before the signing of the document.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

Lack of proper administration and
management of departmental records

Hardware and software failure.

Power failure.

Hacking and intrusion.

1. IT security policy
2. Up to date Antivirus.
3. Awareness of users on use of
memory sticks and email.
4. License to operate in place.
5. Manual system option to detect
virus
6. Windows patches and updates
1. Poor access controls.
1. Malicious damage to
1.Firewall, Window updates and anti2. Lack of intrusion detection and systems.
virus
controls systems.
2. Dented image of
2.Implemented intrusion detection
3.Elevated rights of end users
department.
system in place
(super user privileges)
3. Non availability of
3. Internet access management in
4.Absence of network access
services.
place
control (restriction
4.Loss of information
4.User authentication in place
device/software)
5.Password Age management (Expiry
system)
1. Natural disasters.
1. Disruption of services.
1. UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply)
2. Load shedding.
2. Damage to systems.
2. Backup generator.
3. Non-payment for municipal
3. Loss of data
3. Regular servicing of generator and
services.
UPS.
1. Wear and tear.
1. Disruption of services.
1. Systems and software backups.
2. Power failure.
2. Damage to systems.
2. Backup Hardware (UPS and
3. Mishandling.
3. Non availability of services. Generator).
4. Lack of preventative
4. Loss of data.
3. Hardware service warranty SLA.
maintenance of hardware and
4. Weekly System Health Monitoring
software.
(manual).
5. Acceptable use policy in place
6. A procedure for data back-up has
been developed.
1. Records not filed on registry. 1. Information not always
1. Records management policy in
2. Lack of storage space.
readily available.
place.
3. Non adherence to the filing
2.Loss of tacit knowledge
2.Circulars in place

Management System (proxy).

MITIGATION MEASURES

Computer virus attacks.

2. Compromise of
Departmental IT Systems.
3. Possible computer viruses
and other malicious codes.
4. Licence infringements
(Financial Implications)
1. Un-updated antivirus software 1. Disruption of services.
2.Downloading and installations 2. Damage to systems.
of software/programs from
3. Non availability of services.
internet
3. Use of memory sticks spam
mail/email.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

installing unlicensed /
unauthorised software on
departmental computers.
2.Non-adherence to policy

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES

software

RISKS
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

plan. 4.Non availability of
stationery

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION MEASURES

3. Filing systems/plans in place.
4. Procedure manual in place.
5. Awareness sessions on records
management policy conducted.
6.Monitor implementation of records
management policy
7. Documents returned by the office of
the Accounting Officer
Inability to hold counselling sessions in 1. Non-availability of consulting 1.Leakage of confidential
1. Optimising the available office
a conducive environment.
rooms.
information related to
accommodation
employee wellness related
2. DPSA Employee Health and
matters
Wellness Strategic Framework in place
2.Resistance by employees in 3. Make use of joint workmanship with
using wellness services
other Chief Directorates when
3. Dented credibility of the
conducting wellness sessions.
employee wellness office.
Lack of management responsibility on 1.Abdication of duties
1. Increased number of Audit 1. HR Policies in place
HR issue
2.Non adherence to policies
queries and litigations.
2.Ongoing awareness workshops
3. Strengthen sense of ownership
(SMS) through awareness workshops
(Branch meeting).
4. Monthly reports on HR issues for
the attention of Management.
5. Circulars wit HR issues in place
PILLIR applications not processed
1.Non adherence to time frames 1.Increased grievance cases 1. PILLIR Policy in place, Circulars in
timeously.
that are set by the guidelines
2. Low staff morale
place.
3. Negative performance on 2.Provide one on one support
individual performance
(through wellness)
3. Conduct awareness sessions per
Directorate
4. Visits to Health Risk Manager on
individual cases.
5. Perform trend analysis of sick leave
Incorrect / incomplete data on Persal. 1.Incorrect / incomplete updating 1. Unreliable information.
1.Policy on PERSAL
of information captured on the 2. Negative impact on
2. Relevant Legislation in place.
system
decision making
3. National Treasury regulations and
2. Poor supervision
procedures in place.
4. Access control in line with PERSAL
user policy.

RISKS
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration To
promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES

7.
8.

5.
6.

Unresolved matters.
Dissatisfied complainants.
Ineffective implementation
of section 106 of the
Municipal Systems Act
Increasing service delivery
protests & petitions.
Poor service delivery.
Negative impact on the
credibility and integrity of
the department in
reporting of pending
cases.
Value for money
Perpetuation of criminality.

1. Appointment of unscreened
1. Negative impact on the
employees and service providers.
integrity of the
department.
2. Loss of funds or assets.

1. Few trained/skilled
workforces.
2. Fruitless expenditure.
3. Repetition of training of
same individuals.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

Non-finalisation of cases (Security and 1. Incomplete investigations.
1.
Anti-corruption cases)
2. Non-cooperation of
2.
municipality regarding
3.
investigations.
3. Poor planning by investigators.
4.

Fraud and theft

Poor attendance of trainings/awareness 1.Employees not released by
sessions.
Supervisors / Managers
2.Impact assessment not
conducted

RISKS

5.Persal Technical Team in place
6. Monthly monitoring of PERSAL
exceptions.
1. Training policy in place.
2. Awareness campaigns.
3. Performance development plans in
place.
4. Skills and development Committee
in place.
5.Employee Training Policy in place
6.Training schedule in place
1. Pre-screening of potential
employees and service providers.
2. Awareness programmes are
conducted.
3. Commercial crimes/Fraud
Prevention, Whistle blowing and
Security policies and plan in place.
4. Access control
5. Provincial Code of Ethics in place
6. Vetting of Employees.
7. Physical appraisal.
8. After hour office inspection.
9. Continuous engagements with SSA.
1. Letter by Executive Authority/SG to
the Executive/Mayor or MM in
respect of investigations.
2. Legislation in place.
3. Good networking with relevant
stake holders.
4. Outsourcing of specialised
investigations.
5. Continuous awareness sessions
conducted for the establishment of
Anti-corruption at District
municipalities and Metros.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration To
promote excellence in
leadership, good
governance, corporate
services and financial
management to achieve
clean administration

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

1.Limited budget to fully
capacitate Risk Management
and Internal Control unit.

Non - adherence to Professional
1. Inadequate skills.
Standards set by the Institute of
2. Not being affiliated to the
Internal Auditors (IIA) in performing the professional body (IIA)

Ineffective oversight by Audit Committee 1. Not giving the Audit
Committee enough time to
prepare for the meeting.
2. Non-attendance by Audit
Committee members

Inadequate human and financial
resources to fully implement risk
management and internal control.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Security policy in place.
2. On-going security awareness
workshops.
3. Advocacy on usage of document
shredder to remove security risk in
Executive Management offices.
4. Departmental Code of Conduct in
place.
5. Security Plan in place.
6. Access control.
1. Security policy in place.
2. On-going security awareness
workshops conducted.
3. Security company deployed at all
entrances.
4.Restricted access controls
5. Metal detectors in place.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Poor risk management culture 1. Risk Management Charter has been
within the department.
approved.
2. Risk Management committee
members have been appointed.
3. Schedule of Risk and Security
Management Committee meetings in
place
1. Risk management and
1. Chief Risk Officer, one Manager and
Internal Control
one Assistant Manager have been
implementation will not be
appointed.
effectively monitored.
1. Failure to advice the
1. Schedule for Audit Committee
Accounting Officer on Internal meetings in place.
Audit matters.
2. Audit Packs are sent to Audit
Committee members as per set
timelines.
3. Special request are being sent by
Management
1. Non - reliance by External 1. Internal Audit unit sign the IIA’s
Auditors and Management on Code of Ethics.
the work of Internal Audit.
2. Members of the Institute to ensure

1. Injury to personnel.
2. Possible litigation and
costs.
3. Loss of institutional
capacity

1. Lack of proper storage
1. Increased litigation.
facilities.
2. Loss of cases.
2. Sharing of resources, printers 3. Negative impact on the
and fax machines.
integrity of the
3.Breach of Security Policy and
department.
Code of Conduct
4. Loss/theft of laptops
5. Non classification of
information.

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES

1. Insufficient access control.
2. Lack of capacity (funding) to
implement integrated security
system.(
CCTV cameras, walk through
metal detectors, x-ray
machines for bags and fire
arm safes)
Failure of risk management committee 1. Non-availability of Committee
to sit and perform its functions.
members.
2. Activities/ meetings of the
department not synchronised.
3. Non adherence to the
schedule of meetings

Physical Security of employees

Information leakage and loss of
classified information.

RISKS
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To improve municipal
performance, monitoring
and evaluation
servicesthrough effective
and coordinated hands-on
support

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

3.External quality reviews not
conducted

PROGRAMME 1
RISK CAUSES
2. Poor quality of work by
Internal Audit (including
quality of work produced)

RISK CONSEQUENCES

MITIGATION MEASURES

the work is conducted according to
the Standards.
3. Continuous development COURSES
offered by IIA
Internal Audit plan may not be informed 1. Delays in constructing the risk Non- compliance with the
1. Risk Management implementation
by the risk profile / register of the
register.
PFMA, Treasury Regulations, plan in place.
Department
2.Lack of communication
IIA Standards and King III
2. Top Management meeting, Branch
between Internal Audit unit and principles
meetings, Risk Committee meetings
Risk Management unit
and Audit Committee meetings
3. Monthly meetings between Risk
Management and Internal Audit in
place.
Delays in the deployment of officials in 1.Inability of the Department to 1.Lack of co-ordinated
1. Caretaking by OR Tambo District
Alfred Nzo district coordination offices prioritise the deployment of
municipal support by the
Coordinator
personnel
department and other sector
departments
2.Poor functioning of district
coordination
Inadequate resources allocation to
1. Non-prioritisation of District
1. Poor functioning of District 1.Optimising available resources
District Coordination
Coordination (offices)
Coordination
Ineffective functioning of District
1.Absence of infrastructure
1.Poor functioning of District 1. Optimising available resources
Coordination offices
Coordination
2. Negative impact on
Stakeholder relationship
3.Negative effect on
Departmental reputation and
credibility

work of Internal Audit.

RISKS

Province of the
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

OPERATIONAL PLAN
PROGRAMME 2:
DEVELOPMENTAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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PROGRAMME 2: DEVELOPMENTAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Developmental Local Government

PROGRAMME 2:

2.4

2.3

2.2

Municipal Governance, Support and Monitoring Services
Office of the General Manager - Municipal Governance, Support and Monitoring Services
Municipal Support and Performance Management
Municipal Evaluation and Capacity Assessment
Municipal Administration
Municipal Human Resource Management and Development
Municipal Development Finance
Municipal Information Management Technology Support Services
Municipal Public Participation and Intergovernmental Relations
Office of the General Manager – Municipal Public Participation and Intergovernmental Relations
Municipal Public Participation
Intergovernmental Relations
Operation Clean Audit

Programme Purpose: To ensure the transformation of developmental local government by strengthening municipal institutions that will be responsive to the needs of the
communities.
PROGRAMME NAME
SUB-PROGRAMME
2.1
DDG: Local Government

2.
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Strategic objectives:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework.
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts.
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned
to the organisational performance management systems.
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT through the provisioning of effective high quality management support.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support.
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration.
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province.
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s.
Objective statements:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure community-based integrated development approval.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
Overall responsibility: DDG – Mr N. Mzamo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R305 688
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1. Number of signed
1
1
1
1
4 signed quarterly
Register of
quarterly performance • Submit 1 signed
performance reports memoranda, IDPs,
• Submit 1 signed
• Submit 1 signed
• Submit 1 signed
reports submitted
quarterly performance
quarterly performance
quarterly performance
quarterly performance submitted towards
municipal support
towards informing
informing
information report
information report
information report
information report
plans, electronic
management on the
management on the
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
database on
extent to which
extent to which
management on the
management on the
management on the
management on the
Programme 2 and 3 are
Programme 2and 3 performance,
extent to which
extent to which
extent to which
extent to which
performance reports,
performing
Programme 2 and 3 are Programme 2 and 3 are
Programme 2 and 3 are Programme 2 and 3 are are performing
performing.
performing.
performing.
performing.
agendas, attendance
Submit 1 signed Annual
registers and signed
Performance Plan of
records of meetings.
the programmes 2 & 3
targets.
Submit signed IYM
Submit signed IYM
Submit signed IYM
Submit signed IYM
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
basis.
basis.
basis.
basis.

2.1 DDG: Local Government
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TOTAL BUDGET

R95 730

R71 508

R75 850

R62 600

R305 688

Strategic objectives:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework.
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts.
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned
to the organisational performance management systems.
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT through the provisioning of effective high quality management support.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support.
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration.
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province.
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s.
Objective statements:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure community-based integrated development approval.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
Overall responsibility: DDG – Mr N. Mzamo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R305 688
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Submit signed non• Submit signed non• Submit signed non• Submit signed nonfinancial performance
financial performance
financial performance
financial performance
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
reports on a monthly
basis.
basis.
basis.
basis.
• Submit a signed annual • Submit a signed
report timeously.
oversight report
timeously.
11
11
11
11
• Attend decision making • Attend decision making • Attend decision making • Attend decision making
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
• Visit projects.
• Visit projects.
• Visit projects.
• Visit projects.
• Hold 1 Performance
• Hold 1 Performance
• Hold 1 Performance
• Hold 1 Performance
Information Review
Information Review
Information Review
Information Review
Session.
Session.
Session.
Session.
• Hold 1 Strategic Planning
Session
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Office of the General Manager – Municipal Governance, Support and Monitoring Services

Sub-Programme: Municipal Governance, Support and Monitoring Services

Strategic objectives:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework.
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts.
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems
aligned to the organisational performance management systems.
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT through the provisioning of effective high quality management support.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Mr N. Vuba
Reporting period: Monthly ,Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R286 331
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 reports submitted,
Register of
performance reports
Compile and
Compile and submit
Compile and
Monitor Compile and attended decision
memoranda, project
submitted towards
making meetings and
submit quarterly
quarterly performance
submit quarterly
submit quarterly
plans, performance
informing management
performance
reports towards
performance
performance reports visited projects
plans, MS&G
on the extent to which
reports towards
informing the
reports towards
towards informing
reports, Audit
the branch is
informing the
management on the
informing the
the management on
reports, IDPs,
performing
management on
extent to which the
management on
the extent to which
attendance registers
the extent to
branch is performing
the extent to
the branch is
and signed records
which the branch
Submit 1st draft
which the branch
performing
is performing
Annual Performance
is performing
Submit final Annual
of meetings
Submit IYM on a
Plan
Compile and
Performance Plan
monthly basis
Submit IYM on a
submit oversight
Submit IYM on a
Submit nonmonthly basis
report
monthly basis
Submit 2nd draft
financial
Submit non-financial
Submit non-financial
performance
Annual
performance reports
performance reports
reports on a
on a monthly basis
Performance Plan
on a monthly basis
monthly basis
Submit IYM on a
Compile and submit
Compile and submit
Compile and
annual report
monthly basis
annual report

2.2
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Strategic objectives:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework.
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts.
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems
aligned to the organisational performance management systems.
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT through the provisioning of effective high quality management support.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Mr N. Vuba
Reporting period: Monthly ,Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R286 331
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
submit annual
Attend decision
Submit nonAttend decision
report
making meetings
financial
making meetings
Attend decision
Visit projects
performance
Visit projects
making meetings
Hold performance
reports on a
Hold performance
Visit projects
monthly basis
review session
review session
Hold performance
Compile and
Ensure that quarterly
Ensure that
review session
targets are met
submit annual
quarterly targets are
report
Ensure that
met
quarterly targets
Attend decision
are met
making meetings
Visit projects
Hold performance
review session
Ensure that
quarterly targets
are met
TOTAL BUDGET
R66 263
R76 902
R86 003
R57 163
R286 331
-
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Strategic objective:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework
Objective statement:
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes
Overall responsibility: Mrs C. Sihunu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 954 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
5
22
18
45 municipalities
Municipal verification
municipalities
supported to reduce
reports
Conduct awareness
Conduct awareness
Conduct awareness
supported to promote
incidence of unethical
campaign, workcampaign, workcampaign, workethical conduct
conduct
sessions and
sessions and
sessions and
workshops.
workshops.
workshops.
Provide the
Provide the
Provide the
municipalities with
municipalities with the
municipalities with
the Code of Conduct
Code of Conduct for
the Code of Conduct
for Councillors
Councillors extracted
for Councillors
extracted from the
from the Systems Act.
extracted from the
Systems Act.
Respond to cases of the
Systems Act.
Respond to cases of
breach of Code of
Respond to cases of
the breach of Code
Conduct reported by
the breach of Code
of Conduct reported
municipalities.
of Conduct reported
by municipalities.
Verify the signing of
by municipalities.
Verify the signing of
Verify the signing of
declaration of interest
declaration of
forms by councillors.
declaration of
interest forms by
interest forms by
councillors.
councillors.
R153 850
R372 422
R328 103
R0
R854 375
2.
Number of
10
20
10
5
45 municipalities
Municipal verification
municipalities assessed
assessed in terms of
reports
Verify establishment
Verify establishment of
Verify establishment
Verify establishment
in terms of complying
complying with relevant
of internal
internal structures
of internal
of internal structures
with relevant legislation
legislation
structures (council
(council committees) in
structures (council
(council committees)
committees) in line
line with the type of
committees) in line
in line with the type
with the type of
municipalities.
with the type of
of municipalities.
municipalities.
Verify functionality of
municipalities.
Verify functionality of
Verify functionality
the council and its
Verify functionality
the council and its
of the council and
committees
of the council and
committees
its committees
(compliance with Rules
its committees
(compliance with
(compliance with
of Order e.g. sitting of
(compliance with
Rules of Order e.g.

Municipal Administration
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3.

Percentage of

R97 245
100%

R104 914
100%

R141 486
100%

R81 855
100%

R425 500
100% of municipalities

Register of

Strategic objective:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework
Objective statement:
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes
Overall responsibility: Mrs C. Sihunu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 954 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Rules of Order e.g.
meetings according to
Rules of Order e.g.
sitting of meetings
sitting of meetings
schedule, attendance,
sitting of meetings
according to
according to
whether
according to
schedule, attendance,
schedule,
recommendations and
schedule,
whether
attendance,
or resolutions are
attendance,
recommendations and
whether
taken).
whether
or resolutions are
recommendations
Verify existence,
recommendations
taken).
and or resolutions
and or resolutions
Verify existence,
adoption and
are taken).
implementation of
are taken).
adoption and
Verify existence,
administration systems
Verify existence,
implementation of
adoption and
to ensure compliance
adoption and
administration
implementation of
(e.g. policies, Rules of
implementation of
systems to ensure
administration
Order, Delegation of
administration
compliance (e.g.
systems to ensure
Power, declaration of
systems to ensure
policies, Rules of
compliance (e.g.
interests and signing of
compliance (e.g.
Order, Delegation of
policies, Rules of
the Codes of Conduct
policies, Rules of
Power,declaration of
Order, Delegation of
by Councillors).
Order, Delegation of
interests and signing
Power,declaration of
Verify existence of
Power,declaration of
of the Codes of
interests and
written terms of
interests and
Conduct by
signing of the Codes
reference (functions)
signing of the Codes
Councillors).
of Conduct by
for council committees.
of Conduct by
Verify existence of
Councillors).
Verify the existence and
Councillors).
written terms of
Verify existence of
enforcement of
Verify existence of
reference (functions)
written terms of
written terms of
for council
promulgated By-Laws
reference
by municipalities.
reference
committees.
(functions) for
(functions) for
Verify the existence
council committees.
council committees.
and enforcement of
Verify the existence
Verify the existence
promulgated By-Laws
and enforcement of
and enforcement of
by municipalities.
promulgated Bypromulgated By.
Laws by
Laws by
municipalities.
municipalities.
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Strategic objective:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework
Objective statement:
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes
Overall responsibility: Mrs C. Sihunu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 954 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
municipalities whose
Receive applications
Receive applications for
Receive applications
Receive applications
whose section 12
applications received,
section 12 notices have
notices have been
for final designation
final designation of
for final designation
for final designation
Memorandums
been amended
of fulltime
fulltime councillors.
of fulltime
of fulltime councillors.
amended
approved by MEC,
councillors.
Acknowledge receipt of
councillors.
Acknowledge receipt
Applications from
Acknowledge
applications.
Acknowledge
of applications.
municipalities,
receipt of
Facilitate the final
receipt of
Facilitate the final
Letters signed by
applications.
applications.
designation of fulltime
designation of fulltime
MEC to
Facilitate the final
councillors.
Facilitate the final
councillors.
designation of
Amend the Section 12
designation of
Amend the Section 12
municipalities,
fulltime councillors.
Notice to specify which
fulltime councillors.
Notice to specify
Notices
Amend the Section
councillors may finally
Amend the Section
which councillors may
12 Notice to specify
be designated as
12 Notice to specify
finally be designated
which councillors
fulltime
which councillors
as fulltime
may finally be
Publish the Provincial
may finally be
Publish the Provincial
designated as
Notices for amendment
designated as
Notices for
fulltime
fulltime
of Section 12 Notices in
amendment of
Publish the
the Provincial Gazette.
Publish the
Section 12 Notices in
Provincial Notices
Provincial Notices
the Provincial
for amendment of
for amendment of
Gazette.
Section 12 Notices
Section 12 Notices
in the Provincial
in the Provincial
Gazette.
Gazette.
R14 000
R45 050
R61 550
R29 400
R150 000
4.
Percentage of
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of municipalities
Letters of
municipalities given
given intensive support
secondment,
Notify municipality
Notify municipality of
Notify municipality
Notify municipality of
intensive support to
S 139 intervention:
of intention to
intention to intervene.
of intention to
intention to intervene. to restore proper
restore proper
functioning
letter of approval,
intervene.
Develop memo to
intervene.
Develop memo to
functioning
reports of
Develop memo to
Provincial Exco for
Develop memo to
Provincial Exco for
administrator EXCO
Provincial Exco for
approval.
Provincial Exco for
approval.
approval, SLA for
approval.
Consider the response
approval.
Consider the response
administrator.
Consider the
to the notice.
Consider the
to the notice.
response to the
Issue directive in terms
response to the
Issue directive in
notice.
of Section 139(1)(a).
notice.
terms of Section
Issue directive in
Appoint the
Issue directive in
139(1)(a).
terms of Section
terms of Section
Appoint the
administrator.
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Strategic objective:
To improve effective management support on municipal administration matters within the regulatory framework
Objective statement:
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes
Overall responsibility: Mrs C. Sihunu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 954 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
139(1)(a).
Notify statutory bodies.
139(1)(a).
administrator.
Appoint the
Appoint the
Notify statutory
Send monthly progress
administrator.
administrator.
bodies.
reports from
Notify statutory
administrator to
Notify statutory
Send monthly
bodies.
statutory.
bodies.
progress reports from
Develop and submit
Send monthly
administrator to
statutory.
monthly progress
progress reports
reports from
from administrator
administrator to
to statutory.
statutory bodies.
R82 125
R199 000
R4 149 000
R94 000
R4 524 125
TOTAL BUDGET
R347 220
R721 386
R4 680 139
R205 255
R5 954 000
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable
Objective statement:
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Nonkonyana
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R114 78 700
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
% (Number) of
67% (30)
municipalities
Verify existence
Monitor the
Monitor
Monitor the
supported to achieve
and
implementation of
municipalities in
development and
unqualified audit
implementation of
audit remedial plans.
responding on
the implementation
opinions
internal control
Monitor the
issues raised by
of audit remedial
systems in
AG during the
plans.
readiness of
municipalities.
municipalities to
audit.
Monitor and
Monitor and
Monitor the
compile Annual
support
support
Financial Statements.
development of
municipalities on
municipalities on
Support municipalities
audit remedial
update of books
update of books
plans.
and accounts.
on the review of AFS.
and accounts
• Monitor the
Monitor and
Monitor the
submission of Annual
support
implementation of
Financial Statement
municipalities on
audit remedial
by 31 August.
update of books
plans.
• Monitor and support
and accounts.
municipalities on
update of books and
accounts.
R1 606 927
R7 700 000
R440 997
R771 514,66
2.
% (number) of
62% (28)
municipalities with
Verify the
Collect and collate
Collect and collate
Collect and collate
more than 50%
existence and
information on billing
information on
information on
collection of own
implementation of
and collection levels.
billing and
billing and
revenue
credit control and
Assess information
collection levels.
collection levels.
debt collection
and determine
Assess
Assess information
policies and
collection trends.
information and
and determine
corresponding byMonitor and support
determine
collection trends.

Municipal Development Finance

R10 519 438,66
62% (28) of
municipalities with
more than 50%
collection of own
revenue

Municipal unqualified
reports,
High level assessment
tool sent to all
municipalities.

67%(30) of
municipalities
supported to achieve
unqualified audit
opinions

Reports/ records of
meetings/attendance
registers/agenda/gazette

Schedule of submission
of AFS.

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Acts
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Strategic objective:
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable
Objective statement:
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Nonkonyana
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R114 78 700
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
laws.
municipalities on the
collection trends.
Monitor and
Collect and collate
implementation of
Monitor and
support
credit control and
information on
support
municipalities on
billing and
debt collection
municipalities on
the implementation
policies and
collection levels.
the
of credit control
Assess
corresponding byimplementation of
and debt collection
laws.
information and
credit control and
policies and
determine
debt collection
corresponding bycollection trends.
policies and
laws.
corresponding bylaws.
R45 000
R50 100
R45 050
R49 110,66
3.
Number of
13
15
15
municipalities
Monitor
Facilitate the
Monitor and
Monitor and report
monitored on the
development of
submission of activity
report on
on expenditure
implementation of
activity plans to
plans to Department
expenditure
trends and
grant funding (MSIG)
source MSIG.
of Local Government
trends and
implementation of
Facilitate the
& Traditional Affairs
implementation of
projects.
(DLGTA)
projects.
submission of
activity plans to
Monitor and report
Department of
on expenditure
Local Government
trends and
& Traditional
implementation of
Affairs (DLGTA
projects.
R15 000
R20 000
R30 050
R11 110,66
4.
Number of
45
municipalities
Monitor the
Monitor the tabling
monitored on the
submission of
of annual reports to
submission of annual
annual reports to
councils.
reports
relevant
Monitor the
institutions by
submission of draft
municipalities.
annual reports to
Municipalities
expenditure reports,
Activity plans to source
funds

Circular letter to
municipalities on
submission of annual
reports,
Schedule of submissions

R76 160,66
45 municipalities
monitored on the
submission of annual
reports

Hard Evidence

R189 260,66
43 municipalities
monitored on the
implementation of
grant funding (MSIG)

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Acts
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Number of
municipalities with
established audit
committees

Number of

6.

7.

R0
45
Support and assist
municipalities to
establish functional
audit committees.
Monitor the
functionality of audit
committees.
R35 450
45

R15 000
45
Verify existence
and expiry dates
of audit
committees in
municipalities.

R29 385
45

R29 590
45

R0
45
Monitor the
functionality of
audit committees.

R32 535,67
45

R11 110,67
45
Monitor the
functionality of
audit committees.

Strategic objective:
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable
Objective statement:
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Nonkonyana
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R114 78 700
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
relevant institutions
by municipalities.
Monitor oversight
and approval
processes of the
annual and
oversight reports
R15 000
R0
R0
R11 110,67
5.
Number of
45
municipalities
Monitor the
Monitor the
monitored on the
submission of
consideration of
submission of
oversight reports
annual reports by
oversight reports
by municipalities.
Municipal Public
Accounts
Committees.
Monitor the
approval of
oversight reports
by councils.

R126 960,67
45 municipalities with

Questionnaire assessing

Schedule monitoring
audit committee
members,
Questionnaire assessing
the existence of audit
committees

Circular letter to
municipalities on
submission of oversight
reports,
Schedule of
submissions

R26 110,67
45 municipalities
monitored on the
submission of
oversight report

R26 110,67
45 municipalities with
established audit
committees

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Acts
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Strategic objective:
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable
Objective statement:
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Nonkonyana
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R114 78 700
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
municipalities with
Verify existence of
Support and assist
Support and assist
Support and assist
established Internal
internal audit
municipalities to
municipalities to
municipalities to
Audit Units
units in
establish internal
establish internal
establish internal
municipalities.
audit units.
audit units.
audit units.
Support and assist
Assess the
Assess the
Assess the
municipalities to
functionality of
functionality of
functionality of
establish internal
internal audit units.
internal audit
internal audit units.
audit units.
• Monitor municipalities
units.
Monitor
Assess the
on the
Monitor
municipalities on
implementation of the
functionality of
municipalities on
the implementation
internal audit
audit plans.
the
of the audit plans.
units.
implementation of
Monitor
the audit plans.
municipalities on
the
implementation of
the audit plans.
R26 547
R35 216
R31 788
R34 660,67
8.
Number Audit
45
Improvement Plans
Assess audit
Obtain and collate
assessed for
improvement
audit reports and
adequacy
plans.
audit improvement
Compile reports
plans from
on the results.
municipalities.
R80 000
R0
R0
R32 110,67
9.
Number of
2
4
3
2
municipalities
Assess the
Assess the
Assess the
Assess the
supported on
functionality of
functionality of
functionality of
functionality of
functionality of
municipal public
municipal public
municipal public
municipal public
municipal public
accounts
accounts committees.
accounts
accounts
accounts committees
committees.
Develop and
committees.
committees.
Develop and
implement support
Develop and
Develop and
Assessments of audit
improvement plans,
consolidated report,
attendance register

Presentations,
attendance registers,
reports on municipalities
supported

R112 110,67
11 municipalities
supported on
functionality of
municipal public
accounts committees

the existence of internal
audit units,
schedules of existence
of internal audit units

established Internal
Audit Units

R128 211,67
45 Audit Improvement
Plans assessed for
adequacy

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Acts
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Strategic objective:
To promote effective financial management to municipalities for clean financial management in accordance with the applicable Acts
Objective statement:
To ensure sound financial management in all municipalities in the Eastern Cape
Overall responsibility: Mr. M. Nonkonyana
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R114 78 700
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
implement
plans.
implement
implement support
support plans.
support plans.
plans.
R49 650
R99 400
R74 525
R50 760,67
R274 335,67
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 882 509
R7 940 166
R652 000
R1 004 025
R11 478 700
-

Hard Evidence
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2.

% of municipalities
supported in the
•
submission of compliant
Employment Contracts
for Municipal Managers •
and Section 56 Managers

R71 573
100%
Conduct situational •
analysis of
municipalities.
Assist municipalities •
with the development

R61 424,25
100%
Conduct situational
•
analysis of
municipalities.
Assist municipalities with •
the development of

R41 519,75
100%
Conduct situational •
analysis of
municipalities.
Assist municipalities •
with the development

R19 402,62
100%
Conduct situational
analysis of
municipalities.
Assist municipalities
with the development

R193 919,62
100% municipalities
supported in the
submission of compliant
Employment Contracts
for Municipal Managers
and Section 56 Managers

Quarterly reports on
situational analysis,
letter to remind
municipalities to
submit outstanding

Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1. Number of reports on
1
1
1
1
4 reports on the filling Quarterly reports on
the filling of critical
of critical posts
• Gather data on the • Gather data on the filled • Gather data on the • Gather data on the
filling of critical posts,
posts
filled critical posts for critical posts for all
filled critical posts for filled critical posts for
recruitment submission
all municipalities.
municipalities.
all municipalities.
all municipalities.
from municipalities,
• Participate in short • Participate in short
• Participate in short • Participate in short
complete compliance
listing and interviews. listing and interviews.
listing and interviews. listing and interviews.
check list,
• Write reports advise • Write reports to the MEC • Write reports to the • Write reports to the
reports to MEC on
the MEC on the
on the recruitment
MEC on the
MEC on the
recruitment process
process.
recruitment process.
recruitment process.
recruitment processes,
and outcome
• Advise the MEC about
• Advise the MEC about • Advise the MEC about
letters signed by MEC
• Advise the MEC about the recruitment
the recruitment
the recruitment
on appointments
the recruitment
processes and outcome. processes and
processes and
processes and
• Submit the recruitment
outcome.
outcome.
outcome.
report to the Minister.
• Submit the
• Submit the recruitment
• Submit the
recruitment report to report to the Minister.
recruitment report to
the Minister.
the Minister.

Municipal Human Resource Management and Development (Capacity Building)
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3.

R10 110
Number of municipalities
supported in monitoring • Conduct situational •
implementation of their
analysis on the status
reviewed Workplace
quo of municipalities
Skills Plan (WSP)and
with regard to
•
monitoring submission
Workplace Skills
to the Local Government Plans.
•
SETA
• Conduct workshops
on the development •
of WSPs based on
LGSETA’s new
changes.
•
• Assist municipalities
in aligning WSPs with
IDPs.
• Monitor the

R24 886,75
Conduct situational •
analysis on the status
quo of municipalities
with regard to
Workplace Skills
Plans.
•
Conduct workshops
on the development
of WSPs.
•
Assist municipalities
in aligning WSPs with
IDPs.
•
• Monitor the
submission of WSPs •
to LGSETA.

R20 186,25
45
Assist 45 municipalities •
in aligning WSPs with
IDPs.
Monitor the submission
of WSPs to LGSETA.
Analyse WSPs together
with LGSETA.
•
Monitor the
implementation of the
plan.
•
Submit quarterly reports.

R43 631,62
Conduct situational
analysis on the status
quo of municipalities
with regard to
Workplace Skills Plans.
Conduct workshops on
the development of
WSPs.
Assist municipalities in
aligning WSPs with
IDPs.
Monitor the submission
of WSPs to LGSETA.
Analyse WSPs together
with LGSETA.

R98 814,62
45 municipalities
Workplace skills plans,
supported in monitoring check lists on
implementation of their compliance
reviewed reviewing their
Workplace Skills Plan
(WSP)and monitoring
submission to the
Department of Labour

Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
of Employment
Employment Contracts
of Employment
of Employment
employment contracts,
Contracts for
for Municipal Managers
Contracts for
Contracts for Municipal
actual employment
Municipal Managers
and Section 56
Municipal Managers
Managers and Section
contracts from
and Section 56
Managers.
and Section 56
56 Managers.
municipalities
Managers.
• Monitor submission of
Managers.
• Monitor submission of
• Monitor submission of Employment Contracts. • Monitor submission
Employment Contracts.
Employment
• Validate Employment
of Employment
• Validate Employment
Contracts.
Contracts.
Contracts.
Contracts.
• Validate Employment Submit quarterly reports • Validate Employment • Submit quarterly
Contracts.
Contracts.
reports to the MEC and
to the MEC and the
• Submit quarterly
Minister.
• Submit quarterly
the Minister.
reports to the MEC
reports to the MEC
and the Minister.
and the Minister.
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Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
submission of WSPs
• Analyse WSPs
• Monitor the
to LGSETA.
together with
implementation of the
• Analyse WSPs
LGSETA.
plan.
together with
• Monitor the
• Submit quarterly
LGSETA.
implementation of
reports.
• Monitor the
the plan.
implementation of
• Submit quarterly
the plan.
reports.
• Submit quarterly
reports.
R63 903
R6 948,25
R26 851,75
R27 101,62
R124 804,62
4. Number of municipalities
1
2
2
1
6 municipalities
Workshop
supported in developing/
supported in developing/ presentation,
• Conduct situational • Validate the
reviewing integrated HR • Conduct situational • Conduct situational
reviewing integrated HR attendance registers,
analysis on the status analysis on the status
analysis on the status Recruitment and
Plans
Plans
copies of HR plans,
quo regarding HR
quo regarding HR Plans. quo regarding HR
Retention Strategies.
working sessions
Plans.
• Conduct workshop on
Plans.
• Monitor
• Conduct workshop on developing HR Plan.
• Conduct workshop on implementation.
developing HR Plan. • Validate draft HR Plan.
developing HR Plan.
• Validate draft HR
• Monitor the
• Validate draft HR
Plan.
implementation of the
Plan.
• Monitor the
HR Plan.
• Monitor the
implementation of
• Facilitate technical
implementation of
the HR Plan.
support for the
the HR Plan.
• Facilitate technical
customization of
• Facilitate technical
support for the
Recruitment and
support for the
customization of
Retention Strategies.
customization of
Recruitment and
• Validate the Recruitment Recruitment and
Retention Strategies. and Retention
Retention Strategies.
• Validate the
Strategies.
• Validate the
Recruitment and
• Monitor implementation. Recruitment and
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Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Retention Strategies.
Submit quarterly
Retention Strategies.
• Monitor
• Monitor
reports.
implementation.
implementation.
• Submit quarterly
• Submit quarterly
reports.
reports.
R24 511
R37 083,25
R23 974,75
R30 685,62
R116 254,62
5. Number of municipalities
20
25
45 municipalities
Workshop
supported in reviewing • Conduct situational • Conduct situational
supported in reviewing presentation,
• Conduct situational • Conduct situational
Employment Equity Plans analysis on the status analysis on the status
analysis on the status analysis on the status Employment Equity Plans attendance registers,
quo regarding EE
quo regarding EE Plans. quo regarding EE
quo regarding EE
confirmation letters of
Plans.
• Appointment of a service Plans.
Plans.
submission
• Facilitate the
provider
• Strengthening
• Strengthening
appointment of the • Strengthening
partnerships with the partnerships with the
service provider
partnerships with the
Department of
Department of Labour.
through Supply Chain Department of Labour.
Labour.
• Conduct workshop on
Management
• Conduct workshop on
• Conduct workshop on developing EE Plans.
processes
developing EE Plans.
developing EE Plans. • Facilitate technical
• Strengthening
• Facilitate technical
• Facilitate technical
support.
partnerships with the support.
support.
• Validate draft EE Plan.
Department of
• Validate draft EE Plan. • Validate draft EE
• Assist municipalities in
Labour.
• Assist municipalities in
Plan.
developing EE Reports.
• Conduct workshop on developing EE Reports. • Assist municipalities • Monitor the submission
developing EE Plans. • Monitor the submission
in developing EE
of the EE Reports to
• Facilitate technical
of the EE Reports to
Reports.
DoL.
support.
DoL.
• Monitor the
• Submit quarterly
• Validate draft EE
• Submit quarterly reports. submission of the EE reports.
Plan.
Reports to DoL.
• Assist municipalities
• Submit quarterly
in developing EE
reports.
Reports.
• Monitor the
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7.

6.

Number of municipal
officials trained in
technical skills

R0
• Liaise with
municipalities on

R0
Number of municipalities
2
supported in aligning
• Gather data on the
their reviewed
status quo of
organograms with IDP’s
municipalities.
• Identify affected
municipalities to be
supported.
• Facilitate the
appointment of a
service provider
• Validate the
organograms.
• Facilitate technical
support for the
alignment of
organograms.
• Monitor progress.
• Submit quarterly
reports on the
support rendered.
R19 995,25
• Assist municipalities in
the selection of

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

R149 265,75
3
Gather data on the
status quo of
municipalities.
Identify affected
municipalities to be
supported.
Validate the
organograms.
Facilitate technical
support for the
alignment of
organograms.
Monitor progress.
Submit quarterly
reports on the
support rendered.

R175 192,75
• Train candidates on
short courses

R9 030,25
3
Gather data on the
•
status quo of
municipalities.
Identify affected
•
municipalities to be
supported.
Appointment of a service •
provider
Validate the
•
organograms.
Facilitate technical
support for the
alignment of
•
organograms.
•
Monitor progress.
Submit quarterly reports
on the support rendered.

R73 331,63
20
• Monitor progress.
• Develop a report

•
•

•

•

•

•

R189 943,63
2
Gather data on the
status quo of
municipalities.
Identify affected
municipalities to be
supported.
Validate the
organograms.
Facilitate technical
support for the
alignment of
organograms.
Monitor progress.
Submit quarterly
reports on the support
rendered.

R268 519,63
20 municipal officials
Terms of reference,
trained in technical skills appointment letter of

R348 239,63
10 municipalities
Workshop
supported in aligning
presentations,
their reviewed
attendance registers,
organograms with IDP’s
templates of an aligned
organogram

Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
submission of the EE
Reports to DoL.
• Submit quarterly
reports.
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Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
identified training
candidates based on
quarterly that will
service provider,
needs.
their profiles
lead to a
memorandum signed
• Identify candidates • Appoint a service
qualification,
by SG,
for technical skill
provider.
(Artisans).
invitation letters to the
• Develop Terms of
• Monitor progress.
municipal official that
Reference for the
will undergo training,
appointment of a
attendance registers
service provider
with 35 municipal
officials.
Close out report from
service provider.
R8 195
R25 861,25
R296 851,75
R46 606,63
R377 514,63
8. Number of section 54A &
14
14section 56 managers Memorandum
56 managers trained in • Liaise with
trained in strategic
• Assist municipalities in • Implement the
• Deploy to other
requesting training of
strategic management
management
municipalities on
the selection of
training
municipalities.
candidates,
programme
programme
identified training
candidates based on
• Monitor progress
• Monitor progress
invitation letters to
• Identify candidates
their profiles
thereof.
municipal officials to
for strategic skills
• Appoint a service
• Deploy to other
district municipalities,
training.
provider.
municipalities.
attendance registers,
• Identify candidates
(s56 Managers) to be
Close out report
trained.
• Identify candidates
for technical skill
• Implement the
training and monitor
progress thereof.
• Deploy to other
municipalities.
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9.

TOTAL BUDGET

Number of councillors
trained in strategic
leadership programme

R185 640

R295 145

• Identify candidates • Appoint a service
for strategic skills
provider.
training.
• Liaise with
municipalities on
identified training.
• Identify candidates
(s56 Managers) to be
trained.
• Implement the
training and monitor
progress thereof.
• Facilitate additional
funding.
R0
R0
R881 395

R0

• Implement the
training and monitor
progress thereof.

R497 632

R0

20

R1 859 812

R0

-

R0

20 councillors trained in Memorandum
strategic leadership
requesting training of
programme
candidates,
invitation letters to
municipal officials to
district municipalities,
attendance registers,
close out report

Strategic objective:
To facilitate improved functionality of 45 municipal institutions through the complete implementation of individual performance management and development systems aligned to
the organisational performance management systems
Objective statement:
Strengthen capacity, governance and service delivery within municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.P. Kondile
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 859 812
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
R7 348
R114 616,25
R142 851,75
R66 928,63
R331 744,63
-
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Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Mguzulwa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R2 587 642
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports compiled on
Quarterly reports
compiled on municipal
coordination of
Develop database
• Monitor
Monitor
Monitor
support programmes
consolidated
on support to
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
municipal support
municipalities
Action
Action
Action
programmes
National
• Plan by seconded
Plan by seconded
Plan by seconded
officials and give
fiscus
officials and give
officials and give
Departmental
feedback
feedback
feedback
• Receive progress
Support
Receive progress
Receive progress
report on monthly
providers
report on monthly
report on monthly
basis
Monitor
basis
basis
• Conduct site visits to
implementation of
Conduct site visits
Conduct site visits
monitor performance
Action Plan by
to monitor
to monitor
• Receive quarterly
seconded officials
performance
performance
performance
and give feedback
Receive quarterly
Receive quarterly
• reports from District
Receive progress
performance
performance
Coordinators
report on monthly
reports from
reports from
• Develop a state of
basis
District
District
local government
Conduct site visits
Coordinators
Coordinators
report
to monitor
Develop a state of
Develop a state of
performance
local government
local government
Receive quarterly
report
report
performance
reports from
District

Municipal Support and Performance Management
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Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Mguzulwa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R2 587 642
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Coordinators
Develop a state of
local government
report
R43 439
R43 414
R43 480
R15 975
R146 308
2.
Number of municipal
1
1 municipal halfHalf year report
half-yearly
yearly performance
• Receive halfCompile an
performance report
report compiled
yearly reports
assessment report
compiled
from
and present the
municipalities
feedback to the
Analyse eight (8)
identified
municipal halfmunicipalities.
yearly reports (2
Metro’s and 6
DMs)
R0
R0
R27 206
R27 141
R54 347
3.
Number of
5
5
5
5
20 municipalities
PMS consolidated
municipalities
supported to
functionality check
Support
Support municipalities
Support
Support
supported to
institutionalise PMS
list,PMS reports,
municipalities in
in institutionalization
municipalities in
municipalities in
institutionalise
workshop
institutionalization
of Performance
institutionalization
institutionalisation of
Performance
presentations,
of Performance
Management System
of Performance
Performance
Management System
attendance registers
Management
(PMS)
Management
Management
(PMS)
System (PMS)
System (PMS)
System (PMS)
R117 340
R37 836
R38 028
R72 515
R265 719
4.
Number of
1
A consolidated report
S47 report
consolidated Municipal
on municipal
Receive s.46
Asses Sec 46 reports
Publish in the
Give oversight role
Annual Performance
performance is
Municipal Annual
of all municipalities
Provincial Gazette
to tabling of draft
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Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Mguzulwa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R2 587 642
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
report (s.47)
Performance
Compile s.47
and submit to
annual reports in
compiled (Sec 47)
developed
Reports, analyse
Consolidated Report
relevant
municipalities
assess and provide
stakeholders.
on the performance of
feedback to
municipalities in the
Provide feedback
relevant
province
to municipalities
structures.
on performance
(district wide
sessions).
R43 939
R192 219
R47 905
R61 707
R345 770
5.
% of municipalities
100%
100%
100%
100% supported to
Letters written to
supported to submit
submit signed
municipalities on the
Provide hands-on
Provide hands-on
signed Performance
Performance
outcome of the
support on
support on
Agreements for
Agreements for
assessment of the
development of
development of
employed Section 54A
Section 54A and 56
agreements,
Performance
Performance
and 56 managers
managers
template on
Agreements.
Agreements.
monitoring of
Monitor the signing of
Monitor the
submission of
Performance
signing of
performance
Agreements by all
Performance
agreements,
S.56 managers of the
Agreements by all
performance
45 municipalities.
S.56 managers of
agreements
Monitor submission of
the 45
municipalities.
Performance
Agreements to the
Monitor
office of the MEC.
submission of
Analyse Performance
Performance
Agreements to
Agreements to the
establish as to
office of the MEC.
whether they are in
Analyse
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Strategic objective:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Mguzulwa
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R2 587 642
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
line with a set
Performance
standard.
Agreements to
establish as to
whether they are
in line with a set
standard.
R0
R16 680
R46 536
R0
R63 216
6.
Number of
45
Best performing
Criteria of winning
municipalities
municipalities are
municipalities,
Analyse
Hold Vuna Award
participated in the
awarded to encourage
concept document,
assessment result
Ceremony
Municipal Excellence
for excellence
attendance register,
on s.46
Performance (VUNA)
winning
Consult different
Awards
municipalities
Chief Directorates
document,
for purposes of
payment stubs,
designing the
gazette of transfers
criteria for
awarding best
performing
municipalities
Verify projects in
municipalities for
VUNA awards &
nominate winning
municipalities.
R1 600 250
R0
R17 250
R94 782
R1 712 282
(Transfer)
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 804 968
R290 149
R220 405
R272 120
R2 587 642
-
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2.

Number of
consolidated quarterly
monitoring reports on
support programmes

1
• Request progress
reports from
various

1
• Request progress
reports from various
programmes to

1
• Request progress
reports from
various

1
• Request progress
reports from various
programmes to

4 consolidated
quarterly monitoring
reports on support
programmes compiled

4 quarterly reports

Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support.
Objective statements:
Enhance capacity assessment, capacity building and data management in municipalities to provide quality services.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms F. Gxabuza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R388 900
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
23
22
45 municipalities with
Municipal
municipalities with
capacity assessment
performance plans,
• Inform
• Conduct of municipal
• Compile database
• Compile 45 MUCAT
capacity assessment
conducted
municipal capacity
municipalities
Capacity Assessment
of municipal
reports of all
conducted
assessment tool,
about capacity
in 22 municipalities
scores per Key
• Assessment report
attendance
assessment that
• Monitoring the
Performance of
• MUCAT feedback to
registers, reports on
will be conducted
progress reports on
municipal scores
the top
assessments
• Compile a
weekly basis
per Key
management of the
schedule of visits
Performance Area
department
line with dates
• Compile 1
• Presentation of
issues by
consolidated
MUCAT findings to
municipality
Municipal Capacity
the MUNIMEC
• Conduct of
Assessment report • Printing the
municipal Capacity
consolidated
Assessment in 23
MUCAT report
municipalities
• Feedback to District
• Monitoring the
municipalities on
progress reports
capacity assessment
on weekly basis
findings.
R115 750
R117 250
R0
R63 900
R296 900
-

Municipal Evaluation and Capacity Assessment
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Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support.
Objective statements:
Enhance capacity assessment, capacity building and data management in municipalities to provide quality services.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms F. Gxabuza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R388 900
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
compiled (Outcome 9)
programmes to
submit information.
programmes to
submit information.
(Outcome 9)
submit
• Analysis of the reports
submit
• Analysis of the
information.
for the purpose of
information.
reports for the
• Analysis of the
comparing progress
• Analysis of the
purpose of
reports for the
with the previous
reports for the
comparing progress
purpose of
quarter
purpose of
with the previous
comparing
• Compile consolidated
comparing
quarter
progress with the
quarterly monitoring
progress with the
• Compile
previous quarter
reports on support
previous quarter
consolidated
• Compile
programmes
• Compile
quarterly monitoring
consolidated
(Outcome 9).
consolidated
reports on support
quarterly
• Compile a
quarterly
programmes
monitoring reports
presentation on
monitoring reports
(Outcome 9).
on support
quarterly progress
on support
Compile a
programmes
reports of Outcome 9
programmes
presentation on
(Outcome 9).
for MUNIMEC &
(Outcome 9).
quarterly progress
• Compile a
MINMEC
• Compile a
reports of Outcome
presentation on
presentation on
9 for MUNIMEC &
quarterly progress
quarterly progress
MINMEC
reports of
reports of
Outcome 9 for
Outcome 9 for
MUNIMEC &
MUNIMEC &
MINMEC
MINMEC
R0
R0
R0
R0
R0
3.
Number of evaluation
1
1 Evaluation report
Evaluation report,
reports compiled
compiled
• Identify a
• Present a report the
attendance
programme to be
top management
registers,
evaluated
• Feedback to
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Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support.
Objective statements:
Enhance capacity assessment, capacity building and data management in municipalities to provide quality services.
To provide for a comprehensive and robust evidence base for providing tailored support and/ or intervention measures to municipalities in a coordinated and differentiated
manner.
To support municipalities to provide holistic integrated information on the institutional performance against key indicators to enable strategic leadership over municipal
performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services.
Overall responsibility: Ms F. Gxabuza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R388 900
PI
Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Development of
municipalities on
notification letter to
the Internal
evaluation findings
municipality
memorandum to
• Printing an
the SG to approve
evaluation report for
evaluation of a
publication purposes
programme
• Develop Terms of
Reference.
• Establish an
Evaluation Team
• Development of
Evaluation Tool
• Actual conduct
evaluation of
support
programmes.
• Compile an
evaluation report
on support
programmes
R0
R0
R 72 050
R19 950
R 92 000
TOTAL BUDGET
R115 750
R117 250
R72 050
R83 850
R388 900
-
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2.

TOTAL BUDGET

% of assessment tools
reviewed

R 65 560
100%
Review Section
47 assessment
tool.
Provide on-going
support to
Municipal
Support and
Governance
Directorates
R 7 524
R73 084
R0
R118 026

R118 026
100%
Review Section 47
assessment tool.
Provide on-going
support to Municipal
Support and
Governance
Directorates

R 30 200
100%
Review Section
47 assessment
tool.
Provide on-going
support to
Municipal
Support and
Governance
Directorates
R0
R30 200

R0
R23 134

R 23 134
100%
Review Section 47
assessment tool.
Provide on-going
support to
Municipal Support
and Governance
Directorates

R 7 524
R244 444

R 236 920
100% of assessment
tools reviewed

Strategic objective:
To improve municipal capacity assessment, capacity building and ICT through the provisioning of effective high quality management support.
Objective statement:
Enhance capacity assessment, capacity building and data management in municipalities to provide quality services.
Overall responsibility: Ms. T. Luke
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R244 444
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
% of municipalities
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% municipalities
supported in having
supported in having
Monitor and
Monitor and support
• Monitor and
• Monitor and
functional ICT systems
functional ICT
support
municipalities on the
support
support
systems
municipalities on
implementation of
municipalities on
municipalities on
the
Municipal ICT
the
the implementation
implementation
Governance policy
implementation
of Municipal ICT
of Municipal ICT
framework.
of Municipal ICT
Governance policy
Governance
• Provide support on
Governance
framework
policy framework
ICT service
policy framework • Provide support on
• Provide support
requests received
• Provide support
ICT service
on ICT service
on ICT
service
requests received
requests received
requests received

Municipal Information Technology Services

-

Approval letter that
assessment tool was
adopted.
Signed report.

ICT governance
workshopattendance
registers.

Municipalities
attendance registers,
service requests,
presentations,reports.

Hard Evidence
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Sub-Programme: Municipal Public Participation and IGR

Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R225 334.75
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Attendance registers,
performance reports
performance
signed reports,
• Compile and submit 1
• Compile and submit 1 • Compile and
• Compile and
submitted towards
reports submitted
petitions, Presidential
quarterly performance
quarterly
submit 1 quarterly
submit 1 quarterly
informing
towards informing
Hotline complaints
report towards
performance report
performance report
performance
management on the
management on
and system, analysis
informing management
towards informing
towards informing
report towards
extent to which the
the extent to which
reports, IDPs
on the extent to which
management on the
management on
informing
branch are
the branch are
the branch is
extent to which the
the extent to which
management on
performing
performing
performing.
branch is performing.
the branch is
the extent to
performing.
which the branch
is performing.
Submit 1 Annual
Performance Plan
of the
programmes
targets.
Submit IYM reports on
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM
a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly
reports on a
basis.
monthly basis.
• Submit non-financial
• Submit non-financial
• Submit non• Submit nonperformance reports on
performance reports
financial
financial

Office of the General Manager: Municipal Public Participation and IGR
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TOTAL BUDGET

R51 124,50

R83 400

R 61 124,25

R29 686

R225 334,75

-

Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on support
Objective statements:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Improve the capabilities of municipalities to deliver basic services through development of appropriate norms and standards, legislation, structures, systems and processes.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R225 334.75
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard evidence
indicator
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
performance
performance
reports on a
reports on a
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.
• Compile and submit
oversight report
timeously.
Attend decision making
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1
Hold 1
review session.
review session.
performance
performance
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
review session.
review session.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
met.
met.
quarterly targets
quarterly targets
are met.
are met.
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Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation
Objective statement:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R13 533 546
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
on the functionality
Support 14 hotspot
Support 14 hotspot
Support 14 hotspot
of ward committees
municipalities on the
municipalities on the
municipalities on the
development of the
development of the
development of the
Ward Operational
Ward Operational
Ward Operational
Plans
Plans
Plans
Monitor & support the
Monitor & support the
Monitor & support
implementation of the
implementation of the
the implementation
Ward Committee
Ward Committee
of the Ward
Functionality
Functionality
Committee
Guidelines
Guidelines
Functionality
Coordinate capacity
Coordinate capacity
Guidelines
Coordinate capacity
building sessions for
building sessions for
ward committees
ward committees
building sessions
Facilitate
for ward committees
establishment of ward
committees in the
NMBM
R261 971,50
R153 805,83
R171 596,33
2.
Number of reports
1
1
1
in municipalities
Supervise and
Supervise and
Supervise and
where the full CDW
monitor CDW
monitor CDW
monitor CDW
programme is
Programme through
Programme through
Programme through
implemented
the Smart Pens &
the Smart Pens &
the Smart Pens &
Round Tables.
Round Tables.
Round Tables.
Coordinate capacity
Coordinate capacity
Coordinate capacity
building and training
building and training
building and
Programmes.
Programmes.
training

Municipal Public Participation

2015
Q4
1
Support 14
hotspot
municipalities on
the development
of the Ward
Operational Plans
Monitor & support
the
implementation of
the Ward
Committee
Functionality
Guidelines
Coordinate
capacity building
sessions for ward
committees
R139 604,33
1
Supervise and
monitor CDW
Programme
through the Smart
Pens & Round
Tables.
Coordinate
capacity building

Monitoring tool,
reports,
presentation on
training,
attendance registers
CDW register, ward
committee reports

Consolidated reports
quarterly,
monthly reports,
quarterly
assessments,
monthly payroll
returns
CDW register, ward
committee reports

R726 977,99
4 reports on
municipalities where
the full CDW
programme is
implemented

Hard Evidence

4 reports on the
functionality of ward
committees

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:
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% of public
participation
outreach
programmes
supported
(Izimbizo’s)

Number of reports
on the
institutionalisation of
the municipal public
participation

3.

4.

R624 425,66
100%
Support municipalities
on public participation
outreach programmes
• Coordinate the
development of the
Municipal Stakeholder
Registers and
establishment of
Stakeholder Forum.

R25 442,83
1
Support municipalities
to ensure
implementation of
Public participation

R1 068 052,50
100%
Support municipalities
on public participation
outreach programmes
Coordinate the
development of the
Municipal Stakeholder
Registers and
establishment of
Stakeholder Forum.

R133 608,50
1
Support municipalities
to ensure
implementation of
Public participation

R43 231,33
1
Support
municipalities to
ensure
implementation of

R669 927,33
100%
.Support
municipalities on
public participation
outreach
programmes
Coordinate the
development of the
Municipal
Stakeholder
Registers and
establishment of
Stakeholder Forum.

2015
Q4
and training
Programmes.
Analyse and distil
key service
delivery issues
from CDWs’
Reports and refer
them accordingly.
Quarterly
assessments of
CDWs.
R594 053,66
100%
Support
municipalities on
public participation
outreach
programmes
• Coordinate the
development of
the Municipal
Stakeholder
Registers and
establishment of
Stakeholder
Forum.
R10 255,33
1
Support
municipalities to
ensure
implementation of

Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation
Objective statement:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R13 533 546
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
Analyse and distil key
Analyse and distil key
Programmes.
service delivery issues
service delivery issues
Analyse and distil
from CDWs’ Reports
from CDWs’ Reports
key service delivery
and refer them
and refer them
issues from CDWs’
accordingly.
accordingly.
Reports and refer
Quarterly
Quarterly
them accordingly.
assessments of
assessments of
Quarterly
CDWs.
CDWs.
assessments of
CDWs.

R212 537,99
4 reports on the
institutionalisation of
municipal public
participation function

R2 956 459,15
100% of public
participation outreach
programmes
supported

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Reports on the
process of ward
profiles,
attendance registers

Attendance
registers,
outreach reports,
municipal
Stakeholder
Register

Hard Evidence
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6.

% of bi-elections

R153 780.50
100%

R45 614.84
100%

R63 353.34
100%

Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation
Objective statement:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R13 533 546
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
function
Programmes.
Programmes.
Public participation
Monitor the
Monitor the
Programmes.
Monitor the
establishment and
establishment and
functioning of the
functioning of the
establishment and
Public Participation
Public Participation
functioning of the
Units.
Units.
Public Participation
Units.
R108 227,50
R27 775
R17 851,33
5.
% of municipalities
100%
100%
100%
supported to
Monitor and support
Monitor and support
Monitor and support
respond to all
municipalities in
municipalities in
municipalities in
service delivery
responding to
responding,
responding to
complaints and
complaints and
complaints and
complaints and
petitions
petitions.
petitions.
petitions.
Hold quarterly
Hold quarterly
Hold quarterly
meetings with
meetings with
meetings with
municipalities to
municipalities to
municipalities to
check progress made
check progress made
check progress
and share best
and share best
made and share
practices.
practices.
best practices.
Develop and maintain
Develop and maintain
Develop and
database of all
database of all
maintain database
complaints and
complaints and
of all complaints and
petitions
petitions
petitions
Monitor the
Monitor the
Monitor the
establishment of the
establishment of the
establishment of the
Municipalities
Municipalities
Municipalities
Petitions’ Committees.
Petitions’ Committees.
Petitions’
Committees.
2015
Q4
Public participation
Programmes.
Monitor the
establishment and
functioning of the
Public Participation
Units.
R27 775
100%
Monitor and
support
municipalities in
responding to
complaints and
petitions.
Hold quarterly
meetings with
municipalities to
check progress
made and share
best practices.
Develop and
maintain database
of all complaints
and petitions
Monitor the
establishment of
the Municipalities
Petitions’
Committees.
R30 378.34
100%
R293 127.02
100% bi-elections

R181 628,83
100% of
municipalities
supported to
respond to all service
delivery complaints
and petitions

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

Gazettes,

-

Register of petitions,
petitions,
attendance
registers,
final status report,
letters to
municipalities

Hard Evidence
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Strategic objective:
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation
Objective statement:
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Overall responsibility: Acting – Ms Z. Ganca
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R13 533 546
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
Q1
Q2
Q3
supported and
• Support municipalities • Support municipalities • Support
•
reports generated
on community
on community
municipalities on
on the election
mobilisation to
mobilisation to
community
programme
participate in bi- and
participate in bimobilisation to
elections (public
elections (public
participate in biawareness)
awareness).
elections (public
• Coordinate the
• Coordinate the
awareness).
Proclamation of byProclamation of by• Coordinate the
•
elections through
elections through
Proclamation of bygazetting.
gazetting.
elections through
• Coordinate quarterly
• Coordinate quarterly
gazetting.
Provincial Election
Provincial Election
Steering Committee
Steering Committee
meetings with all
meetings with all
relevant stakeholders
relevant stakeholders
R8 910 727
R152 561.84
R66 250.84
TOTAL BUDGET
R10 6363 67.50
R1 029 626
R1 032 210.50
R33 275.34
R835 342

2015
Q4
Support
municipalities on
community
mobilisation to
participate in bielections (public
awareness).
Coordinate the
Proclamation of
by-elections
through gazetting.

R9 162 815,02
R13 533 546

supported and
reports generated on
the election
programme

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

-

memoranda,
letters from IEC

Hard Evidence
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Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. X. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget:: R1 271 234
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of KSD
3
3
3
3
Presidential
• Coordinate and
• Coordinate and
• Coordinate and
• Coordinate and
Intervention
convene KSDPI
convene KSDPI
convene KSDPI
convene KSDPI
sessions convened
strategic meetings
strategic meetings
strategic meetings
strategic meetings
and recorded
(Work-Streams,
(Work-Streams,
(Work-Streams,
(Work-Streams,
Project Management
Project Management
Project Management
Project
Unit and Provincial
Unit and Provincial
Unit and Provincial
Management Unit
Working Group
Working Group
Working Group
and Provincial
meetings).
meetings).
meetings).
Working Group
• Develop and submit 3
• Develop and submit 3
• Develop and submit
meetings).
KSD PI Reports.
KSD PI Reports.
3 KSD PI Reports.
• Develop and
• Provide technical
submit 3 KSD PI
support to the KSD PI
Reports.
Inter-Ministerial
Committee
R49 218,20
R49 112,60
R44 676
R47 149,20
2.
Number of
8
8
8
8
municipalities with
• Coordinate
• Coordinate
• Coordinate
• Coordinate
functional IGR
departmental
departmental
departmental
departmental
structures
attendance and
attendance and
attendance and
attendance and
supported
support to IGR
support to IGR
support to IGR
support to IGR
structures (DIMAFOs).
structures (DIMAFOs).
structures
structures
• Assist the
• Assist the
(DIMAFOs).
(DIMAFOs).
establishment of IGR
establishment of IGR
• Assist the
• Assist the
Forums by
Forums by
establishment of
establishment of

Inter-governmental Relations

Register of
memoranda,
reports, agenda and
records of meetings

Register of
memoranda, 12
reports, agenda and
records of meetings

12 KSD Presidential
Intervention reports
developed and
submitted.

R190 156
8 municipalities with
functional IGR
structures

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

support.
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Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. X. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget:: R1 271 234
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
municipalities with
municipalities with
IGR Forums by
IGR Forums by
particular focus on the
particular focus on the
municipalities with
municipalities with
Hotspot Municipalities
Hotspot Municipalities
particular focus on
particular focus on
• Support the 6 district’
• Support the 6 district ’
the Hotspot
the Hotspot
and 2 metro
and 2 metro
Municipalities
Municipalities
municipalities to have
municipalities to have • Support the 6
• Support the 6
functional IGR
functional IGR
district
district and 2
structures.
structures
municipalities’ and 2
metro
• Ensuring linkages
• Ensuring linkages
metro municipalities
municipalities to
between the DIMAFO
between the DIMAFO
to have functional
have functional
and Provincial IGR
and Provincial IGR
IGR structures.
IGR structures.
structures
structures
• Ensuring linkages
• Ensuring linkages
• Monitor & evaluate
• Monitor & evaluate
between the
between the
the implementation of
the implementation of
DIMAFO and
DIMAFO and
IGR guidelines, which
IGR guidelines, which
Provincial IGR
Provincial IGR
are contained in the
are contained in the
structures
structures
IGR Handbook.
IGR Handbook.
• Monitor & evaluate
• Monitor & evaluate
the implementation
the
of IGR guidelines,
implementation of
which are contained
IGR guidelines,
in the IGR
which are
Handbook.
contained in the
IGR Handbook.
R49 540,20
R49 434,60
R44 998
R47 471,20
3.
Number of
3
3
3
3
Technical MuniMEC, • Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
SALGA MANCO and
technical MUNIMEC.
technical MUNIMEC.
technical MUNIMEC.
technical
Political MuniMEC
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
MUNIMEC.
convened and
SALGA MANCO.
SALGA MANCO.
SALGA MANCO.
• Hold and record 1
R191 444
12 Technical
MuniMEC, SALGA
MANCO and Political
MuniMEC convened
and recorded

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

support.

Register of
memoranda,
reports, agenda and
records of meetings,
12 recordings of

Hard Evidence
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Strategic objectives:
To improve municipal performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation services through effective and coordinated hands-on
To improve public trust and credibility in local government through public participation.
Objective statements:
To streamline and improve coordinated support to municipalities.
Promotion of public participation in municipalities to ensure integrated community-based development.
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. X. Maki
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget:: R1 271 234
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
indicators
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
recorded
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
• Hold and record 1
SALGA MANCO.
Political MuniMEC.
Political MuniMEC.
Political MuniMEC.
• Hold and record 1
Political MuniMEC.
• MuniMEC
resolutions
R160 679,20
R160 573,60
R156 137
R158 610,20
4.
% (Number) of
100%
100%
100%
100%
outreach
• Provide technical
• Provide technical
• Provide technical
• Provide technical
programmes
support to EXCO,
support to EXCO,
support to EXCO,
support to EXCO,
supported with
Ministerial, Presidency
Ministerial, Presidency
Ministerial,
Ministerial,
technical assistance
and MEC Outreach
and MEC Outreach
Presidency and MEC
Presidency and
(EXCO, Ministerial
sessions.
sessions.
Outreach sessions.
MEC Outreach
and MEC)
sessions.
R33 479,20
R33 373,60
R28 937
R31 410,20
5.
% (Number) of
100%
100%
100%
100%
departmental
• Support departmental
• Support departmental
• Support
• Support
programmes
programmes with IGR
programmes with IGR
departmental
departmental
supported with IGR
functions.
functions.
programmes with
programmes with
functions (e.g.
• Support other sector
• Support other sector
IGR functions.
IGR functions.
PROWAF, APRM
departmental
departmental
• Support other sector • Support other
etc.)
programmes with IGR
programmes with IGR
departmental
sector
functions
functions functions
programmes with
departmental
IGR functions
programmes with
IGR functions
R33 287,20
R33 182,60
R28 746
R31 218,20
TOTAL BUDGET
R326 204
R325 677
R303 494
R315 859
R126 434
R1 271 234

R127 200
100% of
departmental
programmes
supported with IGR
functions (e.g.
PROWAF, APRM etc.)

R636 000
100% Outreach
Programmes
supported with
technical assistance
(EXCO, Ministerial,
Presidency and MEC)

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

support.

-

Register of
memoranda,
reports, agenda and
records of meetings

Register of
memoranda,
reports, agenda and
records of outreach
sessions

Political and
Technical MUNIMEC

Hard Evidence
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Sub-Programme: Operation Clean Audit (OCA)

Strategic objective:
To provide support services and monitor the implementation of efficient and effective financial management systems in municipalities in accordance with the applicable Acts
Objective statement:
To address financial and administrative challenges in municipalities through supporting them in developing proper systems, structures and procedures which ultimately will bring
about good governance and effective accountability to municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. Z.H Mdikane
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R11 644 480
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
6
7
2
15
15 municipalities
Quarterly reports,
municipalities supported • Monitor and support
supported to
• Monitor and support
• Monitor and support
• Monitoring
minutes on progress
to implement the Clean
implement the
municipalities in the
municipalities in the
municipalities in the
progress and
of program,
Audit Programme (OCA)
Clean Audit
development of audit
development of audit
development of audit
ensuring
attendance
Programme (OCA)
action plans.
action plans.
action plans.
sustainability
registers.
• Monitor the progress
• Monitor the progress • Monitor the progress
outcomes of
made on eliminating
made on eliminating
made on eliminating
support
Attendance registers
issues raised in the
issues raised in the
issues raised in the
AG reports
AG reports
AG reports
in municipalities,
subsequently listed
subsequently listed
subsequently listed
project implementer
in the audit action
in the audit action
in the audit action
reports.
plans.
plans.
plans.
• Monitor and support
• Monitor and support
• Monitor and support
municipalities to
municipalities to
municipalities to
establish an effective
establish an effective
establish an effective
control environment.
control environment.
control environment.
• Support
• Support
• Support
municipalities in
municipalities in
municipalities in
maintaining
maintaining
maintaining
adequate human
adequate human
adequate human
resource
resource
resource
management
management
management
systems and
systems and
systems and
procedure to ensure
procedure to ensure
procedure to ensure
good governance.
good governance.
good governance.
• Assist municipalities
• Assist municipalities
• Assist municipalities
with preparation of
with preparation of
with preparation of

2.4
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Strategic objective:
To provide support services and monitor the implementation of efficient and effective financial management systems in municipalities in accordance with the applicable Acts
Objective statement:
To address financial and administrative challenges in municipalities through supporting them in developing proper systems, structures and procedures which ultimately will bring
about good governance and effective accountability to municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr. Z.H Mdikane
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R11 644 480
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
annual reporting and
annual reporting and
annual reporting and
audit readiness for
audit readiness for
audit readiness for
the annual audit by
the annual audit by
the annual audit by
the AG by 31 August
the AG by 31 August
the AG by 31 August
each year.
each year.
each year.
TOTAL BUDGET
R2 215 408
R5 413 637
R2 001 441
R2 013 994
R11 644 480
-

Programme 2: Risks management

To facilitate improved
functionality of 45 municipal
institutions through the
complete implementation of
individual performance
management and
development systems
aligned to the organisational
performance management
systems
To improve municipal
capacity assessment,
capacity building and ICT
through the provisioning of
effective high quality
management support.

To improve effective
management support on
municipal administration
matters within the regulatory
framework

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

Capacity constraints within
the division and inadequate
budget

1. Lack of understanding of
ICT as an enabler and a
strategic partner in
municipalities
2. Capacity Constraints
within the department and
municipalities
3. Budget constraints

Lack of IT Governance
within municipalities

1. Weak support of municipality
goals

1. Municipalities may not
operate within the legal
framework.

1.Poor governance and service
delivery will be compromised.
2. Lack of continuity.
3. Regression on positive
outcomes of interventions

Resignation/removal.

Capacity Constraints

1. No improvement in audit
outcomes
2. Poor governance and service
delivery will be compromised.
1. Failure to have knowledge of
weaknesses and best practice
2. Impact of intervention will not
be known (value for money)

Human resource capacity
constraints in municipalities

PROGRAMME 2
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

Inability to develop by laws in municipalities

Poor commitment by
administrative and
political leadership in
municipalities
Inadequate evaluation
of municipal support
programmes (All
developmental local
government
programmes)
Change in political and
administrative
leadership in
Municipality

RISKS

The following are Programme 2 operational risks and mitigation measures:

2.5

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL
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1. Make use of provincial IT policy
2. Provide hands on support in
municipalities.

1. Secondment of departmental
officials in terms of Section 154.
2. Monitor the performance of
seconded officials to Municipalities.
3. Advise the Executive Authority
about changes in leadership
1. Departmental Legal Services
reviews draft by-laws.

1. Progress reports
2. Close out reports

1. Pledges with MEC and AG by
political and administrative
leadership of municipalities

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To promote effective
financial management to
municipalities for clean
financial management in
accordance with the
applicable Acts
.

To improve municipal
performance, monitoring,
reporting and evaluation
services through effective
and coordinated hands-on
support
To facilitate improved
functionality of 45 municipal
institutions through the
complete implementation of
individual performance
management and
development systems
aligned to the organisational
performance management
systems

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL

Capacity constraints
within municipalities

Inadequate resources
to meet the project
objectives (OCA).

Absence of integrated
human resource plan in
municipalities
Inadequate support to
municipalities

Inadequate monitoring
of municipal support
programmes (All
developmental local
government
programmes)
Inadequate
implementation of
municipal performance
management system by
municipalities

RISKS

1. Inability by the
department to recruit to
full capacity.
2. Liquidity nature of the
project.
3. S154 Secondment to
other Non-OCA
assignments
4.Resignation of current
specialists
1. Budget limitation.
2. Geographical location of

1. Inability to transfer skills.
2. Hampering of project

1. Slow movement in
implementing the OCA project

1. Non improvement of audit
outcomes

1. Irregular Human Resources
practices

1. Lack of accountability
2. Poor service delivery in the
municipalities.
3. Service delivery protests.

1.Institutional capacity
constraints in the
municipalities
2. Poor linkage between
organisation and individual
performance in the
municipalities.
3. Inadequate oversight over
performance by
municipalities
1.Capacity Constraints within
the department and
municipalities
1. Inadequate support to
municipalities

1. Minimal utilisation of M&E
tool.

1.Minimal utilisation of M&E
tool.

PROGRAMME 2
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

1.Departmental municipal HR
currently providing support.

1. Provide hands-on support to
municipalities on Performance
Management System(PMS).
2. Monitor the development and
submission of performance
agreements for s.56 managers.
3. Reminder letters are being sent to
municipalities.
4. Conduct workshops on linkage of
organisation and individual
performance in municipalities.
1. Support and assistance in the
development of the HR Plan by the
department.
1. Provide funding to the identified
municipalities
2. Continuous monitoring of
municipalities
3. Partnership between Provincial
Treasury, LGTA and AG
1.Optimising the utilisation of current
resources
2. Retaining current staff and
recruiting more staff

1. Maximum utilisation of M&E tool.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To improve municipal
performance, monitoring,
reporting and evaluation
services through effective
and coordinated hands-on
support

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

Poor attendance of IGR
forums by sector
departments, state

Unavailability of
Municipal Officials
dedicated to do IGR
functions

Uncoordinated
stakeholders support to
municipalities.

OCA recommendations
or viables to improve
performance/ processes
not implemented by
municipalities.

Inadequate
communication

RISKS

1.Lack of commitment from
state owned entities,
sector departments and

1.Limited capacity
(Personnel) at the
Municipal level.

municipalities.
1. Lack of project ownership
at the Municipal level.
2.Communication plan not in
place
3.Lack of communication
flow 4.Neglected
correspondence by
municipalities
1. Limited commitment.
2. Quality of
recommendations not user
friendly.
3. Recommendations not
communicated to relevant
officials.
1. Lack of coordination and
collaboration.

1.Poor service delivery in the
municipalities.
2.Fruitless and wasteful

1. Inability of specialists to
render support services to
municipalities
2. Duplication of functions.
3.Critical areas overlooked
1.Poor service delivery in the
municipalities.
2.Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure for the
department.
3.Service delivery protests.
4. Negative effect on
Departmental and Municipal
reputation and credibility

1. Status quo remains the same
or worsens

objectives.
1.Communication breakdown
between key role players
2.Non-availability of key
municipal officials
3.Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure
4.Protocol override

PROGRAMME 2
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Collaboration between OCA and
other Developmental Local
Government directorates through
weekly plans that are submitted to
DDGs and GMs.
1.Strategic and Annual Performance
Plans in place.
2. MUNIMEC sessions are taking place
quarterly.
3. Annual calendar of the Department
events in place
4. Advertisement of Departmental
programmes on Intranet.
5. Establishment of District IGR Coreteams.
6. Continuous updating of annual
calendar of events
7. Encourage municipalities to have
officials committed to IGR
functions.
1.Strategic and Annual Performance
Plans in place.
2. MUNIMEC sessions are taking place

1.Follow-ups and monitoring of the
implementation
2. Workshops/awareness conducted
on policies and procedures

1. Weekly plans are being submitted.
2. Bi-weekly meetings are held.
3. Attendance register signed by OCA
specialist and municipal officials.
4. Constant engagements with
municipalities by GM:OCA.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To improve public trust and
credibility in local
government through public
participation

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

Absence of dedicated
personnel in
Municipalities to drive
Public Participation

Inability to monitor
CDWs (536) deployed
in Municipalities.

owned enterprises and
other stakeholders
(Municipal district level)

RISKS

1.Municipalities do not
prioritise the
establishment of
municipal public
participation units in their
organograms.
2.Budget constraints in
Municipalities.

municipalities
2. Lack of coordinated
schedule of activities that
synergises local and
provincial government
programmes, which results
to conflicting
commitments from
municipalities, sector
departments and state
owned entities
1. Insufficient staff within
Public Participation unit
2.Lack of understanding of
CDWs programmes roles
and concepts) at
Municipal level.

1.Uncoordinated public
participation activities.
2. Lack of proper engagement of
communities

1.Inability to carry out
deliverables for Public
Participation unit.
2.Negative impact on service
delivery.

expenditure for the1.Negative
impact on service delivery
2.Under-expenditure
Department.
3.Service delivery protests.
4. Duplication of support
provided to municipalities.
5. Negative effect on
Departmental and Municipal
reputation and credibility

PROGRAMME 2
RISK CAUSES
RISK CONSEQUENCES

1.Regular visits done by current staff.
2.Local coordinators placed in District
offices.
3.Conduct workshops to publicise
CDW programme.
4.Engagement with various
stakeholders through summits to
introduce CDWs , stakeholders
such as Municipalities, Councillors
etc.
1.Department encourage and advice
Municipalities to have public
participation units and committed
personnel within the Municipalities.
2. Deploy and coordinate CDWs in
each ward.
3. Public Participation units are in
place in some municipalities
4. Signed MoUs on supervision of
CDWs are in place

quarterly.
3. Annual calendar of the Department
events in place
4. Advertisement of Departmental
programmes on Intranet.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Province of the
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

OPERATIONAL PLAN
PROGRAMME 3:
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
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PROGRAMME 3:

DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

Development and Planning

PROGRAMME 3:

PROGRAMME NAME

3.3

3.2

3.1

Office of the General Manager: Municipal Basic Services
Municipal Infrastructure Services
Free Basic Services
Disaster Management and Emergency Services

SUB-PROGRAMME
Municipal Development and Planning
Office of the General Manager: Municipal Development and Planning
Spatial Planning
Development Administration/Land Use Management (Land Survey Services, ValuationsServices, Land
Use Management and Administration)
Integrated Development Planning
Local Economic Development Facilitation
Office of the General Manager: Local Economic Development Facilitation
Local Economic Development, LED Support and Regeneration of Second Economies
Municipal Basic Services

Programme purpose: To render support services regarding integrated planning and development in municipalities.

2.
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr K. Gyan
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R175 957
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Register of
performance reports
performance reports
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit • Compile and submit 1 • Compile and submit
memoranda,
submitted towards
submitted towards
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
quarterly
1 quarterly
performance
informing management
informing
performance report
performance report
performance report
performance report
plans,
on the extent to which
management on the
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
performance
the branch is performing
extent to which the
management on the
management on
management on the
management on the
branch is performing reports,
extent to which the
the extent to which
extent to which the
extent to which the
attendance
branch is
the branch is
branch is performing.
branch is
performing.
performing.
performing.
registers and
Submit 1 Annual
signed records of
Performance Plan of
meetings
the programmes
targets.
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
• Submit non-financial • Submit non• Submit non-financial
• Submit non-financial
performance reports
financial
performance reports
performance reports
on a monthly basis.
performance
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
reports on a
monthly basis.
• Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk • Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk
management
management
management reports.
management
reports.
reports.
reports.
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.

Office of the General Manager - Municipal Development and Planning

3.1 Sub-Programme: Municipal Development and Planning
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr K. Gyan
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R175 957
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Compile and
submit oversight
report timeously.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
review session.
review session.
review session.
review session.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
met.
are met.
met.
met.
TOTAL BUDGET
R46 150
R49 193
R41 580
R39 034
R175 957
-
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Meeting of
project steering
committee
adopting the
inception report

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.D. Williams
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 178 541
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
4
4
4
4
4 municipalities
Register of
Municipalities
supported to implement memoranda, land
In-house training of
Distribute guideline
Distribute guideline
Distribute guideline
supported to
the SDF in terms of the use plan, SDFs,
officials on guidelines.
document
document
document
implement SDFs in
applications,
• Support municipalities • Support municipalities • Support municipalities National guidelines
terms of the National
spatial planning
in the review of their
in the review of their
in the review of their
guidelines
reports, GIS
SDF in line with
SDF in line with
SDF in line with
system,
guidelines
guidelines
guidelines
Guidelines,
attendance
registers and
records of
meetings
R20 000
R101 481
R20 000
R20 020
R161 501
2.
% of progress toward
10%
10%
20%
30%
70% progress toward
Service level
the preparation of a
the preparation of a
agreement on
Project analysis.
Spatial plan
Consolidated
Discuss with
Wild Coast Regional
Wild Coast Regional
Wild Coast
development
WCRSDP
stakeholders.
SDF
SDF
Regional SDF.
strategies.
implementation
Stakeholder
plan.
10%- Inception
engagement.
Draft WCRSDP
report,
Policy.
preplanning.

Spatial Planning
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.D. Williams
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 178 541
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Minutes and
attendance
register.
R148 357
R148 357
R98 902
R98 920
R494 536
3.
% of land
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of land
Register of
development
development
received
Evaluation of received
Evaluation of
Evaluation of
Evaluation of
applications from
applications from
applications land
land development
received land
received land
received land
municipalities
municipalities
use, Assessment
applications.
development
development
development
processed in order to
processed in order to
and
Submit
applications.
applications.
applications.
implement their Land
implement their Land
recommendations
recommendations to
Submit
Submit
Submit
Used Management
of the files,
the Planning Boards.
recommendations to
recommendations to
recommendations to Used Management
Systems (LUMS)
Memorandums
the Planning Boards.
the Planning Boards.
the Planning Boards. Systems (LUMS)
signed by senior
Managers on the
files.
R130 693
R320 000
R230 000
R230 198
R910 891
4.
% of progress
-10%
25%
35% progress towards Project plan,
towards the
the development of
Project inception
Project initiation
Conduct assessment
development of the
the Provincial Spatial
Project plan and
Motivation report
Provincial Spatial
Planning and Land
inception
and draft policy
Planning and Land
Use Management
Use Management
Legislation and
Legislation and
Regulations
Regulations
R0
R0
R154 973
R 350 020
R 504 993
5.
Number of reviewed
12
18
15
45 Upload municipal
PSDP website
municipal Spatial
SDFs on to the PSDP
with uploaded
Obtain SDFs from
Upload municipal
Upload municipal
Upload municipal
Development
IDPs,
municipalities.
SDFs on to the PSDP
SDFs on to the PSDP
SDFs on to the PSDP Website.
Frameworks uploaded
List of uploaded
Website.
Website.
Website.
on to the Provincial
IDPs
Spatial Development
R0
R17 000
R25 600
R 64 020
R106 620
Plan (PSDP) Website
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr A.D. Williams
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R2 178 541
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
TOTAL BUDGET
R299 050
R586 838
R529 475
R763 178
R2 178 541
-
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2.

% of land development
applications assessed
and submitted for
approval by the Planning
Boards

R53 050
100%
Opening of relevant
files and
acknowledge receipt
thereof.
Assessment of
received applications

R91 527
100%
Opening of relevant
files and
acknowledge receipt
thereof.
Assessment of
received applications

R94 576
100%
Opening of relevant
files and
acknowledge receipt
thereof.
Assessment of
received applications

R105 974
100%
Opening of relevant
files and
acknowledge receipt
thereof.
Assessment of
received applications

R345 127
100% of land
development
applications
assessed and
submitted for
approval by the
Planning Boards

Minutes of
planning board,
evaluations of
assessment
forms,
supporting

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr T.J. Papu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 613 642
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of municipalities
7
7
7
7 municipalities
Prioritised land
supported to submit land
supported to submit
Collate Municipal
Create a database of
Identify short to
Identify short to
release database,
needs plans for the
land needs plans for
Spatial Development
municipal responses
long term priority
long term priority
land release file
release of land for
the release of land
Framework Plans.
and needs required.
areas to be assisted
areas to be assisted
per municipality,
development purposes
for development
Approach selected
Identify short to
with land release.
with land release.
action plan of
purposes
municipalities to
long term priority
Approach custodian
Approach custodian
municipalities
submit land needs
areas to be assisted
departments or state
departments or state
applications,
plans linked to IDP.
with land release.
entities requesting
entities requesting
attendance
Approach custodian
the release of the
the release of the
identified land
identified land
departments or state
registers and
entities requesting
parcels.
parcels.
records of
Monitor the process
Monitor the process
the release of the
meetings
identified land
and report to the
and report to the
parcels.
relevant
relevant
• Monitor the process
municipalities.
municipalities.
and report to the
relevant
municipalities.

Land Use Management and Administration
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr T.J. Papu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 613 642
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
on procedural
on procedural
on procedural
on procedural
document to
compliance (check
compliance (check
compliance (check
compliance (check
monthly report.
list).
list).
list).
list).
Monthly report,
Formal notification
Formal notification
Formal notification
Formal notification
notifications to
of applicants of nonof applicants of nonof applicants of nonof applicants of nonapplicants,
compliance areas, if
compliance areas, if
compliance areas, if
compliance areas, if
applications,
any.
any.
any.
any.
attendance
Request internal
Request internal
Request internal
Request internal
inputs on legal and
inputs on legal and
inputs on legal and
inputs on legal and
registers and
town planning
town planning
town planning
town planning
records of
perspective.
perspective.
perspective.
perspective.
meetings
Preparation of board
Preparation of board
Preparation of board
Preparation of board
packs and logistical
packs and logistical
packs and logistical
packs and logistical
arrangements for
arrangements for
arrangements for
arrangements for
the seating of the
the seating of the
the seating of the
the seating of the
boards.
boards.
boards.
boards.
Physical delivery of
Physical delivery of
Physical delivery of
Physical delivery of
boards packs to the
boards packs to the
boards packs to the
boards packs to the
respective board
respective board
respective board
respective board
members.
members.
members.
members.
Provide secretarial
Provide secretarial
Provide secretarial
Provide secretarial
and administrative
and administrative
and administrative
and administrative
services to the
services to the
services to the
services to the
respective boards.
respective boards.
respective boards.
respective boards.
Implementation of
Implementation of
Implementation of
Implementation of
the boards’
the boards’
the boards’
the boards’
resolutions.
resolutions.
resolutions.
resolutions.
Preparations and
Preparations and
Preparations and
Preparations and
submission of
submission of
submission of
submission of
memorandum for
memorandum for
memorandum for
memorandum for
DDG’s and MEC’s
DDG’s and MEC’s
DDG’s and MEC’s
DDG’s and MEC’s
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr T.J. Papu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 613 642
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
recommendation
recommendation
recommendation
recommendation
and approval
and approval
and approval
and approval
respectively.
respectively.
respectively.
respectively.
Notify applicants’ on
Notify applicants’ on
Notify applicants’ on
Notify applicants’ on
the boards and MEC
the boards and MEC
the boards and MEC
the boards and MEC
decision.
decision.
decision.
decision.
R165 929
R337 676
R390 689
R 374 221
R 1 268 515
TOTAL BUDGET
R218 979
R429 203
R485 265
R480 195
R1 613 642
-
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land survey and
cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr S. Flatela
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R1 177 849
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of municipalities
2
2
2
2
2 municipalities
File of
supported to establish their
supported to establish memoranda,
Interact with district
Appoint Service
Monitor project
Evaluation of the
cadastral databank (Port St
the cadastral
topographical
and local municipality
Provider and
progress and obtain
system and
Johns and Maletswai LMs)
maps, general
and other
establish project
monthly reports
rectification of defects databank
plans, real estate
stakeholders.
steering committee.
Monitor the
(if any).
maps, monthly
Develop Terms of
Prepare Project
installation and
Submit close out
reports,
Reference.
Implementation Plan
testing of the final
report of the project:
attendance
Monitor project
product.
LMs
registers and
progress and obtain
records of
monthly reports.
meetings
TOTAL BUDGET
R103 701
R210 000
R550 000
R314 148
R1 177 849
-

Land Survey and Cadastral Information Management
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land survey and
cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall Responsibility: Mr W.S. Tau
Reporting period: Quarterly and annually
Budget: R1 180 245
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of municipalities
9
12
8
10
39 municipalities that
Monitoring
that are implementing
are implementing
reports,
Provides hands-onProvides hands-onProvides hands-onProvides hands-onMPRA
MPRA
valuation rolls,
support to
support to
support to
support to
attendance
municipalities on:
municipalities on:
municipalities on:
municipalities on:
registers and
records of
Monitor compliance in
Monitor compliance in
Monitor compliance in
Monitor compliance in
meetings
the implementation of
the implementation
the implementation of
the implementation of
the MPRA.
of the MPRA.
the MPRA.
the MPRA.
Hold meetings with
Hold meetings with
Hold meetings with
Hold meetings with
municipalities, service
municipalities, service
municipalities, service
municipalities, service
providers and Rate
providers and Rate
providers and Rate
providers and Rate
Payers Association in
Payers Association in
Payers Association in
Payers Association in
relation to problems
relation to problems
relation to problems
relation to problems
encountered during
encountered during
encountered during
encountered during
the implementation of
the implementation
the implementation of
the implementation of
the MPRA.
of the MPRA.
the MPRA.
the MPRA.
TOTAL BUDGET
R250 900
R279 770
R340 345
R309 230
R1 180 245

Valuation Services
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2.

Number of municipalities
supported with the
preparation of legally
compliant IDPs

Monitor adoption
and submission of
final IDPs.

R0
45
Monitor submission
of draft IDPs.

R169 682
45
Facilitate capacity
building for IDP
Assessors.
Facilitate
assessment of IDPs
Compile and
communicate

R408 867
45
Submit Eastern
Cape IDP
Assessment Report
to National CoGTA.
Monitor the
development,
adoption and

R100 050
45
Monitor, provide
guidance during the
IDP development
phases.
Monitor the
adoption of draft
IDPs.

R678 599
45 municipalities
supported with the
preparation of
legally compliant
IDPs

Pre-assessment
reports,
provincial
assessment
report,
MEC comments
to municipalities,

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Bunguza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R 2 450 255
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of smaller
6
6
6
6 smaller
Ward base plans,
municipalities supported
municipalities
Hold meetings with
• Implementation of
• Integrate identified
activity plans,
to roll out and implement
municipalities to
the Support Action
corrective measures supported to roll out
data collection
Simplified IDP Framework
and implement
develop Support
Plan as per the
towards a reviewed
tools,
Simplified IDP
Action Plans
defined milestones.
situational analysis
attendance
Framework
towards
• (Amahlathi,
• (Amahlathi,
registers for
strengthened
Ndlambe,
Ndlambe,
introduction of
Situational Analysis
IntsikaYethu,
IntsikaYethu,
Ensure the Support
Gariep, Port St
Gariep, Port St
projects,
Action Plan is
Johns and
Johns and
progress reports
Umzimvubu)
Umzimvubu)
aligned to the IDP
Process Plan.
• (Amahlathi,
Ndlambe, Intsika
Yethu, Gariep, Port
St Johns and
Umzimvubu)

Integrated Development Planning
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to achieve their statutory, social, economic and environmental obligations in respect of integrated development planning, spatial planning, land
survey and cadastral information management, valuation services and land use management and administration
Objective statement:
Promotion of sustainable development in municipalities
Overall responsibility: Ms N. Bunguza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R 2 450 255
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
individual
submission of
Individual
municipality
District IDP
municipal
assessment reports
Frameworks and
reports, IDPs
and MEC comments.
Municipality Process
Monitor the
Plans.
Monitor, provide
development,
adoption and
guidance during the
submission of
IDP development
District IDP
phases.
Frameworks and
municipality Process
Plans.
Monitor, provide
guidance during the
IDP development
phases.
R 197 557
R 850 000
R 419 078
R305 021
R 1 771 656
TOTAL BUDGET
R197 557
R1 019 682
R827 945
R405 071
R2 450 255
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Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement:Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Hani
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R237 433
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Register of
performance reports
performance reports
memoranda,
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
submitted towards
submitted towards
plans, LED
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
informing management
informing
reports,
performance report
performance report
performance report
performance report
on the extent to which
management on the
attendance
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
the Chief directorateis
extent to which the
registers and
management on the
management on the
management on the
management on the
performing
branch are
records of
extent to which the
extent to which the
extent to which the
extent to which the
performing
meetings
Chief Directorate is
Chief Directorate is
Chief Directorate is
Chief Directorate is
performing.
performing.
performing.
performing.
Submit 1 Annual
Performance Plan of
the programmes
targets.
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
• Submit non-financial
• Submit non-financial • Submit non-financial • Submit non-financial
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.
• Compile and submit
oversight report
timeously.
Submit monthly risk
Submit monthly risk
Submit monthly risk
Submit monthly risk
management
management
management
management
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision

Office of the General Manager – LED Facilitation, LED Support and Regeneration of Second Economies
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Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement:Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Hani
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R237 433
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 2013/14 fourth
Hold first quarter
Hold second quarter
Hold third quarter
and annual
performance review
performance review
performance review
performance review
session.
session.
session.
session.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
met.
met.
met.
met.
TOTAL BUDGET
R62 850
R72 350
R55 283
R46 950
R237 433
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement: Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr B. Ketelo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 426 542 (G&S R1 026 542 + Transfers R2 400000 + Conditional Grants R2 000000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of work
35 000
35 000
36 000
37 000
37 000 work
CWP progress
opportunities
opportunities created
reports.
created through the
through the CWP
Internal
Maintain and monitor
Maintain and monitor
Maintain and
Maintain and
CWP
reports.
existing sites viz:
existing sites viz:
monitor existing
monitor existing
sites viz:
sites viz:
Gariep, Senqu,
Gariep, Senqu,
Elundini, Matatiele,
Elundini, Matatiele,
Gariep, Senqu,
Gariep, Senqu,
Umzimvubu, Mbizana,
Umzimvubu, Mbizana,
Elundini, Matatiele,
Elundini, Matatiele,
Mhlontlo, Sakhisizwe,
Mhlontlo, Sakhisizwe,
Umzimvubu,
Umzimvubu,
Ingquza Hill, KSD,
Ingquza Hill, KSD,
Mbizana, Mhlontlo,
Mbizana, Mhlontlo,
Mbashe, Intsika Yethu,
Mbashe, Intsika
Sakhisizwe, Ingquza
Sakhisizwe, Ingquza
Amahlathi, BCM,
Yethu, Amahlathi,
Hill, KSD, Mbashe,
Hill, KSD, Mbashe,
Ngqushwa, Ikwezi,
BCM, Ngqushwa,
Intsika Yethu,
Intsika Yethu,
Tsolwana, Inkwanca,
Ikwezi, Tsolwana,
Amahlathi, BCM,
Amahlathi, BCM,
Lukhanji, Nyandeni,
Inkwanca, Lukhanji,
Ngqushwa, Ikwezi,
Ngqushwa, Ikwezi,
Ntabankulu,
Nyandeni,
Tsolwana,
Tsolwana,
Camdeboo, Makana,
Ntabankulu,
Inkwanca, Lukhanji,
Inkwanca, Lukhanji,
PSJ, Mnquma,
Camdeboo, Makana,
Nyandeni,
Nyandeni,
Nkonkobe, Nxuba,
PSJ, Mnquma,
Ntabankulu,
Ntabankulu,
Nelson Mandela Bay
Nkonkobe, Nxuba,
Camdeboo, Makana,
Camdeboo, Makana,
Metro, Engcobo,
Nelson Mandela Bay
PSJ, Mnquma,
PSJ, Mnquma,
Ndlambe & Blue Crane.
Metro, Engcobo,
Nkonkobe, Nxuba,
Nkonkobe, Nxuba,
Ensure functionality of
Ndlambe & Blue
Nelson Mandela Bay
Nelson Mandela Bay
Crane.
Metro, Engcobo,
Metro, Engcobo,
reference committees.
Support identification
Ensure functionality
Ndlambe & Blue
Ndlambe & Blue
Crane.
Crane.
and creation of useful
of reference
work.
committees.
Ensure functionality
Ensure functionality
Facilitate appointment
Support identification
of reference
of reference
and creation of useful
committees.
committees.
of participants to CWP.
Monitor the
work.
Support
Support

Regeneration of Second Economies
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2.

Number of urban
nodes supported to
promote integrated
urban development
programme (IUDP)

5
Engage strategic
partners to support
urban development
programme:
Mdantsane, Motherwell,
Ngangelizwe, Duncan
Village, Hellenvale,
Dimbaza, and Walmer.
Coordinate support for
7 urban nodes.

R150 770
6
Engage strategic
partners to support
urban development
programme:
Mdantsane,
Motherwell,
Ngangelizwe, Duncan
Village, Hellenvale,
Dimbaza, and
Walmer.

R217 781

7
Engage strategic
partners to support
urban development
programme:
Mdantsane,
Motherwell,
Ngangelizwe,
Duncan Village,
Hellenvale,
Dimbaza, and

R150 770

7
Engage strategic
partners to support
urban development
programmes:
Mdantsane, Duncan
Village, Dimbaza,
Motherwell, Walmer,
Hellenvale,
Ngangelizwe
Coordinate support

R148 437

7 urban nodes
supported to promote
integrated urban
development. (IUDP)

R667 758

Economic
plans, reports
from agents
and structures
supported ,
records of
meetings,
reports

-

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement: Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr B. Ketelo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 426 542 (G&S R1 026 542 + Transfers R2 400000 + Conditional Grants R2 000000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
implementation of
Facilitate
identification and
identification and
CWP.
appointment of
creation of useful
creation of useful
Facilitate inception of
work.
work.
participants to CWP.
new sites
Monitor the
Facilitate
Facilitate
Facilitate submission of
implementation of
appointment of
appointment of
monthly narrative and
CWP.
participants to CWP.
participants to CWP.
quantitative reports
Facilitate inception of
Monitor the
Monitor the
from implementing
implementation of
implementation of
new sites
agents.
Facilitate submission
CWP.
CWP.
Facilitate inception
Facilitate inception
of monthly narrative
of new sites
of new sites
and quantitative
reports from
Facilitate
Facilitate
implementing agents.
submission of
submission of
monthly narrative
monthly narrative
and quantitative
and quantitative
reports from
reports from
implementing
implementing
agents.
agents.
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3.

Number of towns
supported to
promote the
revitalisation

Engage strategic
partners to support

7

Engage strategic
partners to support

7

Engage strategic
partners to support

7

• Engage strategic
partners to support

7

7 towns supported to
promote the
revitalisation

Monthly
expenditure
reports,
business plans,

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement: Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr B. Ketelo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 426 542 (G&S R1 026 542 + Transfers R2 400000 + Conditional Grants R2 000000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Develop close-out
Coordinate support
Walmer.
for 7 urban nodes.
report for URP
for 7 urban nodes.
Coordinate support
Facilitating the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
for 7 urban nodes.
streamlining of sector
streamlining of sector
streamlining of sector
Facilitate the
support and resource
support and resource
support and resource
streamlining of
mobilisation for the
mobilisation for the
mobilisation for the
sector support and
programme.
programme.
programme.
resource
Monitor and generate
Monitor and generate
Monitor and generate
mobilisation for the
progress reports for
progress reports for the
progress reports for
programme.
the implementation of
Monitor and
the programme.
implementation of the
the implementation of
programme.
the programme.
generate progress
• Support the
municipalities in the
Develop Provincial
Adopt Provincial
reports for the
implementation of
development of the
integrated urban
integrated urban
draft urban
development
development
the programme.
Implement
development
programme (IUDP)
programme (IUDP)
Business Plans for
Provincial integrated
2015/16 financial
urban development
year.
programme (IUDP)
Support the
municipalities in the
development of the
draft urban
development
Business Plans for
2015/16 financial
year.
R36 128
R46 072
R57 457
R47 711
R187 368
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4.

Number of EPWP
work opportunities
created through
CWP

100
Support identification
and creation of useful
work in the following
municipalities:
Nyandeni, Intsika
Yethu, Nkonkobe,
BCMM
Develop business plans
Appoint service
providers

Transfers
(R2 400 000)
100
Facilitate appointment
of participants.
Monitor the
implementation of
CWP.
Generate and submit
progress and
expenditure reports
quarterly

72
Facilitate
appointment of
participants.
Monitor the
implementation of
CWP.
Generate and submit
progress and
expenditure reports
quarterly

272
Facilitate
appointment of
participants.
Monitor the
implementation of
CWP.
Generate and submit
progress and
expenditure reports
quarterly

Transfers
(2 400 000)
272 work
opportunities created
through CWP

EPWP progress
reports,
internal reports

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement: Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr B. Ketelo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 426 542 (G&S R1 026 542 + Transfers R2 400000 + Conditional Grants R2 000000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
programme
revitalisation initiatives
revitalisation
revitalisation
revitalisation
programme
site visit
in the following Towns:initiatives in the
initiatives in the
initiatives in the
reports,
Small Towns: Port St.
following Towns:following Towns: following Towns:minutes of
Johns, Engcobo,
Small Towns: Port St.
Small Towns: Port
• Small Towns: Port
working group
St. Johns, Engcobo,
meetings
Idutywa, Alice, Peddie,
Johns, Engcobo,
St. Johns, Engcobo,
Kirkwood and
Idutywa, Alice,
Idutywa, Alice,
Idutywa, Alice,
Peddie, Kirkwood
Jansenville.
Peddie, Kirkwood and
Peddie, Kirkwood
Approve the Business
Jansenville.
and Jansenville.
and Jansenville.
• Monitor and
Plans for identified
Monitor and generate
Monitor and
small towns.
progress reports for
generate progress
generate progress
reports for all the
Facilitate transfer of
all the initiatives.
reports for all the
Facilitate and
initiatives.
funds to identified
initiatives.
• Submit monthly
municipalities
coordinate
Submit monthly
expenditure reports
Monitor implementation
Submission of monthly
expenditure reports
expenditure reports
and generate progress
reports for all identified
initiatives.
R47 937,00
R42 937,50
R42 937,00
R37 604,50
R171 416
-
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TOTAL BUDGET

R575 502,00

R3 422 791,50

R817 165,00

R611 083,50

R5 426 542

-

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement: Provision of support to municipalities to ensure the creation of a conducive environment for public and private investment as well as the creation of jobs
by 2019 in the province
Overall responsibility: Mr B. Ketelo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R5 426 542 (G&S R1 026 542 + Transfers R2 400000 + Conditional Grants R2 000000)
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Facilitate appointment
Prepare and develop
Finalise close-out
of participants.
draft close-out
report
Monitor the
report
implementation of CWP.
Generate and submit
progress and
expenditure reports
quarterly
R340 667
R716 001
R566 001
R377 331
R2 000 000
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2.

Number of LED
partnerships
supported to

R89 400
12
Develop and adopt
an integrated LED -

R82 155
12
Implement the
Integrated District

R145 710
12
Implement the
Integrated District

R65 872
12
Monitor and evaluate
the implementation of

R383 137
12 partnerships
supported to
promote strategic

DST reports,
agendas,
attendance

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement:
To facilitate, coordinate and monitor Small Town Regeneration and Urban Renewal initiatives in all identified municipalities through effective integration and partnership support
Overall responsibility: Mr C.A. Goliath
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 924 902
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
7
7
7
7
7 municipalities with
LED strategies,
Municipalities
LED strategies and
economic plans,
Develop draft
Develop a resource
Identify key
Implement project
supported to
project plans
reports from
project plans for the
plan for the
stakeholders and
plans for the Kouga,
develop
agents and
Kouga, Cacadu and
implementation of the
mobilise resources for
Cacadu, and Ikwezi
implementable LED
structures
Ikwezi
draft project plans for
the implementation of
LED Strategies.
strategies
supported,
municipalities.
Kouga, Cacadu and
the Kouga, Cacadu
Finalise and facilitate
site visit reports,
Facilitate the
Ikwezi municipalities.
and Ikwezi LED
adoption of the
signed off
process of
Facilitate the process
strategies.
Ntabankulu, Great
milestones,
developing the
of developing strategic
Facilitate the
Kei, Joe Gqabi and
attendance
situational analysis
content and
engagement of
Port St. Johns LED
registers
for the Ntabankulu,
implementation plans
stakeholders on the
Strategies.
Great Kei, Joe Gqabi
for the Ntabankulu,
Ntabankulu, Great
Finalise the
and Port St Johns
Great Kei, Joe Gqabi
Kei, Gqabi and Port
development of the
LED Strategies.
and Port St Johns LED
St. Johns LED
municipal economic
Develop a draft
Strategies.
Strategies.
policy on mineral
municipal economic
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
usage.
policy with respect
engagement of
incorporation of
to mineral usage.
stakeholders on the
stakeholder’s
draft municipal
comments and
economic policy on
engagements into the
mineral usage.
draft municipal
economic policy on
mineral usage.

Local Economic Development Support
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3.

Number of
municipalities
supported to
supplement LED
capacity

Develop concept
document on LED
Capacitation.
Monitor the
implementation of
the 2014/15

23
Develop and finalise
documentation for
the transfer of funds
to the following
municipalities:

23
the implementation
of the 2014/15
Business Plan in the
following
municipalities:
Mbashe, Mnquma,
Great Kei, Amahlathi,
Nxuba,
Camdeboo, Blue
crane, Ikwezi,
Ndlambe, Koukama,
Inxuba Yethemba,

23
Monitor the
implementation of the
2014/15 Business Plan
in the following
municipalities:
Mbashe, Mnquma,
Great Kei, Amahlathi,
Nxuba,
Camdeboo, Blue
crane, Ikwezi,
Ndlambe, Koukama,
Inxuba Yethemba,

23
Support the
municipalities in the
development of the
draft Business Plans
for 2015/16 financial
year for the
deployment of LED
capacity
Monitor the
implementation of the
2014/15 Business Plan
in the following

23 municipalities
supported to
supplement LED
professional
capacity.

Payment stubs,
business plans,
progress reports

Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement:
To facilitate, coordinate and monitor Small Town Regeneration and Urban Renewal initiatives in all identified municipalities through effective integration and partnership support
Overall responsibility: Mr C.A. Goliath
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 924 902
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
promote strategic
IGR Work Plan for
Support Team (DST)
Support Team Work
the District Support
municipal and
register,
municipal and
the 6 District
Work Plans.
Plans.
Team Work Plan.
regional
minutes
regional
Municipalities.
Implement the
Implement the
Monitor and evaluate
collaboration.
collaboration.
Develop and adopt
Integrated Provincial
Integrated Provincial
the implementation of
an integrated
Working Group (PWG)
Working Group (PWG)
the Integrated
Provincial Working
Work Plan..
Work Plan.
Provincial Working
Group (PWG) Work
Support the
Support the
Group (PWG) Work
Plan.
implementation of the
implementation of the
Plan
Support the
partnerships in the
partnerships in the
Support the
implementation of
Business Adopt a
Business Adopt a
implementation of the
the partnerships in
Municipality
Municipality
partnerships in the
the Business Adopt
Programme in the
Programme in the
Business Adopt a
a Municipality
BCM, NMBM,
BCM, NMBM,
Municipality
Programme in the
Nkonkobe, Elundini
Nkonkobe, Elundini
Programme in the
BCM, NMBM,
and Makana LMs.
and Makana LMs.
BCM, NMBM,
Nkonkobe, Elundini
Nkonkobe, Elundini
and Makana LMs.
and Makana LMs.
R112 006
R88 418
R87 400
R68 584
R356 408
-
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Strategic objective:
To promote economic prosperity, liveable integrated cities, towns and rural areas as well as basic income security for citizens of the Eastern Cape Province
Objective statement:
To facilitate, coordinate and monitor Small Town Regeneration and Urban Renewal initiatives in all identified municipalities through effective integration and partnership support
Overall responsibility: Mr C.A. Goliath
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R3 924 902
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Business Plan in the
Tsolwana, Lukhanji ,
Tsolwana, Lukhanji ,
municipalities:
following
Emalahleni ,
Emalahleni ,
Mbashe, Mnquma,
municipalities:
Sakhisizwe
Sakhisizwe
Great Kei, Amahlathi,
Mbashe, Mnquma,
Mbizana , Ingquza
Mbizana , Ingquza Hill
Nxuba, Camdeboo,
Great Kei,
Hill , Port St Johns,
, Port St Johns, KSD,
Blue Crane, Ikwezi,
Amahlathi, Nxuba,
KSD,Gariep, Joe
Gariep, Joe Gqabi,
Ndlambe, Koukama,
Camdeboo, Blue
Gqabi, Umzimvubu
Umzimvubu and
Inxuba Yethemba,
Crane, Ikwezi,
and Matatiele.
Matatiele.
Tsolwana, Lukhanji ,
Ndlambe, Koukama,
Implement LED
Implement LED
Emalahleni ,
Inxuba Yethemba,
Capacitation Plan.
Capacitation Plan.
Sakhisizwe
Tsolwana, Lukhanji ,
Mbizana , Ingquza
Emalahleni ,
Hill, Port St Johns,
Sakhisizwe
KSD, Gariep, Joe
Mbizana, Ingquza
Gqabi, Umzimvubu
Hill , Port St Johns,
and Matatiele.
KSD,Gariep, Joe
Gqabi, Umzimvubu
and Matatiele.
R112 844
R84 567
R87 361
R78 585
R363 357
(Transfers
(Transfers
R 2 822 000)
R2 822 000)
TOTAL BUDGET
R314 250
R3 077 140
R320 471
R213 041
R3 924 902
-
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statements:
Provide technical and specialist support to facilitate municipal infrastructure development through fast tracking the implementation of municipal infrastructure provisioning.
Provide integrated institutional capacity to manage disasters within the province through further up-skilling and resourcing of Provincial and Municipal Disaster Management
Centres.
Facilitate improvement in the access of Free Basic Services by indigent households through providing support for the development and updating of indigent registers in all
municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Baza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R233 642
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of quarterly
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Register of
performance reports
performance reports
memoranda,
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit
submitted towards
submitted towards
municipal
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
informing management
informing
infrastructure
performance report
performance report
performance report
performance report
on the extent to which
management on the
plans, disaster
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
the branch are
extent to which the
management and
management on the
management on the
management on the
management on the
performing
branch are
free basic
extent to which the
extent to which the
extent to which the
extent to which the
performing
services plans,
branch is
branch is
branch is
branch is
signed reports,
performing.
performing.
performing.
performing.
municipal visits,
Submit 1 Annual
attendance
Performance Plan of
registers and
the programmes
signed records of
targets.
meetings
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
• Submit non-financial
• Submit non-financial • Submit non-financial • Submit non-financial
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
performance reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
• Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk
management
management
management
management
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.

Office of the General Manager – Municipal Infrastructure, Disaster Management and Free Basic Services
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statements:
Provide technical and specialist support to facilitate municipal infrastructure development through fast tracking the implementation of municipal infrastructure provisioning.
Provide integrated institutional capacity to manage disasters within the province through further up-skilling and resourcing of Provincial and Municipal Disaster Management
Centres.
Facilitate improvement in the access of Free Basic Services by indigent households through providing support for the development and updating of indigent registers in all
municipalities.
Overall responsibility: Mr M. Baza
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R233 642
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.
• Compile and submit
oversight report
timeously.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
review session.
review session.
review session.
review session.
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets are
met.
met.
met.
met.
TOTAL BUDGET
R84 500
R56 200
R48 200
R44 742
R233 642
-
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2.

Number of
monitored
municipalities
supported on Capital
Grants spending

R347 737
45
Consolidate Financial
Monthly MIG reports
and Quarterly Sector
reports for all capital
grants spent by
municipalities.
Convene MIG-BiMonthly Project
Registration through
District Appraisal
Committees (DAC) for
all registered

R260 937
45
Consolidate Financial
Monthly MIG reports
and Quarterly Sector
reports for all capital
grants spent by
municipalities.
Convene MIG-BiMonthly Project
Registration through
District Appraisal
Committees (DAC) for
all registered municipal

R173 868
45
Consolidate Financial
Monthly MIG reports
and Quarterly Sector
reports for all capital
grants spent by
municipalities.
Convene MIG-BiMonthly Project
Registration through
District Appraisal
Committees (DAC) for
all registered municipal

R86 759
45
Consolidate Financial
Monthly MIG reports
and Quarterly Sector
reports for all capital
grants spent by
municipalities.
Convene MIG-BiMonthly Project
Registration through
District Appraisal
Committees (DAC) for
all registered

R869 301
45 monitored
municipalities
supported on
Capital Grants
spending

Reports on
capital grant
spending,
reports on
registration of
MIG projects,
DAC minutes,
DAC
attendance
registers,
secondment
letters

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Provide technical and specialist support to facilitate municipal infrastructure development through fast tracking the implementation of municipal infrastructure provision.
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Majavu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R4 345 585
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports
Approved
produced on
produced on
quarterly
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
households with
households with
provincial state
analyse Quarterly
analyse Quarterly
analyse Quarterly
analyse Quarterly
access to basic
of
Financial reports from
Financial reports from
Financial reports from
Financial reports from access to basic
services (i.e. Water,
services (i.e.
infrastructure
municipalities
municipalities
municipalities
municipalities
Sanitation,
Water,
reports
Consolidate a
Consolidate a quarterly
Consolidate a quarterly
Consolidate a
Electricity, Refuse
Sanitation,
quarterly Provincial
Provincial report
Provincial report
quarterly Provincial
removal) from
report outlining status
outlining status quo,
outlining status quo,
report outlining status Electricity,
municipalities
Refuse removal)
quo, progress,
progress, challenges
progress, challenges
quo, progress,
from
challenges and
and recommendations
and recommendations
challenges and
municipalities
recommendations
recommendations

Municipal Infrastructure Service
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Provide technical and specialist support to facilitate municipal infrastructure development through fast tracking the implementation of municipal infrastructure provision.
Overall responsibility: Mr T. Majavu
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R4 345 585
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
municipal projects
projects
projects
municipal projects
R869 344
R652 133
R434 667
R217 158
R2 173 302
3.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 Reports
Quarterly
produced on
produced on
assessment
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
Collate, verify and
municipalities
reports,
analyse Non-Financial
analyse Non-Financial
analyse Non-Financial
analyse Non-Financial municipalities
supported on ISD
supported on
attendance
Reports (Backlogs
Reports (Backlogs and
Reports (Backlogs and
Reports (Backlogs
(Institutional and
ISD (Institutional
registers and
and Community
Community related
Community related
and Community
Social Development)
and Social
minutes of
related data) from
data) from
data) from
related data) from
Development)
meetings to
municipalities
municipalities
municipalities
municipalities
develop and
Consolidate quarterly
Consolidate quarterly
Consolidate quarterly
Consolidate quarterly
review ISD
Impact Assessment
Impact Assessment and
Impact Assessment and
Impact Assessment
policy
and ISD reports,
ISD reports, compiled
ISD reports, compiled
and ISD reports,
framework,
compiled through site
through site visits and
through site visits and
compiled through site
ISD policy
visits and ISD
ISD Workshops
ISD Workshops
visits and ISD
framework
Workshops conducted
conducted in
conducted in
Workshops conducted
in municipalities.
municipalities.
municipalities.
in municipalities.
R521 605
R391 336
R259 816
R130 225
R1 302 982
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 738 686
R1 304 406
R868 351
R434 142
R4 345 585
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with the credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Facilitate improvement in access to free basic services by indigent households through providing support for the development and updating of indigent register in all 45
municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr. P. Hlazo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R 1 609 912
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of
1
1
1
1
4 reports produced
Monthly and
reports produced
on households
quarterly status quo
Collect information on
Collect information on
Collect information on
Collect information on
on households
reports,
the four basic services
the four basic services
the four basic services
the four basic services with access to free
with access to
basic services (i.e.
municipal visit
and analyse for
and analyse for
and analyse for
and analyse for
free basic
Water, Sanitation,
reports, attendance
accuracy and validity
accuracy and validity
accuracy and validity
accuracy and validity
services (i.e.
Electricity, Refuse
registers
of the indigent
of the indigent
of the indigent
of the indigent
Water,
removal) from
household statistics.
household statistics.
household statistics.
household statistics.
Sanitation,
municipalities
Provide hands on
Provide hands on
Provide hands on
Provide hands on
Electricity,
support to
support to
support to
support to
Refuse removal)
municipalities on the
municipalities on the
municipalities on the
municipalities on the
from
collation of indigent
collation of indigent
collation of indigent
collation of indigent
municipalities
household statistics.
household statistics.
household statistics.
household statistics.
Prepare quarterly
Prepare quarterly
Prepare quarterly
Prepare quarterly
reports on the status
reports on the status
reports on the status
reports on the status
quo of indigent
quo of indigent
quo of indigent
quo of indigent
households with
households with
households with
households with
access to free basic
access to free basic
access to free basic
access to free basic
services.
services.
services.
services.
Convening of
Convening of
Convening of
Convening of
Provincial FBS forum
Provincial FBS forum
Provincial FBS forum
Provincial FBS forum
R112 560
R121 235
R192 201
R114 967
R540 963
2.
Number of
45
45
45
45
45 municipalities
Municipal visit
municipalities
monitored on the
reports,updated
Support and monitor
Support and monitor
Support and monitor
Support and monitor
monitored on the
updating of
indigent registers,
all 45 municipalities in
all 45 municipalities in
all 45 municipalities in
all 45 municipalities in
updating of
indigent registers
attendance registers
the updating of
the updating of
the updating of
the updating of
indigent registers
for the provision of
of indigent steering
indigent registers.
indigent registers.
indigent registers.
indigent registers.
for the provision
free basic services
committee
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the

Free Basic Services
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Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with the credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Facilitate improvement in access to free basic services by indigent households through providing support for the development and updating of indigent register in all 45
municipalities
Overall responsibility: Mr. P. Hlazo
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R 1 609 912
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
of free basic
convening of district
convening of district
convening of district
convening of district
meetings,
services
FBS forum
FBS forum
FBS forum
FBS forum
agendas and
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
Facilitate the
minutes
establishment of FBS
establishment of FBS
establishment of FBS
establishment of FBS
Steering Committees.
Steering Committees.
Steering Committees.
Steering Committees.
R112 560
R121 235
R120 000
R81 392
R435 187
3.
Number of
45
45
45
45
45 municipalities
Indigent policies,
municipalities
supported on the
attendance registers
Assist all 45
Assist all 45
Assist all 45
Assist all 45
supported on the
review of credible
of indigent policy
municipalities in the
municipalities in the
municipalities in the
municipalities in the
review of
indigent policies
workshops,
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
implementation of
credible indigent
Provincial FBS
credible indigent
credible indigent
credible indigent
credible indigent
policies
Forum meetings
policies.
policies.
policies.
policies.
reports/minutes
Monitor annual review • Monitor progress on
Monitor progress on
Monitor progress on
the implementation of
of indigent policies.
the implementation of
the implementation of
the indigent policies.
the indigent policies.
the indigent policies.
R212 560
R221 235
R100 000
R99 967
R633 762
TOTAL BUDGET
R437 680
R463 705
R412 201
R296 326
R1 609 912
-
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Number of disaster
management
preparedness plans
compiled

Number of reports
produced on the progress
in the construction of the

2.

3.

R110 487
Monitor the
implementation of
the fire
preparedness plan.

R98 744
1
• Conduct site visits
for physical

R207 400
1
Attend preparatory
and follow up
meetings with fire
services
stakeholders.
Monitor the
implementation of
the fire
preparedness plan.

R81 591
1
• Conduct site visits
for physical

R 78 708
1
• Conduct site visits
for physical

R182 096
1
Attend preparatory
and follow up
meetings with fire
services
stakeholders.
Monitor the
implementation of
the fire
preparedness plan.

R81 623
1
• Conduct site visits
for physical

R134 683
Monitor the
implementation of
the fire
preparedness plan.

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Provide integrated institutional capacity to manage disasters within the province through further up-skilling and resourcing of Provincial
Centres
Overall responsibility: Mr L. Qabisisa
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R16 868 077
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of meetings of
2
2
2
2
the Intergovernmental
Convene 2 Provincial
Convene 2 Provincial
Convene 2 Provincial
Convene 2 Provincial
Disaster Management
Intergovernmental
Intergovernmental
Intergovernmental
Intergovernmental
Structures (advisory
Disaster
Disaster
Disaster
Disaster
forum)
Management & Fire
Management & Fire
Management & Fire
Management & Fire
services meetings.
services meetings.
services meetings.
services meetings.
Compile quarterly
• Compile quarterly
Compile quarterly
Compile quarterly
report for
report for
report for
report for
submission to the
submission to the
submission to the
submission to the
NDMC.
NDMC.
NDMC
NDMC.

Disaster Management and Fire Services

R340 666
4 reports developed
on the construction
of the Provincial

Service level
agreement,
Bill of quantities,

Fire season
readiness plans.
Festive season
preparedness
plan.

Disaster advisory
meetings,fire
services advisory
minutes and
attendance
registers.
Quarterly
Reports.

8 meetings of the
Intergovernmental
Disaster
Management
Structures (advisory
forum)

R634 666
2 disaster
management
preparedness plans
compiled

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

and Municipal Disaster Management
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Number of municipalities
monitored on the
reviewal of the disaster
management Policy
Frameworks and Plans

Number of municipalities
supported in the
implementation of risk
reduction

4.

5.

R 4 072 487
2
Conduct a diagnostic
analysis with district
municipalities and
metros on the
existing frameworks
and plans
Monitor the
implementation of
the reviewed
frameworks and
plans
R 166 391
15
Conduct site visits to
local communities to
coordinate
awareness
campaigns on
disaster

R4 606 531
2
Conduct a diagnostic
analysis on the
existing frameworks
and plans
Monitor the
implementation of the
reviewed frameworks
and plans

R268 748
10
Conduct site visits to
local communities to
coordinate
awareness
campaigns on
disaster

R 95 504
10
Conduct site visits to
local communities to
coordinate
awareness
campaigns on
disaster

R 3 414 010
2
• Conduct a diagnostic
analysis with district
municipalities and
metros on the
existing frameworks
and plans
• Monitor the
implementation of the
reviewed frameworks
and plans

R89 631
10
Conduct site visits to
local communities to
coordinate
awareness
campaigns on
disaster

R2 379 934
2
• Conduct a diagnostic
analysis with district
municipalities and
metros on the
existing frameworks
and plans
• Monitor the
implementation of
the reviewed
frameworks and
plans

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Provide integrated institutional capacity to manage disasters within the province through further up-skilling and resourcing of Provincial
Centres
Overall responsibility: Mr L. Qabisisa
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R16 868 077
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Provincial Disaster
verification of the
verification of the
verification of the
verification of the
Management Centre
progress and
progress and
progress and
progress and
facilitate site
facilitate site
facilitate site
facilitate site
meetings with all
meetings with all
meetings with all
meetings with all
stakeholders
stakeholders
stakeholders
stakeholders
Compile
• Compile
• Compile
• Compile
performance reports
performance
performance reports
performance reports
reports

R620 274
45 municipalities
supported in the
implementation of
risk reduction

Minutes of
meetings,
attendance
registers,
invitation letters,
reports per
municipality

Appointment
letter service
provider,
Service Level
Agreement,
minutes of
steering
committee
meetings,
report from
service provider

appointment
letter of
consultants,
appointment
letter of
contractor,
minutes of
meetings

Disaster
Management Centre

R14 472 962
8 disaster
management policy
frameworks and
plans developed

Hard Evidence

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

and Municipal Disaster Management
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6.

TOTAL BUDGET

% of affected
municipalities supported
on response and recovery

R92 199
100%
Undertake
assessments of post
disaster response
and recovery.
Coordinate support
for social and
emergency relief to
affected
municipalities.
R153 011
R5 409 480

R 80 295
100%
Undertake
assessments of post
disaster response
and recovery.
• Coordinate support
for social and
emergency relief to
affected
municipalities.
R 67 281
R4 595 685

R 96 315
100%
• Undertake
assessments of post
disaster response
and recovery.
• Coordinate support
for social and
emergency relief to
affected
municipalities.
R121 464
R3 988 097

R76 174
100%
• Undertake
assessments of post
disaster response
and recovery.
• Coordinate support
for social and
emergency relief to
affected
municipalities.
R112 770
R2 874 815

R454 526
R16 868 077

R344 983
100% of affected
municipalities
supported on
response and
recovery

Incident reports
from
municipalities,
minutes of
meetings of
affected
municipalities,
reports,
attendance
registers
-

Strategic objective:
To support 45 municipalities to meet their targets for basic needs services in line with their credible IDP’s
Objective statement:
Provide integrated institutional capacity to manage disasters within the province through further up-skilling and resourcing of Provincial and Municipal Disaster Management
Centres
Overall responsibility: Mr L. Qabisisa
Reporting period: Monthly and Quarterly
Budget: R16 868 077
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
management
management
management
management
hazards and risks.
hazards and risks.
hazards and risks.
hazards and risks.
Facilitate education
Facilitate education
Facilitate education
Facilitate education
and training of local
and training of local
and training of local
and training of local
communities on risk
communities on risk
communities on risk
communities on risk
reduction methods.
reduction methods.
reduction methods.
reduction methods.
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To support 45 municipalities to
meet their targets for basic needs
services in line with their credible
IDP’s

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

Delays in project
implementation

Non-integration of some
sector plans to the IDPs.

Inadequate technical and
professional support to
municipalities.

RISKS

The following are Programme 3 operational risks and mitigation measures:

3.4 Programme 3: Risks management

OPERATIONAL

1. Non clarity of roles with
regards to project
contract administration
between end user and
SCM.
2. Municipalities
circumstances may
necessitate changes to
project contract.
3. Non-adherence to the
time frames stipulated in
the project plan.
4. Lack of commitment
from project
implementers

1. Limited human and
financial resources.
2. Non-prioritisation of
critical
professional/technical
posts.
1. commitment of some
Sector Departments and
internal programmes in
the IDP processes

PROGRAMME 3
RISK CAUSES

1. Project may not meet the
timelines resulting in possible
extension of project time or
project failure.
2. Result in under-expenditure
and service delivery may be
compromised

1. Non credible / poor quality of
IDPs

1. Limited assistance to
Municipalities to meet their
service delivery targets.
2. Over extending of resources
3. Service delivery protest

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Conducting IDP Engagement
Sessions for all Stakeholders intended
to facilitate the alignment of Sector
Plans with IDPs.
2.Conducting IDP Assessment sessions
to improve quality of IDPs and Sector
Action Plans
3. Participating in Provincial MTEC
hearings
4. Consolidating District Wide IDP
process calendars distributed to Sector
Departments
5.Providing hands on alignment of
priorities Provincial and Local
municipalities
6. Implementing output 1 of outcome 9
1. Continuous consultation with SCM.
2. Project Plan in place.

1. Optimal use of available resources

MITIGATION MEASURES

To promote economic prosperity,
liveable integrated cities, towns
and rural areas as well as basic
income security for citizens of the
Eastern Cape Province

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIO
NAL
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Inability to effectively
implement Operation Clean
Cities and Towns.

1. Limited resources
(Human, financial and
working tools)

Inability to effectively
monitor and evaluate CWP.

1. Poor co-ordination
amongst sector
departments and
municipal and DLGTA
2. Non funded mandate.

2. Poor communication and
co-ordination between
CoGTA, DLGTA,
Municipalities and
Implementing agent.

1. Inadequate institutional
arrangements and
resources assigned to
municipalities and
DLGTA LED (Policies,
Organogram, Human
and funding).
2. High vacancy rate in
municipalities and
DLGTA LED

PROGRAMME 3
RISK CAUSES

Inadequate capacity within
the department and
Municipalities to plan for
and implement LED.

RISKS

1. Result in health hazards.
2. Negative impact in investor
confidence.
3. Decline in rural economies

1. Poor public and private sector
investment.
2. Inability to grow the local
economic that creates jobs
and re-distributes wealth.
3. Uncoordinated LED
programme implementation.
4. Poor quality of and delays in
submission of progress and
financial reports by
Municipalities.
5. Late submission of signed
business plans.
1. Programme will not run as
intended.
2. Challenges will not be picked
up timeously.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Using available budget and
personnel
2. Monthly site visits.
3. Monthly report verification
4. Workshops conducted with
Municipalities
5. Established reference committee and
convene quarterly.
6. Provincial Management committee
established and convene quarterly.
7. CWP National Coordinating forum
meetings
8. Wages are paid 2 months in advance
by Cogta to the Implementing
Agents.
9. Regional Management Committee in
place.
10. CWP Site plans that are monitored
monthly.
11. Continuous induction of newly
appointed Local Implementing
Agents on CWP.
12. Site Monitoring tool in place.
1. Local Steering Committee on
Operation Clean Cities and Towns
established convene bi-monthly.
2. Roll - out Plan and Execution Plan in
place.
3. Using available limited financial

1. Quarterly technical support rendered
in developing LED Strategies in
identified local municipalities.
2. LED Strategies and LED Guidelines
in place.
3. Fund LED capacity support to the 5
District and 21 Local municipalities
in line with DLGTA Transfer
Payments Policy.
4. Implementing organogram that is
under review in the Department.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To support 45 municipalities to
meet their targets for basic needs
in line with their credible IDPs

To support 45 municipalities to
meet their targets for basic needs
in line with their credible IDPs

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL

1.Unforeseen Weather
patterns

1. Different sector
departments' definitions
of infrastructure
backlogs.
2. Non-availability of
dedicated person to
coordinate information
related to infrastructure
backlogs.
3. Non submission of
required information on
backlogs by some
municipalities.
1. Different interpretation
of Indigent policy

Inadequate monitoring of
infrastructure backlogs by
Provincial Programme
Management Unit and line
(sector) departments.

Inadequate implementation
of Municipal Indigent policy

1. Delays in the
procurement process of
the implementing agent
(DRPW).
2. Late submission of
payment certificates
service by providers.

Non-completion of project
within scheduled time.

Under- expenditure of
project funds due to slow or
poor performance by the
Contractor on site

1. Poorly structured
business plans
2. Lack of capacity in the
department and
municipalities.

PROGRAMME 3
RISK CAUSES

Inability to effectively
monitor the implementation
of the Revitalisation of Small
Towns

RISKS

1. Inaccurate Indigent Registers
resulting to illegal beneficiaries

1. Poor planning
2. Unformed budget
3.Delays in service delivery

1. Under-expenditure of Capex
budget for the project.

1. Funds not being spent in the
current financial year.
2. Disaster related incidents may
not be effectively monitored.

1. Lack or slow economic
development.
2. Negative impact in investor
confidence.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Provincial Sector Support Task Team
(PSST) in place.
2. Optimise utilisation of Institutional
Social Development (ISD) officers.
3. Infrastructure backlogs template in
place.
4. Central data from Statistic SA in
place.
5. Statistics South Africa, Provincial
Planning Commission and OTP
participate in the quarterly Provincial
Municipal Infrastructure Forum
(PMIF).
6. Provincial Infrastructure Backlog
Management task team in place.
1. Provincial and district FBS Fora in
place.

resources.
4. Business Plan in place for Operation
Clean Cities and Towns.
1. Assist municipalities to develop
business plans.
2.Transfer Policy in place
3. Submission of monthly reports on
revitalisation of small towns by
Municipalities
4. Site visits to the identified towns.
1. Service Level Agreement (SLA)
between DLGTA and Implementing
Agent in place.
2. Steering Committee in place (Process
plan).
3.Monitor the implementation of
process plan
4. Treasury monitor infrastructure
projects through Cabinet Committee.
1. Continuous engagement with the
DRPWQ and the Public Contractor
through the monthly Project
Steering Committee and the CBC
(Infrastructure Delivery) meetings.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE
2. Absence of FBS
implementation plan
3. Institutional memory
(continuity)

1. Lack of dedicated Free
Basic Service personnel
in municipalities.
2. Inadequate capacity.

Lack of dedicated Free Basic
Service personnel in
municipalities.

PROGRAMME 3
RISK CAUSES

by some municipalities

RISKS

1. Poor implementation of Free
Basic Services.
2. Non -reporting by
municipalities.

accessing the free basic
services.

RISK CONSEQUENCES
2. The department is currently rolling
out indigent policy workshops to
capacitate Councillors, officials and
other relevant stakeholders on their
roles and responsibilities in the
implementation of the municipal
Indigent Policy.
1. Engage municipal managers, CFO
and Portfolio Councillors.
2. Provincial Free Basic Services
Forums in place.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Province of the
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

OPERATIONAL PLAN
PROGRAMME 4:
TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL
MANAGEMENT (Traditional Affairs)

174
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PROGRAMME 4: TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS)

Traditional Institutional Management

PROGRAMME 4:

PROGRAMME NAME

4.3

4.2

4.1
Traditional Governance and Finance
Traditional Leadership Policy and Legislation Development
Traditional Community Development Facilitation
Financial Administration
Traditional Leadership Institution Support Services
Traditional Leadership Capacity Building
Commission on Disputes and Claims

DDG - Traditional Affairs

SUB-PROGRAMME

Programme purpose: To support and capacitate institutions of traditional leadership to effectively perform their statutory and customary obligations.

3.
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Strategic objectives:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional
leadership institutions and socio-economic growth.
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To resolve traditional leadership disputes and claims for improved social cohesion within the communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
To restore dignity of traditional leadership and communities through resolution of claims and disputes
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
Overall responsibility: Acting DDG – Mr S. Mateta
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R209 500
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Number of performance
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Performance
reports submitted
performance reports
reports, attendance
• Compile and submit
• Compile and submit • Compile and submit
• Compile and
towards informing
submitted towards
registers, signed
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
1 quarterly
submit 1 quarterly
management on the
informing
records of meetings
performance report
performance report
performance report
performance report
extent to which
management on the
and performance
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
Programme 4 and 5 are
extent to which the
plans
management on the
management on
management on the
management on
performing
branches are
extent to which the
the extent to which
extent to which the
the extent to which
performing
branch is
the branch is
branch is
the branch is
performing.
performing.
performing.
performing.
Submit 1 Annual
Performance Plan
of the programmes
targets.
• Submit non-financial
• Submit non• Submit non-financial • Submit nonperformance reports
financial
performance reports
financial
on a monthly basis.
performance
on a monthly basis.
performance
reports on a
reports on a
monthly basis.
monthly basis.

4.1 Sub-Programme: DDG - Traditional Affairs

Performance indicators, Annual targets, Quarterly targets, Budget estimates and Activities for 2014/15
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Strategic objectives:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional
leadership institutions and socio-economic growth.
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To resolve traditional leadership disputes and claims for improved social cohesion within the communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
To restore dignity of traditional leadership and communities through resolution of claims and disputes
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
Overall responsibility: Acting DDG – Mr S. Mateta
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R209 500
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly risk • Submit monthly risk
• Submit monthly
management
management
management
risk management
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.
• Compile and submit
oversight report
timeously.
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
Attend decision
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
making meetings.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Visit projects.
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1
review session.
review session.
review session.
performance
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
Ensures that all
review session.
quarterly targets are
quarterly targets
quarterly targets are
Ensures that all
met.
are met.
met.
quarterly targets
are met.
TOTAL BUDGET
R48 750
R77 400
R49 200
R34 150
R209 500
-
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Number of performance
reports submitted

Chief Directorate’s

2.

3.

R0
1

R0
3
Check & submit 3
IYM reports for
compliance to
budget office.
Check & submit nonfinancial reports for
compliance.
Consolidate
oversight reports &
annual report.

R20 000
3
Check & submit 3
IYM reports for
compliance to
budget office.
Check & submit
non-financial
reports for
compliance.
Consolidate
oversight reports &
annual report.
R0
1
1

-

R20 000
Check & submit 3
IYM reports for
compliance to
budget office.
Check & submit
non-financial reports
for compliance.
Consolidate
oversight reports &
annual report.

R14 792
3
Check& submit 3
IYM reports for
compliance to
budget office.
Check & submit
non-financial
reports for
compliance.
Consolidate
oversight reports &
annual report.
R0
1

R0
Chief Directorate’s

R54 792
Performance reports
submitted

Performance reports,

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annual and
Oversight Reports

Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Mkabile
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R131 792
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Chief Directorate’s
1
Chief Directorate’s
Performance reports,
Strategic, Annual
Strategic, Annual
attendance
Visit & monitor
Visit & monitor
Facilitate the
Submit
Performance and
Performance and
registers, signed
Traditional
Traditional
development of
performance plans.
Operational Plans
Operational Plans
records of meetings
Leadership
leadership
Chief Directorate’s
Visit & monitor
submitted
submitted
and performance
Institutional
Institutional
Annual Performance
Traditional
plans
developmental
development
and Operational
Leadership
initiatives
initiatives
Plan.
Institutional
developmental
Review performance
plans.
initiatives.

4.2 Sub-Programme: GM: Traditional Governance and Finance
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TOTAL BUDGET

R20 000
R20 000

R20 000
R40 000

R19 000
R39 000

R18 000
R32 792

R77 000
R131 792

-

Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mr Z. Mkabile
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R131 792
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
performance reviews
performance reviews
attendance registers
Hold Chief
Hold Chief
Hold Chief
Hold Chief
sessions held
sessions held
Directorate’s
Directorate’s
Directorate’s
Directorate’s
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
Reviews sessions.
Reviews sessions.
Reviews sessions.
Reviews sessions.
Consolidate quarterly • Consolidate
Consolidate
Consolidate
quarterly reports.
reports.
quarterly reports.
quarterly reports.
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Strategic objective:
•
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional
leadership institutions and socio-economic growth.
•
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Adv. N. Mngoma
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R922 400,00
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of policies
1
1
2 policies developed
Desktop research
developed
reports,
• Conducting desktop
• Consult relevant
• Consult relevant
• Consult relevant
approved legislation
research.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
and policies,
• Consult relevant
• Submit first draft
• Submit first draft for
• Submit first draft
attendance
stakeholders.
for inputs.
inputs.
for inputs.
registers,
• Consolidate inputs. • Consolidate inputs.
• Consolidate inputs.
Consultation reports
• Submit policy for
• Submit policy for
• Submit policy for
approval.
approval.
approval.
R120 020
R100 020
R61 320
R20 025
R301 385
2.
Number of policies
1
1
2 policies reviewed
Desktop research
reviewed
reports,
• Conducting desktop
• Consult relevant
• Consult relevant
• Consult relevant
approved reviewed
research
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
legislation and
• Submit first draft
• Submit first draft for
• Submit first draft
policies, attendance
for inputs.
inputs.
for inputs.
registers,
• Consolidate inputs. • Consolidate inputs.
• Consolidate inputs.
consultation reports
• Submit for
• Submit for approval.
• Submit for
approval.
approval.
R50 020
R56 020
R40 020
R20 325
R166 385
3.
Number of pieces of
1
1 piece of legislation
Desktop research
legislation amended
amended
reports,
• Conducting desktop
• Consult relevant
• Conducting desktop
• Consult relevant
approved amended
research.
stakeholders.
research.
stakeholders.
legislation and
• Consult relevant
• Submit first draft
• Consult relevant
• Submit first draft
policies, attendance
stakeholders.
for inputs.
stakeholders.
for inputs.
registers,
• Consolidate inputs.
• Consolidate inputs.
consultation reports
• Submit for
• Submit for
approval.
approval.
R40 020
R40 020
R20 020
R5 625
R105 685
-

Traditional Leadership Policy and Legislation Development
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Strategic objective:
•
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional
leadership institutions and socio-economic growth.
•
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Adv. N. Mngoma
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R922 400,00
PI Performance indicators
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
4.
Number of research
1
1 research report on
Research proposals
reports on Heritage of
indigenous
and theme,
• Develop research
• Consultation and
• Develop research
• Consultation and
traditional leadership
knowledge systems
consultation reports,
proposal.
conduct research
proposal.
conduct research
institutions
research reports
• Establish theme and
on indigenous
• Establish theme and
on indigenous
sampling.
practices.
sampling.
practices.
• Literature review.
• Compile research
• Literature review.
• Compile research
• Consultation and
reports.
• Consultation and
reports.
conduct research on
conduct research on
indigenous
indigenous practices.
practices.
R60 020
R70 020
R36 520
R0
R166 560
5.
Number of research
5
5
5
5
20 research reports
List of genealogies to
reports on genealogies
on genealogies of
be researched.
• Source literature
• Source literature
• Source literature
• Source literature
of royal families
royal families
Research proposals
information on
information on
information on
information on
and theme.
historical
historical
historical
historical
Consultation reports.
backgrounds.
backgrounds.
backgrounds.
backgrounds.
Research reports.
• Conduct research.
• Conduct research.
• Conduct research.
• Conduct research.
• Confirm
• Confirm
• Confirm genealogies. • Confirm
genealogies.
genealogies.
• Compile reports.
genealogies.
• Compile reports.
• Compile reports.
• Compile reports.
R56 095
R56 095
R56 095
R14 100
R182 385
TOTAL BUDGET
R326 175
R322 175
R213 975
R60 075
R922 400
-
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Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mrs N. Somfongo
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 545 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports submitted Report on the
submitted on the
on the participation participation of
• Monitor participation
• Monitor participation of • Monitor participation • Monitor participation
participation of
of Traditional
traditional leaders in
of Traditional
Traditional Leaders in
of Traditional
of Traditional
Traditional
Leadership
the community
Leaders in CWP.
CWP.
Leaders in CWP.
Leaders in CWP.
Leadership
Institutions in the
works programme,
• Write quarterly
• Write quarterly
• Write quarterly
• Write quarterly
Institutions in the
implementation of
attendance register,
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.
implementation of
Community Work
minutes of meetings
Community Work
Programme (CWP)
held
Programme (CWP)
R30 000
R104 018
R95 390
R72 575
R301 983
2.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports on
Report on the
on Traditional
• Create awareness on • Create awareness on
• Create awareness
• Create awareness on Traditional Councils support and audit of
Councils supported
supported on
development
development plans
development plans for
on development
development plans
on formulation of
formulation of
initiatives,
for Traditional
Traditional Councils.
plans for Traditional
for Traditional
community
community
attendance register,
Councils.
• Conduct assessment/
Councils.
Councils.
development plans
development plans
minutes of meetings
• Conduct
audit on existing
• Conduct
• Conduct
held
assessment/ audit
development
assessment/ audit
assessment/ audit
on existing
initiatives.
on existing
on existing
development
• Support & monitor the
development
development
initiatives.
development of the
initiatives.
initiatives.
• Support & monitor
plans
• Support & monitor
• Support & monitor
the development of
• Liaise with
the development of
the development of
the plans
stakeholders for input
the plans
the plans
• Liaise with
to the plans.
• Liaise with
• Liaise with
stakeholders for
• Compile reports.
stakeholders for
stakeholders for
input to the plans.
input to the plans.
input to the plans.
• Compile reports.
• Compile reports.
• Compile reports.
R85 000
R209 253
R200 931
R86 212
R581 396
-

Rural Development Facilitation
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Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mrs N. Somfongo
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 545 000
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
3.
Number of reports
1
1
1
1
4 reports on
Report on number of
on Traditional
IYA members
• Facilitate information • Facilitate information
• Facilitate
• Facilitate information Traditional
leadership
Leadership
participating in
days for Traditional
days for Traditional
information days for
days for Traditional
Institutions
Institutions
Community
Institutions.
Institutions.
Traditional
Institutions.
supported through
supported through
Development
• Link Traditional
• Link Traditional
Institutions.
• Link Traditional
partnerships
partnerships
Programs,
Councils with
Councils with partners
• Link Traditional
Councils with
reports on support
partners and Sector
and Sector
Councils with
partners and Sector
and monitoring to
Departments for
Departments for
partners and Sector
Departments for
poverty alleviation
development.
development.
Departments for
development.
projects,
• Facilitate support to
• Facilitate support to
development.
• Facilitate support to
attendance registers
IYA through
IYA through partners.
• Facilitate support to
IYA through
of projects.
partners.
• Monitor number 15 of
IYA through
partners.
Signed quarterly
• Monitor number 15
projects
partners.
• Monitor number 15
reports.
of projects
• Link projects with
• Monitor number 15
of projects.
• Link projects with
partners for support.
of projects
• Link projects with
partners for support.
• Link projects with
partners for support.
partners for support.
R71 725
R190 000
R278 526
R121 370
R661 621
TOTAL BUDGET
R186 725
R503 271
R574 874
R280 157
R1 545 000
-
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Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Ms K. Shinta
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annually
Budget: R439 000.00
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicator
2014/15:
2014
2015
APP
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of financial
1
1
1
1
4 financial oversight
Programme for the
oversight reports on
reports on traditional financial oversights,
• Review financial
• Review financial
• Review financial
• Review financial
traditional leadership
leadership
attendance registers,
reports of Traditional
reports of
reports of Traditional
reports of
institutions
institutions
presentations,
Leadership institutions
Traditional
Leadership
Traditional
financial records of
(Traditional Councils).
Leadership
institutions
Leadership
traditional councils
• Assist traditional
institutions
(Traditional
institutions
financial oversight
councils to compile
(Traditional
Councils).
(Traditional
report and signed
financial reports.
Councils).
• Assist traditional
Councils).
minutes
• Compile a report on
• Assist traditional
councils to compile
• Assist traditional
financial management
councils to compile
financial reports.
councils to compile
of traditional councils.
financial reports.
• Compile a report on
financial reports.
• Compile a report
financial
• Compile a report
on financial
management of
on financial
management of
traditional councils.
management of
traditional councils.
traditional councils.
• Compile monthly
• Compile monthly
• Compile monthly
• Compile monthly
budget analysis
budget analysis
budget analysis
budget analysis
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.
• Reconcile commitment
• Reconcile
• Reconcile
• Reconcile
register monthly.
commitment
commitment register
commitment
• Submit budget analysis
register monthly.
monthly.
register monthly.
report to GM.
• Submit budget
• Submit budget
• Submit budget
analysis report to
analysis report to
analysis report to
GM.
GM.
GM.
TOTAL BUDGET
R160 000
R110 400
R100 500
R68 100
R439 000
-

Financial Administration
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Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mrs P.P. Ndudane-Tyali
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R19 350 350
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of reports on
1
1
1
1
4 reports on
Expenditure reports,
Traditional Leadership
Traditional
register of resource
• Provide support to
• Provide support to
• Provide support to
• Draw reports on
Institutions supported
Leadership
items,report on
traditional leadership
traditional
traditional
support provided
with resources
Institutions
Traditional
institutions.
leadership
leadership
to traditional
supported with
Leadership
• Provide and monitor
institutions.
institutions.
leadership
resources
Institutions
sitting allowances for • Provide and
• Provide and
institutions.
supported with
Traditional Councils
monitor sitting
monitor sitting
• Provide and
resources
• Submit signed
allowances for
allowances for
monitor sitting
reports.
Traditional Councils
Traditional Councils
allowances for
• Submit signed
• Submit signed
Traditional
reports.
reports.
Councils
• Submit signed
reports.
R2 772 358
R3 121 693
R3 781 329
R2 379 401
R12 054 781
2.
Number of signed-off
1
1
1
1
4 signed-off
Reports on
quarterly reports on the
quarterly reports on
construction of
• Facilitate
• Monitor
• Monitor construction • Monitor
construction of
the construction of
Traditional Councils.
construction of 2
construction
process with the
construction
traditional leadership
traditional leadership Payment Certificates
Traditional Councils.
process with the
assistance of Public
process with the
institutions
from Public Works.
• Monitor construction
assistance of Public
Works.
assistance of Public institutions
Tax invoices.
process with the
Works.
• Explore other
Works.
Minutes of the site
assistance of Public
• Explore other
alternative energy
• Explore other
meetings.
Works& Treasury.
alternative energy
sources for
alternative energy
• Use other alternative
sources for
Traditional Councils.
sources for
energy sources for
Traditional
• Write reports on
Traditional
Traditional Councils.
Councils.
construction of two
Councils.
• Write reports on
• Write reports on
Traditional Councils.
• Write reports on
construction of two
construction of two
construction of two

4.3 Sub-Programme: Traditional Leadership Institutional Support Services
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TOTAL BUDGET

R 299 980
R3 866 718

R499 980
R4 945 653

R699 972
R6 334 873

R499 853
R4 203 106

R1 999 785
R19 350 350

-

Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mrs P.P. Ndudane-Tyali
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R19 350 350
PI Performance
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
indicators
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Traditional Councils.
Traditional
Traditional
Councils.
Councils.
R794 380
R1 323 980
R1 853 572
R1 323 852
R5 295 784
3.
Number of signed-off
1
1
1
1
4 signed-off
Reports on
quarterly reports on the
quarterly reports on
construction of
• Facilitate renovation
• Monitor renovation
• Monitor renovation
• Monitor renovation
renovation of traditional
the renovation of
Traditional Councils.
of 2 Traditional
process with the
process with the
process with the
leadership institutions
Councils.
assistance of Public
assistance of Public
assistance of Public traditional leadership Payment Certificates
institutions
from Public Works.
• Monitor renovation
Works.
Works.
Works.
Tax invoices.
process with the
• Write reports on
• Write reports on
• Write reports on
Minutes of the site
assistance of Public
renovation of two
renovation of two
renovation of two
meetings.
Works.
Traditional
Traditional Councils.
Traditional
• Write reports on
Councils.
Councils.
renovation of two
Traditional Councils.
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Strategic objective:
To create a conducive service and administrative environment for the implementation of the developmental objectives to improve the functionality of the traditional leadership
institutions and socio-economic growth.
Objective statement:
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions
Overall responsibility: Mrs N. Mabanga
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 199 900
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
1.
Number of capacity
1
1
1
1
4 capacity building
Skills audit report,
building interventions
interventions
training plan,
• Compile & maintain
• Identify
• Conduct orientation
• Compile &
administered for
administered for
training
a credible database
stakeholders for
programme for
maintain a credible
traditional leaders
traditional leaders.
programmes,
of traditional leaders
partnership.
traditional leaders.
database of
ToRs, invitations,
and beneficiaries.
• Conduct skills
• Provide training to
traditional leaders
training reports,
• Conduct skills audit.
audit.
members of
and beneficiaries.
training or
• Submit a report.
• Conduct orientation
Traditional
• Conduct
workshop
programme for
leadership
orientation
evaluation forms,
traditional leaders.
institutions.
programme for
signed records of
• Submit a report.
traditional leaders.
workshops/
• Prepare a training
• Provide training to
• Identify
meetings,
plan.
members of
stakeholders for
attendance
traditional
partnership.
registers and
leadership
• Conduct
certificates.
institutions per
orientation
Seminar Report.
region - (July, Aug,
programme.
Sept).
• Provide training to
• Women’s Day
members of
Seminar– Aug.
traditional
leadership
institutions.
• Submit a report.
• Convene Training
• Convene Training
• Convene Training
• Convene Training
Committee
Committee
Committee
Committee
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
meetings.
TOTAL BUDGET
R188 643
R658 030
R227 431
R125 796
R1 199 900
-

Traditional Leadership Capacity Building
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TOTAL BUDGET

R493 367

R403 488

R345 295

Strategic objective:
To resolve traditional leadership disputes and claims for improved social cohesion within the communities
Objective statement:
To restore dignity of traditional leadership and communities through resolution of claims and disputes
Overall responsibility: Mr S. Kobokana
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R1 612 964
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
2014
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
1.
Number of Traditional
13
13
13
Leadership disputes and
• Conduct research and
• Conduct research
• Conduct research and
•
claims recommendations
public hearings.
and public hearings.
public hearings.
sent to the Premier
• Draw
• Draw
• Draw
•
recommendation
recommendation
recommendation
reports to the
reports to the
reports to the
Premier.
Premier.
Premier.
• Finalize the claims
• Finalize the claims
• Finalize the claims and •
and disputes.
and disputes.
disputes.

Commission on Traditional Leadership Disputes and Claims

R370 814

2015
Quarter 4
13
Conduct research
and public hearings.
Draw
recommendation
reports to the
Premier.
Finalize the claims
and disputes.

R1 612 964

52 Traditional
Leadership disputes
and claims
recommendations sent
to the Premier

Annual Target
APP 2014/15:

List of cases
submitted to the
National Commission.
Signed quarterly
public hearings
reports, attendance
registers, records of
consultative meetings,
research reports and
committee reports.
Signed
recommendations to
Premier.
-

Hard Evidence

To create a conducive service and
administrative environment for
the implementation of the
developmental objectives to
improve the functionality of the
traditional leadership institutions
and socio-economic growth

To create a conducive service and
administrative environment for
the implementation of the
developmental objectives to
improve the functionality of the
traditional leadership institutions
and socio-economic growth

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

1. Ever increasing demands
by Traditional Leadership
Institutions that are
outside the scope of the
Policies.
2. Wrong application of
discretion in meeting the
requested demand.
1. No systematic
arrangements for
reporting on compliance
on implementation of
legislation and policies
1. No policies in place
within Traditional Councils

Inconsistent decision
making by management in
relation to support to
Traditional Leaders

1. Lack of specialised skill
within the directorate in
the field of development
plan compilation.
2. Inadequate budget to
carry out the activity.
1.Poverty Alleviation
projects not included in
the IDPs

Limited capacity within the
directorate to support the
compilation of
development plans by
traditional councils.
Non-functionality of
poverty alleviation projects.

Funds from Traditional
Councils cannot be
accounted for.

Inability to get compliance
reports on implementation
of legislation and policy

1. Insufficient financial and
human resources to fully
implement traditional
leadership legislations.
2. Absence of Provincial
legislation on Local
Houses

PROGRAMME 4
RISK CAUSES

Inability to fully implement
the National Legislations in
respect of Traditional
Leadership Institutions.

RISKS

The following are Programme 4 operational risks and mitigation measures:

4.4 Programme 4: Risks management

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL
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1. Projects become non operational and not sustainable.
2. Fruitless expenditure

1. No development plans in
place for Traditional Councils.
2. Community development
needs will not be addressed
adequately.

1. Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure.
2. Misappropriation of funds

1. Negative audit findings.
2. Contraventions of the PFMA.
3. Complaints and competitions
amongst Traditional
Leadership Institutions.
4. Negative impact on the
reputation and relations of the
Department
1. Unable to measure the
percentage on compliance to
legislation and policies

1. The department may not
discharge its mandate.
2. Increased number of claims
and disputes.
3.Delays in the participation of
traditional leaders in rural
development

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1.Quarterly Financial reports
submitted by Traditional Councils
2. Conducted workshops to financial
management for Traditional Councils
and to identify gaps.
3.Financial Oversights.
1. On-going in-house training being
done
2. Financial assistance for training on
development plans have been sourced
from Private Partners.
3. Specialised skilled personnel in
place
1. Monthly project visits by officials.
2. Some projects are included in
Municipal IDPs.

1.Ad-hoc reports from other
directorates within Traditional Affairs
2.Questionaires with regard to
compliance in place

1. Costed the implementation of
current legislation.
2. Engaged provincial treasury on the
amount required to implement
legislation.
3. Prioritized certain traditional councils
for construction and maintenance.
4. Budget allocation for Traditional
Affairs prioritized
1. Traditional Leadership and
Governance Framework Act in place.
2. Provincial Traditional Leaders
handbook signed by SG and
submitted to MEC for approval.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To create a conducive service and
administrative environment for
the implementation of the
developmental objectives to
improve the functionality of the
traditional leadership institutions
and socio-economic growth

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

Irrelevant people (from
Traditional Leaders not

Irrelevant Training of
Traditional Leaders.

Funds been exhausted
before financial year
elapse.

Delays in project
implementation.

No separation of
responsibility in recognition
and termination

Non-compliance with the
existing policy that
regulates the use of
vehicles.

RISKS

1.Nominees nominate
their own people to attend

1. Ineffective
implementation and
enforcement of the policy
that regulates the use of
vehicles.
1.Organizational structure
not aligned to the
mandate of the Branch
(Traditional Affairs)
1. Lack of people with
technical skills within
directorate.
2. Organisational structure
not aligned to cater for
technical skills.
1.Budget allocations not
reflected of demand on
support services
2. Inability to determine
the number of deaths and
Installations of Traditional
Leaders.
3.Inflation of prices by
service providers in
respect of procurement for
Traditional Institutions.
1. No proper assessment
of the training needs
according to their
operations.

2. Inadequate funding for
projects
3. Non - availability of
transport to conduct
monthly visits of projects

PROGRAMME 4
RISK CAUSES

1. Relevant people not
capacitated.

1. Training impact not visible.

1. Over – expenditure/Budget
reduction due to over
expenditure from previous
financial years.

1. Dependency on agency work.
2.Unfinished and shoddy work
3. Incapacity to spend

1. Delays in the appointment of
Traditional Leaders.
2. Manipulation of the system.

1.Fruitless expenditure on
unauthorised trips
2.Misuse of vehicles allocated to
identified Traditional Leaders

incurred.
3. Projects not adequately
supported and monitored.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Training committee in place.
2. Impact assessment report in place.
3. Developed assessment impact tool
to measure training impact.
4. Conducted impact assessment after
each quarter.
5. Capacity building strategy in place.
1. Regional Heads monitor the training
sessions to ensure that relevant

1. Implementing policy on logistical
arrangements on funerals and
Installation of Traditional Leaders.
2. Complying with Price Index by
Treasury.

1.Organogram is being reviewed
2. Separation of duties done as there
are officials who do recognition and
others do the termination.
1.Using existing staff members
2.Monthly schedule meetings with
DPW in place

3. Facilitating inclusion of poverty
alleviation projects in Municipal IDPs.
4. Financial and technical support is
received from municipalities and
government departments.
5. Financial assistance is received from
Private sector.
1. Provincial Handbook policy.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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To resolve traditional leadership
disputes and claims for improved
social cohesion within the
communities

To resolve traditional leadership
disputes and claims for improved
social cohesion within the
communities

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL

1. Fear of the possible
outcomes
2. Fear of loss of income
and status
1.Fear of the possible
outcomes
2. Fear of loss of income
and status

Litigation (claims and
disputes)

Security threat at public
hearings

1. Fear of the possible
outcomes
2. Fear of loss of income
and status

1. Fear of the possible
outcomes.

Resistance to the work of
the Commission by some
Traditional Leaders

Non-cooperation of
respondents when it comes
to claims and disputes.

the training on their
behalf.

PROGRAMME 4
RISK CAUSES

nominated) attend training.

RISKS

1. Delays in the attendance of
disputes and claims
2. Splitting of focus of the
Committee
1.Delays in the attendance of
disputes and claims
2.Inability for the Commission
to finalise its work within
stipulated time
1. Disruption and injury

1.Delays in the attendance of
disputes and claims
2.Inability for the Commission
to finalise its work within
stipulated time

2. Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure.
3. Status quo on skills
development remains
unchanged.

RISK CONSEQUENCES

1. Intervention by the Committee
leadership
2. Subpoena respondents participate
in the public hearing and research
processes.
1. Policy in place
2. Undertaking with the Provincial
Commissioner of SAPS

people attend the training.
2. Training Committee in place
consisting of Regional Heads and
representatives from other
directorates.
3. No substitutes allowed without
consultation.
1. Traditional Leadership and
Governance Framework Act in place
2. Explanation of the work and
mandate of the Commission
3. Engagement of traditional
leadership by the COGTA and LGTA
leadership
4. Distribution of information leaflet
Continue with negotiations and
reconciliation processes

MITIGATION MEASURES

Province of the
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

OPERATIONAL PLAN
PROGRAMME 5:
PROVINCIAL HOUSE OF
TRADITIONAL LEADERS
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PROGRAMME 5: PROVINCIAL HOUSE OF TRADITIONAL LEADERS SECRETARIAT AND MANAGEMENT

PROGRAMME NAME
PROGRAMME 5:
Administration of House of Traditional
Leaders

Programme Structure

5.1

Provincial House of Houses of Traditional Leaders Secretariat and Management

SUB-PROGRAMME

Programme purpose: To promote and improve the effective and efficient functioning of the Eastern Cape House of Traditional Leaders as well as the Local Houses.

4.
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
1.
Reports on adequate
1
1
1
1
4 quarterly
Quarterly performance
administration support to
performance
report, IYM reports,
• Compile and submit • Compile and
• Compile and
• Compile and submit
the House submitted
reports submitted
monthly non-financial
1 quarterly
submit 1 quarterly
submit 1 quarterly
1 quarterly
towards informing
performance reports
performance report
performance report
performance report
performance report
management on
monthly risk
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
towards informing
the extent to which management reports,
management on
management on
management on
management on the
the branch are
quarterly performance
the extent to which
the extent to which
the extent to which
extent to which the
performing
reviews reports,
the programme is
the branch is
the branch is
branch is
attendance registers,
performing.
performing.
performing.
performing.
APP, TID and OP plans
1
Submit 1 Annual
Performance Plan of
1 Annual
the programmes
Performance Plan
targets.
3
3
3
3
12 IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
Submit IYM reports
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
on a monthly basis.
3
3
3
3
• Submit non• Submit non• Submit non• Submit non-financial 12 Non-financial
financial
financial
financial
performance reports reports
performance
performance
performance
on a monthly basis.

5.1 Sub-Programme: Provincial House of Traditional Leaders Secretariat and Management

Performance indicators, Annual targets, Quarterly targets, Budget estimates and Activities for 2014/15
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R35 000
Library services
properly resourced:
Marketing plan of
the library.
Resourcing of the
Library.
Conduct
satisfaction survey.
Ensure provision of
periodicals.
ILISA affiliation.

review session.

performance
review session.
R50 000
Library services
properly
resourced:
Marketing plan of
the library.
Conduct
satisfaction
survey.
Ensure provision
of periodicals.

performance
review session.
R36 000
Library services
properly
resourced:
Marketing plan of
the library.
Resourcing of the
Library.
Conduct
satisfaction
survey.
Ensure provision
of periodicals.
LIASA affiliation.

R35 000
Library services
properly resourced:
Conduct satisfaction
survey.
Ensure provision of
periodicals.

review session.
R156 000

Marketing plan, report
on satisfaction survey,
affiliation certificates

Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
reports on a
reports on a
reports on a
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
monthly basis.
1
1 Annual Report
• Compile and submit
annual report
timeously.
12 Risk
3
3
3
3
management
Submit monthly risk
Submit monthly
Submit monthly
Submit monthly risk
reports
management
risk management
risk management
management
reports.
reports.
reports.
reports.
Hold 4 review
1
1
1
1
sessions
Hold 1 performance
Hold 1
Hold 1
Hold 1 performance
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
R100 000
R832 000
R22 750
R0
R954 750
2.
Number of consolidated
1
1
1
1
4 consolidated
Attendance register for
reports on the resolutions • Conduct 1 EXCO
reports on the
the meetings between
• Conduct 1 EXCO
• Conduct 1 EXCO
• Conduct 1 EXCO
of EXCO, house sittings
resolutions of
traditional leaders and
meeting per month.
meeting per
meeting per
meeting per month.
and committee meetings
EXCO, house
EXCO, invitations to
• Make logistical
month.
month.
• Make logistical
submitted
sittings and
the House sittings,
arrangements for
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
arrangements for
committee
attendance registers.
EXCO members
arrangements for
arrangements for
EXCO members
meetings
Reports on the House
(accommodation
EXCO members
EXCO members
(accommodation
submitted
sittings.
and catering).
(accommodation
(accommodation
and catering).
• Send invitations to
and catering).
and catering).
• Send invitations to
relevant
• Send invitations to
• Send invitations to
relevant
stakeholders’ 7
relevant
relevant
stakeholders’ 7
working days
stakeholders’ 7
stakeholders’ 7
working days before
before the meeting.
working days
working days
the meeting.
• Write1 reportper
before the
before the
• Write1 report per
EXCO meeting.
meeting.
meeting.
EXCO meeting.
• Track
• Write1 reportper
• Write1 reportper
• Track
recommendations
EXCO meeting.
EXCO meeting.
recommendations
for implementation. • Track
• Track
for implementation.
recommendations
recommendations
for
for implementation.
implementation.
R274 114
R274 114
R274 114
R274 115
R1 096 457
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
arrangements for
arrangements for
arrangements for
arrangements for
the full house
the full house
the full house
the full house sitting
sitting (catering and
sitting (catering
sitting (catering
(catering and
accommodation).
and
and
accommodation).
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
• Confirm attendance
accommodation).
accommodation).
• Confirm attendance
by members of the
• Confirm
• Confirm attendance
by members of the
house 5 working
attendance by
by members of the
house 5 working
days before the
members of the
house 5 working
days before the
sitting.
house 5 working
days before the
sitting.
• Convene 1 full
days before the
sitting.
• Convene 1 full
house sitting per
sitting.
• Convene 1 full
house sitting per
quarter
• Convene 1 full
house sitting per
quarter
• Process travelling,
house sitting per
quarter
• Process travelling,
subsistence and
quarter
• Process travelling,
subsistence and
sitting allowance
• Process travelling,
subsistence and
sitting allowance
claims.
subsistence and
sitting allowance
claims.
• Write 4reports for
sitting allowance
claims.
• Write 4reports for
the full house
claims.
• Write 4reports for
the full house
sittings.
• Write 4reports for
the full house
sittings.
the full house
sittings.
sittings.
R324 260
R324 260
R324 260
R324 260
R1 297 040
• Development of the
project plan for the
official opening of
the House for the
new session
(2014/15).
• Establish local
organising
committee.
• Send out invitations
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3.

Number of reports on
comments on Bills and
Policies referred to the
Provincial House,

R284 319
-

R284 319
1
Make logistical
arrangements for
committee meeting

R284 319
1
Make logistical
arrangements for
committee meeting

R298 321
1
Make logistical
arrangements for
committee meeting

R1 151 278
3 reports on
comments on Bills
and Policies
referred to the

List of Bills submitted
to the national
Commission.
Signed quarterly public

Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
to stakeholders.
• Confirmation of the
programme.
• Co-ordinate opening
of the House.
• Facilitate evaluation
meeting
• Process travelling,
subsistence and
sitting allowance
claims.
R0
R0
R0
R701 294
R701 294
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
• Make logistical
arrangements for 8
arrangements for 8
arrangements for 8
arrangements for 8
committee sittings.
committee sittings.
committee sittings.
committee sittings.
• Process travelling,
• Process travelling,
• Process travelling,
• Process travelling,
subsistence and
subsistence and
subsistence and
subsistence and
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
claims.
claims.
claims.
claims.
• Write 1 report per
• Write 1 report per
• Write 1 report per
• Write 1 report per
committee meeting
committee meeting
committee meeting
committee meeting
held.
held.
held.
held.
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
submitted to Legislature
to consider
to consider
to consider referred
Provincial House,
hearings reports,
and National House
referred Bill or
referred Bill or
Bill or Policy
submitted to
records of consultative
Policy (catering,
Policy (catering,
(catering,
Legislature and
meetings, research
accommodation
accommodation
accommodation and
National House
reports and committee
and relevant
and relevant
relevant
reports. Signed
documentation).
documentation).
documentation).
recommendationsto
Extend invitations
Extend invitations
Extend invitations 7
MEC and Premier.
7 days before
7 days before
days before
Attendance registers.
committee meeting
committee meeting
committee meeting
Reports on comments
to relevant
to relevant
to relevant
on the Bills.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
Members
Members
Members interrogate
interrogate Bills.
interrogate Bills.
Bills.
Consult with
Consult with
Consult with
traditional
traditional
traditional
communities.
communities.
communities.
Table inputs to the
Table inputs to the
Table inputs to the
House for
House for
House for adoption.
adoption.
adoption.
Submit reports to
Submit reports to
Submit reports to
relevant legislative
relevant legislative
relevant legislative
bodies.
bodies.
bodies.
Process travelling,
Process travelling,
Process travelling,
subsistence and
subsistence and
subsistence and
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
claims.
claims.
claims.
R147067
R147 067
R147 067
R441 201
4.
Number of reports on
1
1
2 reports on
Minutes of evaluation
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
the constituencies
Publicise and
Publicise and market constituencies
meeting.
supported through
market outreach
outreach
supported through
Outreach reports.
outreach programmes
programme.
programme.
outreach
Attendance registers.
Facilitate
Facilitate evaluation
programmes
Reports on support to
evaluation meeting
meeting
constituencies.
Compile outreach
Compile outreach
report.
report.
Facilitate tabling of
Facilitate tabling of
the report to full
the report to full
House sitting.
House sitting.
Process travelling,
Process travelling,
subsistence and
subsistence and
sitting allowance
sitting allowance
claims.
claims.
• Write 1
Write 1 consolidated
consolidated report
report for each
for each outreach
outreach
programme.
programme.
R0
R252 523
R0
R252 524
R505 047
5.
Number of reports on the
1
1
2 reports on the
Update report on the
implementation of
implementation of
preparation of
Facilitate preDevelop a
Facilitate preDevelop a
initiation monitoring and
initiation
initiation seasons.
initiation
monitoring and
initiation
monitoring and
intervention strategy
monitoring and
Attendance registers
consultative
intervention plan
consultative
intervention plan on
intervention
for initiation strategy
meetings with all
on initiation for
meetings with all
initiation for winter
consultation and
District
winter and summer
District
and summer season. strategy
monitoring meetings.
Municipalities and
season.
Municipalities and
Consolidate draft
Initiation program for
Metros, Traditional
Consolidate draft
Metros, Traditional
plan into a final
June and November
Leaders,
plan into a final
Leaders,
plan.
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Government
plan.
Government
Execute intervention
periods.Report of the
Departments,
Execute
Departments,
according to
monitoring and
schools and other
intervention
schools and other
adopted plan.
intervention strategy.
stakeholders.
according to
stakeholders
Conduct sessions
adopted plan.
with Amakrwala at
Conduct sessions
the end of initiation
with new
season
Amakrwala at the
Compile a closing
end of initiation
report on initiation
season
for each season
Compile a closing
Facilitate media
report on initiation
briefing.
for each season
Process travelling,
Facilitate media
subsistence and
briefing.
sitting allowance
Process travelling,
claims.
subsistence and
sitting allowance
6.
Number of reports on the
claims.
promotion of traditional,
R169 750
R365 750
R423 226
R619 226
R1 577 952
cultural and customary
1
1
1
3 reports on the
Minutes of
programmes submitted
promotion of
consultation and
Co-ordinate and
traditional, cultural
evaluation sessions,
attend heritage day
and customary
attendance registers,
celebrations.
programmes
concept document,
Identification of a
submitted
report on Heritage day
venue to host
celebrations. Reports
heritage
on promotion
celebration
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Consultation with
programmes.
communities and
municipalities to
obtain their buy-in.
Adoption of a
provincial heritage
concept document
developed by
DRSRAC.
Manage logistical
arrangements for
members of the
house.
Evaluation meeting
Process travelling,
subsistence and
sitting allowance
claims
R0
R0
R466 700
R0
R466 700
1
1 report on imbizo
Signed report on urban
held in urban areas
areas imbizo
Identification of the
venue and
stakeholders to
attend imbizo in
urban areas
(mvuselelo).
Develop a concept
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
document.
Facilitate logistical
arrangements.
Compile a report.
Process travelling,
subsistence and
sitting allowance
claims
R0
R0
R0
R293 734
R293 734
1
Conduct research on
1 research report on Research report on the
the profile of the
the profile of the
profile of the House
House since its
House
establishment
R0
R135 338
R0
R0
R135 338
7.
% of claims and disputes
100%
100%
100%
100%
100% of claims
Dispute register,
reports submitted to MEC
and disputes
acknowledge
Capture referred
Capture referred
Capture referred
submitted to MEC
receipts,
cases into the
cases into the
cases into the
recommendations
dispute register.
dispute register.
dispute register.
report to MEC
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge receipt
receipt
receipt
Make an analysis of
Make an analysis of
Make an analysis of
an appropriate
an appropriate
an appropriate
approach to be
approach to be
approach to be
followed in resolving
followed in
followed in
each case.
resolving each
resolving each
Execute determined
case.
case.
approach.
Execute
Execute
Make
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Strategic objective:
To execute effective oversight function and strategic support to the Institutions of Traditional Leadership to fulfill the constitutional requirement of recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to improve the socio-economic growth of rural communities.
To promote traditional, cultural and customary programmes.
Objective statements:
To ensure good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership Institutions and within the House of Traditional Leaders.
To promote sustainable communities by implementing appropriate institutional systems, good governance and sustainable development in all Traditional Leadership
Institutions.
Overall responsibility: Mr Z.Bokwe
Reporting period: Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
Budget: R9 100 000
PI Performance indicator
Timeframe as per APP/ Activities/ Performance Outputs
Annual Target
Hard Evidence
APP 2014/15:
2014
2015
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
determined
determined
recommendations to
approach.
approach.
the MEC for
Make
Make
finalisation of the
recommendations
recommendations
case.
to the MEC for
to the MEC for
finalisation of the
finalisation of the
case.
case.
R0
R110 736
R110 736
R101 737
R323 209
TOTAL BUDGET
R1 187 443
R2 776 107
R2 089 172
R3 047 278
R9 100 000
-

Programme 5: Risks management

To promote traditional, cultural
and customary programmes

To execute effective oversight
function and strategic support
to the Institutions of Traditional
Leadership to fulfill the
constitutional requirement of
recognizing the role and
functions of the institutions to
improve the socio-economic
growth of rural communities.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

RISK
TYPE

1. Non-declaration of
interest by some members
of the PHoTL who have
interest on the matter
investigated.
1. Non-adherence to the
EC HoTL Act
2. External referrals
coming into the PHoTL
1. Inadequate monitoring
2. Misunderstanding as a
result of inappropriate
introduction of male
medical circumcision.
3. Gaps in legislation in
respect of initiation/male
circumcision.

Subjectivity on the
consideration of claims and
disputes by members of
PHotL
Delays in adhering to
prescribed timelines in
respect of referred Bills to
the PHoTL.
Malpractice of male
circumcision

1. Non availability of
Provincial KM chart.
2. Dishonest by claimants

1. Limited understanding
of the role of PHoTL by
Government Departments
and Organs of State.
2. Disintegration in
planning.

PROGRAMME 5
RISK CAUSES

Inflation of travel claims by
officials and members of
the PHotL

Discord between the
Provincial House,
Government department
and other organs of state
with competency of
preserving cultural,
customs and tradition.

RISKS

The following are Programme 5 operational risks and mitigation measures:

5.2

OPERATIONAL

OPERATIONAL
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1. EC HoTL Act in place

1. Reprioritisation of existing funds.
2. Engagements between PHoTL,
Exco, MEC for Provincial Health
Department and the Legislature.
3. Involvement of Traditional leaders
participating in District as well as Local
municipalities.
4. Consultative meetings with
Municipalities, Schools and Traditional
Leaders.

1. Conflicts between
traditionally and medically
circumcised males.
2. Negative impact on the
effectiveness of the
programme.
3. High rate of deaths and
injuries.

1. Continuous engagement with other
stakeholders in an attempt to promote
integration.
2. MoUs in place.
3. Annual schedule of Provincial
House programmes in place.
4. Programme to engage with relevant
stakeholders on roles and functions of
the PHoTL in place.
5. Regular meetings with DSRAC
(amendment of MoU) in place.
1. Prescribed timelines for submission
to allow sufficient time for verification.
2. Verification of the member's cars in
attendance.
1. Amended Standing Rules of PHoTL.
2. Rotation of members responsible
for the consideration of claims and
disputes referred to the House.

MITIGATION MEASURES

1. Legislation that consist of
gaps on critical matters which it
seeks to address.

1. Questionable credibility of
the findings from the PHoTL.

1. Fruitless and wasteful
expenditure

1. Disintegration and
duplication of programs run
within the same Province

RISK CONSEQUENCES

Province of the
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

OPERATIONAL PLAN
OVERVIEW OF 2014/15
BUDGET AND MTEF EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES
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R thousand
1.Administration
2. Local
Governance
3. Development And
Planning
4. Traditional
Institutional
Management
5. House Of
Traditional Leaders
Total payments
and estimates

2011/12

171 866
196 427

99 397

247 438

23 815

738 943

2010/11

186 556
246 205

90 856

232 005

19 457

775 079

Outcome

788 228

24 117

252 979

102 316

182 861
225 955

2012/13

Table 2: Payments and Estimates by Programme

EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES

840 869

24 818

263 224

119 268

185 246
248 314

Main
appropriation

1 055 493

25 314

263 955

120 017

192 139
454 069

2013/14

Adjusted
appropriation

5 OVERVIEW OF 2014/15 BUDGET AND MTEF EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES

1 002 649

25 478

265 333

115 225

188 320
408 293

Revised
estimate

876 196

24 403

274 196

128 946

206 587
242 065

2014/15

875 661

24 267

278 115

121 633

202 638
249 008

2015/16

922 960

25 553

292 829

127 415

214 489
262 674

2016/17

Medium-term estimates

(12.6)

(4.2)

3.3

11.9

9.7
(40.7)

% change
from
2013/14
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Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification
Main
Outcome
appropriation
R thousand
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
Current payments
674 745
699 630
743 777
804 090
Compensation of employees
506 838
554 436
598 853
648 929
Goods and services
167 828
145 181
144 921
155 160
Interest and rent on land
79
13
3
–
Transfers and subsidies
83 250
18 259
28 956
21 655
to:
Provinces and municipalities
78 042
7 735
18 183
13 578
Departmental agencies and
–
–
8
–
accounts
Higher education institutions
–
–
–
–
Foreign governments and
–
–
–
–
international organisations
Public corporations and
–
–
–
–
private enterprises
Non-profit institutions
–
–
–
–
Households
5 208
10 524
10 765
8 077
Payments for capital
16 672
20 537
15 495
15 124
assets
Buildings and other fixed
8 873
12 259
4 107
9 840
structures
Machinery and equipment
7 799
8 278
11 388
4 684
Heritage Assets
–
–
–
–
Specialised military assets
–
–
–
–
Biological assets
–
–
–
–
Land and sub-soil assets
–
–
–
–
Software and other
–
–
–
600
intangible assets
Payments for financial
412
517
–
–
assets
Total economic
775 079
738 943
788 228
840 869
classification
6 093
170
–
–
–
600
–
1 002 649

–
1 055 493

–
12 008

–
10 498

6 986
170
–
–
–
600

–

–

9 730

–
–

–
–

11 220

183 078
70

223 078
70

16 593

195 156

233 646

18 976

790 900
647 301
143 596
3

Revised
estimate

Adjusted
appropriation
2013/14
802 871
648 929
153 941
–

876 196

–

8 708
–
–
–
–
–

21 769

30 477

–
8 357

–

–
–

23 064
–

31 421

2014/15
814 298
677 525
136 773
–

875 661

–

8 686
–
–
–
–
–

11 293

19 979

–
8 107

–

–
–

12 503
–

20 610

2015/16
835 072
700 806
134 266
–

922 960

–

9 146
–
–
–
–
–

11 892

21 038

–
8 537

–

–
–

13 166
–

21 703

2016/17
880 220
739 036
141 184
–

Medium-term estimates

-12.6

-100.0

42.9
-100.0

123.7

83.7

(30.4)

(100.0)

(87.4)

(83.9)

3.0
4.7
-4.8
-100.0

% change
from
2013/14

EXPENDITURE TRENDS
Table 2 above reflects a summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification. Expenditure
increased steadily from R775.079 million in 2010/11 to R1.002 billion in 2013/14. The budget decreases by 12.6 per
cent in 2014/15 due to the R200 million once-off financial assistance provided to KSD Local Municipality in 2013/14
as alluded to above.
Compensation of Employees increased from R506.838 million in 2010/11 to a revised estimate of R647.301 million in
2013/14 as a result of the continued recruitment drive to appoint OCA specialists to provide hands on support to
municipalities. In 2014/15, the budget slightly increases by 4.7 per cent.
Goods and Services decreased from R167.828 million in 2010/11 to R143.596 million in 2013/14 due to cost
containment measures and reprioritisation. In 2014/15, the department reflects a further decrease of 4.8 per cent
due to reprioritisation and cost containment measures.
Transfers & Subsidies increased from R83.250 million in 2010/11 to R195.156 million in 2013/14 due to the once off
financial support provided KSD local municipality in 2013/14, which has also resulted in 83.9 per cent decrease in
Transfers & Subsidies in 2014/15.
Payments for Capital Assets decreased from R16.672 million to R16.593 million in 2013/14 due to the completion of
major construction projects, including the provincial House of Traditional Leaders and Engcobo fire station. The
budget for 2014/15 increases by 83.7 per cent due to the continued construction of traditional councils as well as the
provincial disaster management centre. Furthermore, the increase under Machinery and Equipment is due to the
need to purchase resources for newly established district offices as well as the provision made for financial leases
which have been reclassified according to SCoA.
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List of Acronyms
AFS
AG
APP
ASC
ATR
BAS
BCMM
BCR
CAE
CAPEX
CCTV
CDW
CFO
CHDM
CIPC
CWP
DAC
DCoG
DCoGTA
DDG
DIMAFO`s
DLGTA
DMs
DoL
DPSA
DPW
DRSRAC
DST
DWIF
EC
EE
EXCO
FAS
FBS
GIS
GRAP
HOD
HRP&D
ICT
IDP
IGR
IIA
ISD
IT
IUDF
IYA
IYM
JE
KPA
KSD
LED
LGSETA
LGTAS
LIASA
LISA
LMs
LOGIS
LUMS
M&E
MACC
MANCO
MDB
MEC

Annual Financial System
Auditor General
Annual Performance Plan
Audit Steering Committee
Annual Training Report
Basic Accounting System
Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality
Blue Crane Route Local Municipality
Chief Audit Executive
Capital Expenditure
Closed Circuit Television
Community Development Workers
Chief Financial Officer
Chris Hani District Municipality
Companies & Intellectual Property Commission
Community Work Programme
District Appraisal Committees
National Department of Co-operative Governance
Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs
Deputy Director General
District Mayor`s Forums
Department of Local Government & Traditional Affairs
District Municipalities
Department of Labour
Department of Public Service & Administration
Department of Public Works
Department of Sport Recreation Art & Culture
District Support Team
District Wide Infrastructure Forum
Eastern Cape
Employment Equity
Executive Council
Financial Accounting Services
Free Basic Services
Geographical Information System
General Recognised Accounting Practice
Head of Department
Human Resource Planning & Development
Information and Communication Technology
Integrated Development Plan
Inter-Governmental Relations
Institute of Internal Audit
Institutional and Social Development
Information Technology
Integrated Urban Development Framework
Imbibe Yamakhosikazi Akomkhulu
In Year Monitoring
Job Evaluation
Key Performance Area
King SabataDalindyebo Local Municipality
Local Economic Development
Local Government Sector Education Training Authority
Local Government Turn Around Strategies
Library Institute Association of South Africa
Library Institute of South Africa
Local Municipalities
Logistical Information System
Land Use Management System
Monitoring & Evaluation
Minimum Anti-corruption Capacity
Management Committee
Municipal Demarcation Board
Member of the Executive Council
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MFMA
MIG
MISA
MISS
MM
MoUs
MPACs
MPRA
MSA
MSA
MSIG
MTEF
MTSF
MUCAT
MUTAS
NCOP
NDP
NMBMM
NSDF
NT
OCA
OMEC
OSG
OTP
PAICC
PC
PCMT
PDMC
PDP
PFMA
PGDP
PGDS
PI
PILIR
PMDS
PMG
PMIF
PMS
PoA
PSA
PSDP
PSETA
PSF
PSJ
PWG
QLFS
QPR
RMP
SALGA
SANAS
SARS
SDF
SG
SLA
SMS
SPU
SRV
SSA
UPS
WCRSDP
WSP

Municipal Finance Management Act
Municipal Infrastructure Grant
Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency
Municipal Information Security Standards
Municipal Manager
Memorandum of Understanding
Municipal Public Accounts Committees
Municipal Property Rates Act
Municipal Structures Act, 117 of 1998
Municipal Systems Amendment Act, 7 of 2011
Municipal Systems Improvement Grant
Medium Term Expenditure Framework
Medium Term Strategic Framework
Municipal Capacity Assessment Tool
Municipal Turn Around Strategies
National Council of Provinces
National Development Plan
Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality
National Spatial Development Framework
National Treasury
Operation Clean Audit
Office of the Member of the Executive Council
Office of the Superintendent General
Office of the Premier
Provincial Audit Improvement Coordinating Committee
Portfolio Committee
Provincial Coordinating &Monitoring Team
Provincial Disaster Management Centre
Provincial Development Plan
Public Finance Management Act
Provincial Growth & Development Plan
Provincial Growth &Development Strategy
Performance indicator
Policy on Ill Health and Incapacity Retirements
Performance Management & Development System
Pay Master General
Provincial Municipal Infrastructure Forum
Performance Management System
Programme of Action
Public Service Act
Provincial Spatial Development Plan
Public Service Education & Training Authority
Provincial Strategic Framework
Port St Johns
Provincial Working Group
Quarterly Labour Force Survey
Quarter Performance Report
Risk Management Plan
South African Local Government Association
South African National Accreditation System
South African Revenue Services
Spatial Development Framework
Superintendent General
Service level Agreement
Senior Management Services
Strategic Planning Unit
Sundays River Valley Local Municipality
State Security Agency
Uninterruptable Power Supply
Wild Coast Region Spatial Development Plan
Workplace Skills Plan
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Province of the

Province of the

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
& TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
& TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS

CONTACT DETAILS
OFFICE OF THE MEC
Tyamzashe Building
Phalo Avenue
Private Bag x 0026
Bhisho
5605
Eastern Cape
Republic of South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)40 609 5789
Fax: +27 (0)40 6395218
linda.sigwili@eclgta.gov.za
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT-GENERAL
Tyamzashe Building
Phalo Avenue
Private Bag x 0035
Bhisho
5605
Eastern Cape
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (0)40 609 5656/58
Fax: +27 (0)40 639 2163
lerato.sebiloane@eclgta.gov.za

OPERATIONAL PLAN

2014 - 2015

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER
Tyamzashe Building
Phalo Avenue
Private Bag x 0035
Bhisho
5605
Eastern Cape
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (0)40 609 5280/5019
Fax: +27 (0)40 639 1768
nkokhuli.vuba@eclgta.gov.za
OFFICE OF THE SENIOR MANAGER
Tyamzashe Building
Phalo Avenue
Private Bag x 0035
Bhisho
5605
Eastern Cape
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (0)40 609 5454/5713
Fax: +27 (0)40 639 1768
fundiswa.gxabuza@eclgta.gov.za
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